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Zusammenfassung

Cellulosome sind große, extrazelluläre Polyprotein-Maschinen, welche ligno-
cellulosehaltige Biomasse auf effiziente Art abbauen. Sie organisieren verschiedene
cellulolytische Enzyme auf multivalenten Proteingerüsten (Scaffoldins) mit Hilfe
der hochspezifischen Protein-Protein-Wechselwirkungen zwischen Cohesinen und
Dockerinen. Cellulosomale Scaffoldins vermitteln zudem Adhäsion zwischen
ihrer Wirtszelle und deren Substrat und können bemerkenswert hohen Kräften
standhalten.

Aufgrund der synergistischen Organisation von Enzymen sind Cellulosome
vielsprechend für industrielle Anwendungen beim Abbau von lignocellulose-
haltiger Biomasse zu einfachen Zuckern. Die enorme Vielfalt der hochaffinen
Cohesin-Dockerin-Paare ist darüber hinaus von großem Interesse in rational
gestalteten künstlichen Enzymnetzwerken, wie Designer-Cellulosomen.

Das Hauptziel dieser Dissertation ist es, die Mechanobiologie hinter der
beeindruckenden mechanischen Stabilität cellulosomaler Cohesin-Scaffoldins
aufzuklären. Um dies zu erreichen, wurde eine schnelle und parallelisierte Proben-
präparationsmethode für multiplex Rasterkraftmikroskop-basierte Einzelmolekül-
Kraftspektroskopie (im folgenden AFM-SMFS) entwickelt. Diese Methode er-
möglichte die mechanische Charakterisierung aller Cohesindomänen eines enzym-
tragenden Scaffoldins mit hohem experimentellen Durchsatz und ausgezeichneter
Vergleichbarkeit relativer Kraft. Damit konnte die mechanische Stabilität der
getesteten Cohesine eindeutig mit ihrer Position innerhalb des cellulosomalen
Scaffoldins korreliert werden. Darüber hinaus konnte gezeigt werden, dass Cohe-
sine ihre mechanische Stabilität unter Bindung eines Dockerins deutlich erhöhen.
Dies war unerwartet, da sich die Dockerin-Bindungsstelle der Cohesine an der
gegenüberliegenden Seite des für die mechanische Stabilität verantwortlichen
Hauptelements befindet, dem sogennanten mechanical clamp motif. Eine Kom-
bination aus all-atom Moleküldynamiksimulationen und multiplex AFM-SMFS
ermöglichte die Identifizierungmehrerer stabilisierender Punktmutationen, welche
die mechanische Stabilität der schwächsten Cohesin-Domäne mehr als verdoppel-
ten.

Der zweite Teil dieser Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Entwicklung eines
Assays zur Untersuchung des Cellulose-Abbaus durch Enzymkombinationen und
Designer-Cellulosome. Der Assay beruht auf enzymvermittelter Radikalketten-
polymerisation, wodurch der Substratabbau in einem schnellen und parallelen
96-Well-Format zeitaufgelöst detektiert werden kann. Der Assay konnte auf
verschiedensten löslichen und unlöslichen Cellulosesubstraten mit hoher Empfind-
lichkeit durchgeführt werden kann. Darüber hinaus ermöglicht es in Kombination
mit Totalreflexions-Fluoreszenzmikroskopie oder AFM Bildgebung eine Echtzeit-
Lokalisierung von enzymatischer Aktivität auf Lignocellulose; ein einzigartiges
Merkmal unter Cellulase-Aktivitätsassays.

Die Ergebnisse in dieser Dissertation erweitern das Verständnis der Mechanobi-
ologie cellulosomaler Cohesindomänen und des Abbaus von Biomasse durch
Enzyme bei. Dies sind zwei zentrale Aspekte für das rationale Design von robusten
und effizienten Enzymnetzwerken und Designer-Cellulosomen.
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Introduction
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Proteins are fundamental to living organisms and therefore a core subject of
biological and biophysical research. They perform countless vital functions within
and outside their hosts, including replication, metabolic reactions, signal transduc-
tion, molecule transport or structural and mechanical tasks [1–5]. In the majority
of cases, elaborate macromolecular assemblies or protein networks synergistically
perform complex tasks or reaction cascades. Investigating individual proteins and
their activity at a single-molecule level is often imperative to understand their
intricate underlying mechanisms of action.

The investigations in this thesis were inspired by large, complex multi-protein
systems called cellulosomes, which synergistically coordinate enzymes with dif-
ferent specificities and non-catalytic domains [6]. Cellulosomes are secreted by
various anaerobic bacteria and fungi for the efficient degradation of lignocellulosic
biomass. The key players in cellulosome assembly are multimodular adapter
proteins called scaffoldins, which mainly consist of cohesin domains. Enzymes
and non-catalytic auxiliary modules carry dockerin domains, which can bind to
cohesins. Through this high-affinity receptor-ligand interaction between cohesins
and dockerins, scaffoldins enable a spatially synergistic arrangement of enzymes
and non-catalytic domains, as well as robust cell adhesion to cellulose in mechan-
ically stressful environmental conditions [7]. Due to these intriguing features,
cellulosomal scaffoldins are particularly interesting as building blocks in rationally
designed artificial enzyme networks, such as designer cellulosomes.

The main aim of this thesis is to characterize the mechanical properties of an
entire cellulosomal scaffoldin, which has never been achieved before. Atomic
force microscopy-based single-molecule force spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS)
is the ideal tool to understand the mechanobiology that governs the remarkable
robustness of cellulosomal components. It was used previously to characterize
the non-covalent protein-protein interaction between cohesins and dockerins, as
well as the mechanostability of cohesin domains themselves [8–11]. Classical
AFM-based SMFS, however, typically lacks the required throughput or absolute
force precision to achieve complete and comparative mechanical phenotyping of
cohesin scaffoldins, or more general: protein libraries.

Publication P1 and publication P2 tackle these limitations by employing a
newly developed multiplexed, cell-free in vitro protein expression and site-specific
pulldown sample preparation protocol for AFM-based SMFS. This method enabled
the mechanical characterization of all cohesin domains from an enzyme-bearing
scaffoldin with unprecedented experimental throughput and excellent relative
force comparability. I was thus able to clearly correlate the mechanical stability of
the tested cohesins with their positions within the cellulosomal scaffoldin. Fur-
thermore, I found that all investigated cohesins notably increase their mechanical
stability upon binding of a dockerin, although the cohesin’s binding interface
is located at the opposite side of its main element responsible for mechanical
stability, the mechanical clamp motif. A combination of all-atom steered molecular
dynamics simulations and multiplexed AFM-based SMFS further contributed to
the understanding of cohesin mechanostability and enabled the identification
of several mechanically stabilizing point mutations, one of which increased the
mechanical stability of the weakest cohesin domain by more than a factor of two.
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Publication P3 further incorporates the aforementioned cell-free protein ex-
pression and immobilization protocol into an versatile microfluidic platform. This
lab-on-a-chip approach can in principle be used to prepare hundreds of AFM-SMFS
protein samples in parallel, allowing for high-throughput mechanical phenotyping
of large protein libraries.

Publication P4 presents a model-free theoretical framework for biasing effects
which can occur in the single-molecule force spectroscopy unfoldingmeasurements
of high-strength protein domains. It predicts and corrects biasing of overlapping
force distributions and provides a framework for the right choice of pulling handle
in SMFS experiments.

The second part of this thesis is the development of a versatile assay for the
investigation of lignocellulose degradation by enzyme compositions and designer
cellulosomes. Typical cellulase activity assays have strict limitations when used in
high-throughput applications and do not allow for enzyme localization on natural
substrates.

Publication P5 and publication P6 present a novel cellulase activity and local-
ization assay which relies on enzyme-mediated radical chain polymerization for
strong signal amplification. It allows optical, time-resolved detection of substrate
degradation with high sensitivity in a fast and parallel 96-well format on a wide
range of different soluble and insoluble cellulose substrates. More importantly,
it allows real-time localization of enzymatic activity when combined with total
internal refection fluorescence microscopy or AFM imaging, a unique feature
among cellulase activity assays.
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1
The Cellulosome - a Model Protein

Nanomachinery

The following sections give an overview over the recalcitrant structure of ligno-
cellulosic biomass, the strategies used by cellulosomes to efficiently hydrolyze it
and the central role of scaffoldins within cellulosomes. A short description of the
function of different cellulolytic enzymes, non-catalytic domains and cellulosomal
components is given at the example of two cellulose-degrading model organisms:
the fungus Trichoderma reesei and the bacterium Acetivibrio cellulolyticus; each
representing one of the two paradigms of cellulase organization. Furthermore,
the concept of designer cellulosomes is shortly introduced and recent advances
therein are summarized.

1.1 Lignocellulosic Biomass

Cellulose is the most abundant renewable biopolymer and major reservoir of fixed
carbon on earth. Besides hemicellulose and lignin, it is themain constituent of plant
cell walls, but is also found in algae and bacteria [12]. Long linear chains of several
hundred to thousands of glucose molecules give cellulose its crystallinity, strength
and resistance to hydrolysis, making it the main structural component of the
primary plant cell wall. Hemicellulose, in contrast, is chemically not well defined
but rather a family of polysaccharides. It has a random, amorphous and branched
structure with little strength and is easily hydrolyzed by dilute acid and base.
Its main job is to cross-link cellulose nanocrystals in the plant cell wall through
hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions. Lignin is a class of complex organic
polymers which provide flexibility and resistance to compression by embedding
cellulose and hemicellulose in an amorphous matrix (i.e., lignocellulose). Lignin
consists of cross-linked phenolic polymers making it highly resistant to acid- and
base-catalyzed hydrolysis [13].

Typical proportions in plant biomass are 30-50% cellulose, 20-35%hemicellulose
and 10-30% lignin, but strongly depend on its source [12, 14]. Due to the high
proportion of cellulose and hemicellulose, lignocellulose is generally considered to
be the most promising renewable source for a sustainable production of biofuel via
fermentation of glucose, with major existing reservoirs in the form of agricultural
waste [15].
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Chapter 1. The Cellulosome - a Model Protein Nanomachinery
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Figure 1.1. Structure of lignocellulose. (a) Plant cell walls consist of a hierarchical
organization of cellulose. Crystalline cellulose is cross-linked by hemicellulose and
lignin into structures calledmicrofibrils, which are further organized intomacrofibrils.
This complex composition results in high structural integrity and flexibility in plant
cell walls. (b) Cellulose is the main component of lignocellulose and consists of
glucose molecules linked by 1,4-β-glycosidic bonds. Hydrogen bonds between the
different layers of polysaccharides give cellulose its crystallinity and resistance to
degradation.
The basis for this figure was kindly provided by Wolfgang Ott.

The combination of crystalline and heterogeneous compounds, and the high
degree of lignification gives lignocellulose its dense structure and chemical stability.
The industrial degradation of lignocellulosic polysaccharides into their component
carbon chain sugars therefore heavily depends on acid or heat treatments [16],
making this process expensive, slow, relatively inefficient and environmentally
damaging [17]. A variety of organisms, however, have evolved to efficiently
degrade lignocellulose and take advantage of this nutrient source. Extensive
studies on a handful of model organisms such as the fungus Trichoderma reesei

[18], and the bacteria Clostridium thermocellum [19] and Acetivibrio cellulolyticus [20]
have shown that the strategies for enzymatic biomass degradation are diverse and
complex. Numerous cellulolytic enzymes with different activities in combination
with non-catalytic adapter and auxiliary domains are employed to synergistically
and efficiently degrade the chemically and structurally recalcitrant substrate.

1.2 Free Cellulolytic Enzymes and Cellulosomes

The two paradigms of enzymatic lignocellulose degradation are free enzyme
systems and cellulosomes (Figure 1.2). In both cases different cellulolytic enzymes
(i.e. cellulases) are employed to extract soluble carbohydrates from plant cell
walls. Most importantly, cellulases include exo- and endo-acting enzymes and β-
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Chapter 1. The Cellulosome - a Model Protein Nanomachinery

glucosidases, whichwork synergistically to hydrolyze the recalcitrant lignocellulose
substrate and crystalline cellulose microfibrils.

Exoglucanases processively degrade cellulose from its chain ends, while en-
doglucanases randomly hydrolyze glucosidic bonds within the polysaccharide
chain [21]. Finally, β-glucosidases cleave cellobiose, a dimer of β-glucosemolecules,
into glucose and thus counteract exo- and endo-cellulase product inhibition. To be
able to target specific substrates, cellulases are often accompanied by non-catalytic
protein domains. Carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs), for example, target spe-
cific forms of cellulose and thus guide catalytic protein domains to their substrate
[22].

CellulosomeFree cellulases

cellulose

exoglucanase CBM
cohesin I scaffoldin

dockerin I

cohesin II
dockerin II

endoglucanase

β-glucosidase

Figure 1.2. The two paradigms of cellulase organization. Free enzymes systems let
the cellulolytic enzymes diffuse freely, which can lead to relatively inefficient cellulose
hydrolysis. Cellulosomes typically coordinate cellulolytic enzymes and auxiliary
domains, like carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs), on large multi-domain protein
scaffoldins through high-affinity cohesin-dockerin interaction with different binding
specificities (red and blue). Additionally, scaffoldins anchor the host cell to its
substrate. This results in synergistic cellulose degradation and constant substrate
proximity.

In contrast to the free enzyme systems, which lack the ability to synergistically
organize their constituents and to retain proximity to the substrate, cellulosomes
utilize large non-catalytic adapter proteins called scaffoldins to organize and
localize auxiliary domains and cellulases with various types of action, and to
assure proximity between the host cell and its substrate. The assembly of the
frequently complex, branching cellulosome architectures is dictated by the specific,
high-affinity interaction between cohesins and dockerins of different types or
different affinity profiles [23, 24]. Their interaction is usually species-specific, thus,
a cohesin of one species will typically only recognize and bind the dockerins from
the same species, but not the dockerins from a different species [25]. Furthermore,
cohesin-dockerin pairings are typically classified into three types, according to
their position and function within the cellulosome. The cohesin-dockerin type-I
interaction typically binds enzymes to the cellulosomes enzyme-bearing scaffoldins
(i.e., primary scaffoldins), while type-II and type-III typically connect primary
to adapter scaffoldins (i.e., secondary, or sometimes even tertiary scaffoldins) or
anchor the cellulosome to its host. While all types show high affinities in the
picomolar to low nanomolar range, their binding forces differ strongly (see section
1.3) [8, 9, 26, 27].

11



Chapter 1. The Cellulosome - a Model Protein Nanomachinery

In the following sections, two popular model organisms, which were used within
the research of this thesis, were chosen to represent each of the cellulase organiza-
tion paradigms and are shortly introduced. The fungus T. reesei is an industrially
used cellulase hyperproducer and represents the free enzyme system. A com-
mercially available enzyme mix harvested from T. reeseiwas used to characterize
the efficiency of the cellulase activity assays in publication P5 and publication P6.
The cellulosome system is represented by A. cellulolyticus, a bacterium capable
of producing and maintaining exceptionally complex and diverse cellulosome
arrangements in mechanically demanding environmental conditions. Its intricate
strategy of enzyme organization is of high interest in designer cellulosome research
and the structural robustness of its primary scaffoldin ScaA was the scope of
research in publication P1 and publication P2.

1.2.1 Trichoderma reesei: A Model Organism for Free Cellulases

The mesophilic fungus T. reesei was first isolated from rotting US Army equipment
during World War II [28] and its outstanding ability to degrade native crystalline
cellulose and lignocellulose was soon utilized in industrial applications [29]. Since
its secreted enzymes are not cell-bound, it is possible industrially to harvest large
amounts from T. reesei’s growth medium supernatant. Its enzymes are used in
food, detergent, textile, pulp and paper and biorefinery applications, especially
in biomass conversion [30–32]. The cellulase composition produced by T. reesei is
todays industry standard against which all the improved cocktails are compared
[30]. Full genome sequencing and analysis in 2008 revealed that T. reesei carries
genes for 200 cellulases and 36 CBMs [33].

Its most prominent exocellulase CBH1 is of specific importance, since it was
the first eukaryotic cellulase to be cloned and the first cellulase whose structure
was solved [34, 35]. Furthermore, CBH1 was imaged during cellulose degradation
using high-speed AFM in 2011 by Igarashi et al. and it was shown that it slides
unidirectionally along the cellulose surface but at one point exhibited collective
halting analogous to a traffic jam. Treatment of the crystalline cellulose with
T. reesei CBH2 resulted in a remarkable increase in the proportion of mobile
CBH1 molecules on the surface and the cellulose was completely degraded by the
synergistic action between the two enzymes [36].

Through mutagenesis programs T. reesei was made a cellulase hyperproducer
with extracellular protein production reaching up to 100 g/L [37, 38] and was
mutated to produce additional enzymes, like β-glucosidases, to achieve more
efficient and complete degradation of lignocelluse into fermentable sugars [39–48].
Cellulases derived from T. reesei are nowadays involved in roughly 80% of the
cellulosic biofuel production world-wide and are readily available for purchase for
use in scientific studies. The research on T. reesei has laid the groundwork for the
current understanding of the synergistic combination of different cellulases and
their regulation [28, 49–51] and T. reesei remains of high interest in research with
more than 100 research articles dealing with the fungus or its enzymes published
each year [52].
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Chapter 1. The Cellulosome - a Model Protein Nanomachinery

1.2.2 Acetivibrio cellulolyticus: A Model Organism for Cellulosomes

A. cellulolyticus is a gram-negative, anaerobic bacterium, which is found in me-
chanically challenging environments such as municipal sewage sludge [53] or the
bovine rumen [54]. Its ability to efficiently degrade different kinds of crystalline
cellulose and lignocellulose was first found by Patel et al. in 1980 [55] and further
studied by MacKenzie et al. in 1985 [56].

It was later found by selective, large-scale screening of cohesin-dockerin inter-
actions thatA. cellulolyticus expresses an exceptionally complex cellulosome system
and possesses an intriguing diversity of modular cellulosomal components [20]
(see figure 1.3). Containing a total of 41 cohesins and 143 dockerins, A. cellulolyticus
has one of the largest number of potential cohesin–dockerin interactions of any
organism. Some unusual and novel features of A. cellulolyticus’ cellulosome are
a number of scaffoldins with unusual cohesin-dockerin arrangements and cellu-
lolytic components fused to normally non-cellulosomal proteins such as peptidases,
dockerin dyads or domains with unknown function [20, 57–59]. The currently
known cellulosome architecture of A. cellulolyticus consists of 16 scaffoldin proteins
and three orthogonal cohesin-dockerin binding profiles, but only about 7% of all
its theoretical cohesin–dockerin interactions have to date been screened [20].

ScaC

ScaA

free cellulosome scaffoldins

ScaB

ScaJ

ScaF

ScaD

ScaG

ScaE

Type-I dockerin

Type-I cohesin

Cell surface-binding modules

Type-II dockerin Cellulolytic
enzymes

CBM

Type-II cohesin

ScaM

A
ce

ti
vi

b
ri

o
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el
lu

lo
ly

ti
cu

s

Figure 1.3. Simplified architecturalmodel ofA. cellulolyticus’ cellulosome system.
Even with only the most prominent and important scaffoldins shown, A. cellulolyticus’
cellulosome system is still surprisingly complex. The color coding of the cohesins and
dockerins (brown, blue and red) reflect their different, orthogonal affinity profiles.
Several scaffoldins (ScaC, ScaJ, ScaF, ScaD and ScaG) are anchored in A. cellulolyticus’

cell wall and build the basis for its cell-bound cellulosome system. Scaffoldins ScaF
and ScaD can directly anchor A. cellulolyticus’ main enzyme-binding scaffoldin ScaA
to its cell wall, while ScaC and ScaJ only bind the adapter scaffoldin ScaB. Scaffoldin
ScaA contains a cellulose-binding module (CBM) and a catalytic domain, which is
atypical for cellulosomal scaffoldins. Scaffoldins ScaE and ScaM are not bound to
their host cell and represent the basis for A. cellulolyticus’ free cellulosome system.
A full representation of A. cellulolyticus’ cellulosome system can be found in Hamberg
et al. (2014) [20].
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Interestingly, A. cellulolyticus’ cellulosome consists of both several different
cell-bound architectures, as well as of soluble cellulosome systems that are not
bound to the bacterial cell surface. Both systems are well capable of assembling
large cellulosomal network. If, for example, three ScaB scaffoldins bind to a single
ScaC, and three ScaAs bind to each of the ScaBs, a total of 72 cellulolytic enzymes
will be orchestrated onto A. cellulolyticus’ cell wall at a single anchor. Seven ScaAs
will assemble 56 enzymes onto one free-floating ScaE.

In both systems though, scaffoldin ScaA is almost exclusively responsible for
the attachment of cellulolytic enzymes to the cellulosome. At the same time, ScaA
has the essential function of targeting specific substrates and anchoring the cell to
the cellulose fibril via its CBM. Scaffoldin ScaA therefore serves a dual purpose for
the organism by incorporating catalytic modules into the cellulosome complex and
by adhering the bacterium to the cellulosic substrate, highlighting the central role
of this scaffoldin for A. cellulolyticus’ cellulosome. ScaA’s ability to remain folded
and thus functional under mechanical stress thus strongly affects A. cellulolyticus’
cellulosome functionality.

Although all cohesin domains from scaffoldin ScaA show the same binding
specificity to dockerins and a very high sequence similarity among each other, they
fulfill different mechanical tasks and can thus be classified into two distinct groups.
The cohesins located between ScaA’s type-II dockerin, which connects the scaffoldin
to the cell, and its CBM form the so-called “bridging” region of the scaffoldin. The
cohesins located exterior from the CBM, on the other hand, form the “hanging”
region of this scaffoldin. The cohesin domains located within the bridging region
are expected to be mechanically stressed in turbulent environments, since the CBM
anchors the cell to its lignocellulose substrate. It was therefore hypothesized that
the cohesins of a scaffoldins bridging region should be able to withstand higher
mechanical loads, in order to keep the cellulosome and its assembly intact and
functional. This hypothesis has previously been successfully for a limited selection
of cohesins.

Valbuena et al. investigated the mechanical stability of two cohesins from C.

thermocellum’s scaffoldin CipA, one taken from the scaffoldins bridging region
and one taken from its hanging region [11]. While the cohesin module from the
hanging region unfolded at around 215 pN, the cohesin module from the bridging
region of scaffoldin CipA was able to withstand 480 pN, which placed it among
the most robust mechanical proteins studied experimentally at the time. Valbuena
et al. attributed the differing mechanical strength of the cohesins to the cohesins
ability to form a so-called mechanical clamp motif, a patch of backbone hydrogen
bonds between parallel N- and C-terminal β-sheets.

Since mechanical stability is an important prerequisite for viable candidate
cohesins in designer cellulosomes and other rationally designed, cohesin-dockerin-
based enzyme networks, all cohesins from A. cellulolyticus’ primary scaffoldin ScaA
were the subject of investigation in publication P1 and publication P2.
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Chapter 1. The Cellulosome - a Model Protein Nanomachinery

1.3 The Remarkable Mechanical Stability of the Cohesin-Dockerin Interaction

The protein-protein interaction between cohesins and dockerins is a fascinating
system with diverse applications, since it combines high specificity, affinity and
mechanical strength. Due to these important characteristics it has been the subject
of several AFM-based SMFS studies over the last years.

Stahl et al. reported on the first mechanical study on cohesin-dockerin unbind-
ing in 2012, using cohesin 2 from CipA and the dockerin from Cel48S from C.

thermocellum [8]. Utilizing an experimental design with two so-called molecular
fingerprints, it was possible to unambiguously identify single, specific cohesin-
dockerin unbinding events. The measured rupture forces of 100 - 150 pN at
loading rates of 0.8 - 20 nN/s were, at the time, among the highest receptor-ligand
strengths reported. They observed force-induced dissociation of calcium ions
from the dockerins loop–helix F-hand motifs, which in the presence of EDTA
resulted in loss of affinity to the cohesin partner. Furthermore, it was observed that
the cohesin-dockerin interaction unbinds in either one or two distinct final force
steps, which in combination with the high structural symmetry of the dockerin
hinted towards the existence of a dual binding mode between the two binding
partners. The same cohesin-dockerin pair was used as specific pulling handle in
publication P1.

It was later shown by Jobst et al. that the same type-I cohesin-dockerin
interaction exhibits two distinct modes of binding [10] with equal probabilities, but
notably differing unbinding forces. This finding was made possible by exploiting
a usually unwanted effect in single-molecule force spectroscopy measurements,
called fingerprint biasing. It is caused by overlapping force probability distributions
of molecular fingerprints and pulling handles, and enabled a clear distinction
between two receptor-ligand binding modes and two unfolding pathways. A
theoretical framework for this effect is presented in publication P4.

Schoeler et al. found in 2014 that the type-III ScaE-Ctta cohesin-dockerin inter-
action from Ruminococcus flavefaciens, which is solely responsible for maintaining
bacterial adhesion through two CBM domains, is able to withstand impressive
unbinding forces of 600 - 750 pN at loading rates of 10 - 100 nN/s [9]. It was later
shown through all-atom steered molecular dynamics simulations and network-
based correlation analysis that this incredible mechanical stability can be attributed
to inter-domain complex stabilization and force propagation pathways nonparallel
to the pulling axis [60]. Since then R. flavefaciens’ type-III cohesin-dockerin interac-
tion has become a popular pulling handle in AFM-based SMFS experiments, due
to its high specificity, high unbinding forces and long-term stability [61–63], and
was also used in publication P1 and publication P2.

1.4 Designer Cellulosomes

The concept of designer cellulosomes was first introduced by Bayer et al. in 1994
[64] and a first proof-of-concept was accomplished by Fierobe et al. in 2002 [65].
Designer cellulosomes utilize cellulosomal components from different organisms
and combine them to further increase cellulolytic efficiency.

The construction of designer cellulosomes can be achieved in several different
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ways. One approach is to incorporate one or several new enzymes into an
existing cellulosome system, in order to alter its substrate specificity or improve its
performance. Since the overall structure of the cellulosome remains unchanged,
all of its benefits like substrate targeting and synergistic enzyme coordination
remain intact [66]. Gefen et al. , for example, designed a chimeric cohesin-fused
β-glucosidase that binds directly to the C. thermocellum’s cellulosome through an
unoccupied dockerin module of its major scaffoldin subunit [67]. This resulted in
higher overall cellulose degradation compared to the native cellulosome alone or
in combination with wild-type β-glucosidase in solution.

A more sophisticated and ambitious idea is to substitute all native cellulosomal
components, apart from the scaffoldins, and replace them with enzymes and
auxiliary domains more suitable for the desired task. This concept has been
successfully tested by Cho et al. in 2004 [68]. The remaining downside to this
approach is that the position and distribution of cellulases on the primary scaffoldin
cannot be controlled.

The only way to improve this concept further is by designing so-called chimeric
scaffoldins from scratch, by combing different cohesin domains with orthogonal
binding specificities, and desired thermal or mechanical properties. This enables
the precise incorporation of complementary dockerin-containing components into
the complex. This concept to date been successfully tested for chimeric scaffoldins
with two to eight orthogonal cohesin domains [21, 69–73].

The concept of designer cellulosomes on chimeric scaffoldins can of course
easily be adapted for other enzymatic systems which profit from proximity
effects. Basically any imaginable combination of enzymes and non-catalytic
domains can be recombinantly combined with dockerin domains and placed onto
cellulosomal cohesin scaffoldins through the high-affinity interaction between
cohesins and dockerins. The individual components of such rationally designed
protein machineries can either be produced and secreted by a single organism, or
individually expressed in suitable surrogate organisms, purified and combined
in vitro. This concept has been shown to increase the production rate of several
different multi-enzyme reaction cascades by up to an order of magnitude, due to
efficient substrate channeling and increased reaction rates [74–77].

1.5 Assaying Lignocellulose Degradation

In order to improve the hydrolysis efficiency of enzyme formulations and designer
cellulosomes, suitable tools for the quantification and general investigation of
cellulose degradation are required.

Popular cellulase activity assays, such as the IUPAC-standardized filter paper
assay (FPA) or the glucose oxidase/horseradish peroxidase (GOx/HRP) system,
have distinct drawbacks when used in high-throughput screening [78]. Often
can they not be applied to detect cellulolytic efficiency on insoluble, real-life
lignocellulose substrates, and typically only quantify the total amount glucose
released from lignocellulose degradation [79]. Another large drawback of the
widely used FPA and some other activity assays is that they can not be used to
detect the release of glucose in real time, but only as endpoint measurements, due
their strong acidic, alkaline, thermal or other physio-chemical reaction conditions,
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which are incompatible with with cellulolytic enzymes [80].
The spatial localization of cellulase hydrolysis activity on topologically complex

lignocellulose can provide new insights into enzymatic activity and synergy, but has
thus far been difficult to achieve. Conventional high-resolution imaging methods
such as transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy or AFM
imaging have significant drawbacks, which deny the monitoring of enzymatic
activity under biocompatible conditions or on real lignocellulosic substrates [79,
81, 82].

The method presented in publication P5 and publication P6 addresses some
of the shortcomings of the aforementioned cellulase activity and localization
assays. It utilizes enzyme mediated radical chain polymerization, which forms a
localized fluorescent hydrogel in response to released glucose, and can be used
in a 96-well plate format to quantify cellulase activity on a wide range of soluble
or insoluble substrates. Furthermore, it can be combined with high resolution
imaging methods - either total internal refection fluorescence microscopy or AFM
imaging - for the localization of enzymatic activity on lignocellulose in real time.
A patent application for this assay technology was granted in 2015 (international
patent number WO2015091772 A1) [83].
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2
AFM-based SMFS on Cohesins and

Dockerins

Single-molecule force spectroscopy allows to probe the unfolding of single protein
domains, the unbinding of receptor-ligand interactions or the elastic response
of polymer strings like DNA [84–88]. The AFM is uniquely capable of probing
forces from several pN up to ~µN, while still achieving sub-nanometer spatial
resolution [89], making it ideal for the mechanical characterization of cellulosomal
components.

This chapter gives an overview over the principles of AFM-based SMFS and
the most important theoretical models for data analysis used in the investigations
within publication P1, publication P2 and publication P3.1

2.1 The Basics of AFM-based SMFS

The atomic force microscope relies on a spring-like cantilever with a sharp tip
at its end. While the size of the cantilever itself is on the order of micrometers,
the tip radius is typically on the order of nanometers. The AFM was originally
invented as a type of scanning probe microscope by Binnig, Quate and Gerber in
1986, which can be used on non-conductive samples, and achieved resolutions
on the order of fractions of nanometers, thus well below the optical diffraction
limit [92]. Since the vertical bending of a cantilever can easily be detected and
converted into force units by multiplication with its spring constant, the AFM was
quickly applied to investigate the elastic and viscoelastic properties of samples by
nanoindentation [93–95] and to quantify mechanical forces acting between the the
tip of the cantilever and a sample, such as receptor-ligand interactions or chemical
bonds [84–86, 96–98].

A typical AFM-based SMFS setup is shown in figure 2.1 (a). The head of the
AFM is placed over a sample, which can be moved via an x-y stage. The vertical
bending of the cantilever under force (i.e., cantilever deflection) is most commonly
determined via the reflection of a focused infra-red laser beam off the cantilevers
reflective backside onto a quadrant photodiode, resulting in typical force noise

1A complete description of the experimental and theoretical procedures in AFM-based SMFS can
be found in the doctoral thesis of Markus Jobst [90]. A full overview over the current capabilities
and possibilities of AFM-based SMFS can be found in the review article by Ott et al. [91].
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from thermal fluctuations on the order of few piconewtons. The AFM head itself,
and thus the cantilever relative to the surface, can be moved using a z piezoelectric
actuator with sub-nanometer precision.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of an AFM in single-molecule force spectroscopy mode. (a)
The cantilever is mounted on a glass holder and an infrared laser is reflected of its
backside. The bending of the cantilever under force is detected via the position of
the reflected laser beam on a quadrant photodiode. The AFM head itself is moved
with sub-nanometer precision via a z piezo. The sample under the AFM is moved in
betweenmeasurements via an x-y stage. (b) The raw data signal from a constant speed
AFM-SMFS pulling measurement consists of cantilever deflection volts vs. z piezo
signal volts. A typical data curve from a constant speed SMFS measurement shows a
sawtooth-like pattern, where peaks correspond to the unfolding of individual protein
domains, and the final peak corresponds to the unbinding of the pulling handle. The
cantilever deflection volts are converted into force units by multiplication with the
inverse optical lever sensitivity and the cantilever’s spring constant. The z piezo
signal is converted into length units by multiplying it with the z sensor sensitivity
and by subtracting a correction factor for the bending of the cantilever under force.
The basis for this figure was kindly provided by Jochen P. Müller and Magnus S.
Bauer.

In a typical receptor-ligand-based AFM-SMFS experiment the cantilever is
brought into contact with the surface, where immobilized molecules will stick to
the tip through a pulling handle, for example a cohesin-dockerin interaction. Upon
retraction of the cantilever with constant speed via the z piezo, force is applied
to the polymer string and the cantilever bends proportionally to it. A typical
constant-speed data curve shows a sawtooth-like pattern, where peaks correspond
to the unfolding of individual protein domains, and the final peak corresponds to
the unbinding of the pulling handle. So-called molecular fingerprint domains with
known unfolding behavior are often employed, which allow a clear identification
of single interaction.

The actual data acquisition process is schematized in figure 2.1 (b). Initially,
cantilever deflection volts vs. z piezo volts are recorded as raw data. The
cantilever deflection volts are converted into force units by multiplication with
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the inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) and the cantilevers spring constant.
The acquisition of these two vital parameters - and therefore the force calibration
itself - can be prone to considerable errors, which makes comparative AFM-SMFS
studies with measurements from individual cantilevers difficult. The details of
cantilever calibration are are briefly discussed in section 2.2. The actual distance
between the tip of the lever and the surface is calculated by multiplying the z
piezo voltages with the piezo’s sensitivity, followed by the subtraction of a term
correcting for the bending of the cantilever under force. The resulting force vs.

extension curve is then used to extract the mechanical parameters of the unbinding
of a receptor-ligand interaction or of the unfolding of a protein domain.

2.1.1 Sample Preparation for AFM-based SMFS

The classical way of preparing a sample for AFM-based SMFS is to bind purified
proteins to a single chemically functionalized spot on a glass slide. The proteins
are typically obtained by transforming surrogate bacteria (e.g. Escherichia coli)
with the plasmid DNA coding for the desired protein. After identification of
successful transformation, the bacteria are incubated to overexpress the protein
constructs, which can be obtained from the cells through lysis and subsequent
protein purification. This process - from DNA to purified protein and AFM-SMFS
sample preparation - typically takes several days and thus marks a significant
bottleneck in the multiplexed mechanical phenotyping of protein domains.

The methods for protein expression and sample preparation in publication P1,
publication P2 and publication P3 utilize cell-free in vitro translation and tran-
scription (IVTT) reaction kits to express the desired proteins and bind them to a
functionalized surface via an additionally supplemented enzyme in a one-pot reac-
tion. IVTT reaction kits can either be crude, harvested cell extracts or bottom-up
reconstituted protein synthesis kits, where all necessary components needed for
in vitro transcription and translation are individually purified from E. coli and
then recombined. The obvious advantage of IVTT kits is the significantly shorter
protein expression time of only several hours, and the ability to execute small-scale
reaction as small as microliters. Typical disadvantages are their relatively high cost
and comparatively low protein expression yields. However, since volumes in the
µl range and protein concentrations in the µM range are ideal for the preparation
of a typical AFM-SMFS sample surface, these drawbacks become obsolete.

While publication P1 and publication P2 use a microwell mask to compartmen-
talize the surface of a microscope glass slide for parallelized sample preparation,
publication P3 utilizes an intricate microfluidic chip to do so. The advantages of
the microwell mask over the microfluidic chip are that it can be obtained from
standard lab suppliers, that the sample preparation workflow and liquid handling
are relatively simple and can be done with standard lab equipment, and that the
alignment of the AFM cantilever to the millimeter-sized spots can in principle be
done by the bare eye. Its use is thus adequate for the comparative AFM-based
SMFS study of up to ten proteins with a single cantilever.

The microfluidic chip, on the other hand, is in principle capable of preparing
up to 640 individual protein spots, but the in-house fabrication of the chips
themselves, as well as the sample preparation workflow and handling require
special equipment and training. The alignment of the cantilever with the relatively
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small protein spots (diameter ~100 µm) furthermore require the use of a combined
TIRF-AFM setup.

2.1.2 The Worm-Like Chain Polymer Elasticity Model

Since the force extension behavior of linear polymers like proteins in water is
predominantly entropy driven, it is essential to use suitable polymer elasticity
models to extract information from force-extension data. The worm-like chain
(WLC) model was first introduced by Kratky and Porod in 1949 and is most
commonly used in the data analysis of protein-based AFM-SMFS measurements
[99]. It approximates the backbone of a protein as a continuous, linear polymer
chain, where the correlation between two tangent vectors drops exponentially with
the distance ∆s between them:

〈
⇀
t(s) ·

⇀
t(s + ∆s)〉 � exp

(
− |∆s |

lp

)
. (2.1)

with lp being the so-called persistence length of the polymer, where the
directional correlation drops to 1

e . Stiffer polymers thus have a larger persistence
length than softer ones. The persistence length of double-stranded DNA, for
example, was determined to be around 35 nm [100], while the persistence length
of a typical protein backbone is around 0.365 nm [101].

Forcing the ends of a polymer chain with contour length lc into an end-to-end
separation x reduces its conformational space and thus results in an entropically
driven restoring force. Since no analytical solution for the relation between end-
to-end distance and the resulting force of the WLC model is known, several
approximations where found over the years. The most used approximation was
introduced by Marko et al. in 1995 [102]:

FWLC(x) �
kBT
lp

(
x
lc

+
1

4(1 − x
lc
)2 −

1
4

)
(2.2)

Over the years more accurate approximations [103] and extendedmodels which
include quantummechanical corrections for the stretching of the protein backbone
at high forces were found [104].

The WLC model is a vital tool in AFM-SMFS data acquisition, since it can be
used to transform force-distance traces into contour length space. Each of the
stretches in a typical sawtooth-like unfolding pattern of several protein domains
would thus ideally result in a single peak in contour length space. The distance, or
contour length increment, between said peaks corresponds to the hidden stretch
of protein backbone within a folded protein domain, which is released when the
domain is unfolded. So-called fingerprint domains with known contour length
increments and unfolding behavior can be incorporated into the polyprotein
constructs and thus allow for the identification of specific, single interactions.
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2.1.3 TheBell-EvansModel for ProteinUnfolding andReceptor-LigandUnbinding

In a simple picture, the unfolding of protein domains or unbinding of a receptor-
ligand pair can typically be estimated as a thermally driven two-state system
separated by a free energy barrier within a one-dimensional energy landscape,
where applied force reduces the height of the energy barrier. The most noted
theoretical framework to describe the unfolding behavior of such a system under
force (and with moderate loading rates) is the Bell-Evans model [105–107].

Considering a constant force loading rate ÛF the Bell-Evans model predicts the
force-dependent unfolding or unbinding probability

p(F) �
k0
off
ÛF

exp
(

F∆x
kBT
− k0

off
kBT
ÛF∆x

(
exp

(
F∆x
kBT

)
− 1

))
(2.3)

with force F, zero-force off rate k0
off, distance from the bound to the transition

state ∆x and temperature T.
Differentiating equation 2.3 yields the most probable unfolding force F∗:

F∗ �
kBT
∆x

ln

(
ÛF∆x

k0
offkBT

)
(2.4)

This linear relation between the logarithm of the force loading rate ÛF and
the most probable unfolding force F∗ is regularly used to extract the unfolding
parameters k0

off and ∆x from so-called dynamic force spectra, where the pulling
speed or loading rate is typically varied over a range of several orders of magnitude.

2.2 AFM Cantilever Calibration

In order to calculate actual force units from the measured photodiode deflection
volts, two values have to be obtained from an AFM and its cantilever: The spring
constant of the cantilever k and the inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS).

A great variety of methods have been developed to obtain these parameters or
calibrate the stiffness of an AFM cantilever in some other way, though only few
fulfill the necessary conditions to be practical when applied in AFM-based SMFS
[108]. Most importantly, the calibration should be possible in situ, thus use the
AFM itself and not require any additional equipment, and be non-destructive for
the tip of the lever, in order to keep any fictionalization intact.

The thermal vibrationmethod ismost widely used and relies on the assumption
that cantilever acts like a harmonic oscillator and will fluctuate in response to
thermal noise [109]. The Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscillator is given by

H �
p2

2m
+

1
2

mω2q2 (2.5)

where p is the momentum, m is the mass, ω is the resonance frequency and
q is the displacement of the oscillator. Following the equipartition theorem,
each degree of freedom - thus the average value of each quadratic term in the
Hamiltonian - is given by kBT

2 , which leads to
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〈1
2

mω2q2〉 � kBT
2

(2.6)

Since the resonance frequency of a harmonic spring is given by ω �
√

k/m,
solving equation 2.6 for k results in:

kcantilever �
kBT
〈q2〉 (2.7)

The spring constant of a cantilever can thus be calculated from its mean square
spring displacement. For a typical cantilever with a spring constant of 100 pN/nm
thermal fluctuations will be of the order of 2Å, which is about the size of a water
molecule. 〈q2〉 can therefore be approximated by the mean square displacement
of the cantilever’s fundamental vibrational mode z2

1, since higher modes are not
expected to have a major contribution at such small thermal fluctuations:

kcantilever �
kBT
z2

1
(2.8)

This equation was later modified by Butt and Jaschke, introducing a correction
factor for the shape and deflection sensitivity of a rectangular cantilever when
using only the fundamental resonance bending mode [110]:

kcantilever � 0.971 · kBT
z2

1
(2.9)

The InvOLS can be obtained by pushing the tip of the cantilever just hard enough
into the sample surface to see a linear response in the resulting deflection volts vs.
z-distance plot. Fitting a line to this response will yield a slope in the units V/nm,
thus the change in deflection volts per nanometer bending at the tip of the lever.
The InvOLS is the inverse of this slope and can therefore be used to calculate the
change in z-position of the tip from deflection volts.

The resulting calculation from raw deflection volts to force units is therefore
given by

Force[pN] � k[pN/nm] · InvOLS[nm/V] · Deflection[V] (2.10)

The overall force uncertainty for this method was estimated to be at 15-20%
[111]. Using amicro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) and contact basedmethod
Brand et al. recently determined a deviation of 7.7% with a standard deviation of
15.1%. The main reason for this high deviation could be the high sensitivity of
the spring constant from the position of the laser spot on the cantilever, which has
been shown to change the measured stiffness up to 50% [112].

Multiplexed AFM-based SMFS measurements of several constructs with a
single cantilever are thus not only beneficial to experimental throughput, but
achieve excellent relative force comparability between the tested constructs, since
cantilever calibration errors can be circumvented.
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Peer-Reviewed Research Articles

3.1 Publication P1: Combining in Vitro and in Silico Single-Molecule Force
Spectroscopy to Characterize and Tune Cellulosomal Scaffoldin Mechanics

This article gives a detaileddescription of themechanical properties of all individual
cohesin domains from the cellulosomal scaffoldin ScaA of A. cellulolyticus. The
mechanical stability of each domain within a cellulosomal scaffoldin has never
been investigated or published before. Previously, only few selected domains of
other scaffoldins and organisms had been studied by AFM-based SMFS [11].

The AFM-based SMFS assay used for this study establishes a new level of
multiplexed force spectroscopy. A fast sample preparation protocol for the one-pot
in vitro expression and surface attachment of multiple proteins in parallel was
developed. This way it was possible to continuously probe all seven of ScaA’s
cohesins using a single cantilever, resulting in excellent relative force comparability
compared to traditional methods. We found that the bridging cohesins, which are
subjected to lateral forces in A. cellulolyticus’ cellulosome, exhibit notably higher
mechanical stabilities then the hanging cohesins. This finding is in agreement
with the aforementioned limited studies and supports the conclusion that this trait
may have been adapted to keep the cellulosome intact and working in challenging
environmental conditions.

Furthermore, protein homology models were obtained for all cohesin domains
and unfolded multiple times in silico. Force propagation pathways and correlation
communities were calculated from the unfolding traces and this information was
used to identify regions responsible for the surprisingly low unfolding forces of
ScaA’s mechanically weakest cohesin domain, cohesin 1. We were able to propose
mutants to increase the mechanical stability of cohesin 1 by indirectly stabilizing its
main structural element, the mechincal clamp motif. We compared the proposed
mutants to the wild-type cohesins in a second AFM-based SMFS experiment and
discovered that in one case a simple alanine to glycine point mutation suffices to
more than double the force required to unfold the weakest of the ScaA cohesins.
Thus, this work demonstrates that, even in the absence of high resolution structural
protein models, steered molecular dynamics simulations provide valuable insights
on a molecular level.

The stabilizing effect of dockerin binding to the cohesins mechanostability is
presented in publication P2 on page 69.
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ABSTRACT: Cellulosomes are polyprotein machineries that efficiently degrade
cellulosic material. Crucial to their function are scaffolds consisting of highly
homologous cohesin domains, which serve a dual role by coordinating a multiplicity
of enzymes as well as anchoring the microbe to its substrate. Here we combined two
approaches to elucidate the mechanical properties of the main scaffold ScaA of
Acetivibrio cellulolyticus. A newly developed parallelized one-pot in vitro tran-
scription− translation and protein pull-down protocol enabled high-throughput
atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS)
measurements of all cohesins from ScaA with a single cantilever, thus promising
improved relative force comparability. Albeit very similar in sequence, the hanging cohesins showed considerably lower unfolding
forces than the bridging cohesins, which are subjected to force when the microbe is anchored to its substrate. Additionally, all-
atom steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations on homology models offered insight into the process of cohesin unfolding
under force. Based on the differences among the individual force propagation pathways and their associated correlation
communities, we designed mutants to tune the mechanical stability of the weakest hanging cohesin. The proposed mutants were
tested in a second high-throughput AFM SMFS experiment revealing that in one case a single alanine to glycine point mutation
suffices to more than double the mechanical stability. In summary, we have successfully characterized the force induced unfolding
behavior of all cohesins from the scaffoldin ScaA, as well as revealed how small changes in sequence can have large effects on
force resilience in cohesin domains. Our strategy provides an efficient way to test and improve the mechanical integrity of protein
domains in general.

■ INTRODUCTION
Multidomain protein scaffolds organize cellulolytic enzymes
and provide adhesion between the host cell and its substrate. In
cellulosomes, these so-called scaffoldins utilize various
orthogonal high-affinity receptor− ligand interactions between
cohesins and dockerins to anchor themselves to the cell’s
exterior membrane and to coordinate a broad arsenal of
cellulolytic enzymes.1− 3 Cellulosomes are extracellular poly-
protein complexes produced by many microorganisms for the
efficient degradation of cellulose and hemicellulose, two of
nature’s most abundant polymers. In addition to multiple
repeats of cohesin domains, scaffoldins may also contain other
ancillary domains, such as enzymatic subunits or carbohydrate-
binding modules (CBMs).4 Cellulosomes represent an advanta-
geous strategy compared to the secretion of freely soluble
enzymes for cellulose degradation, because they achieve both
robust adhesion to the substrate and synergistic and
cooperative interplay between the enzymes. This complex
synergy is based on the spatial organization and enhanced local

concentration. Due to their remarkable ability to achieve these
complex tasks, cellulosomes have become a prime instructive
example of molecular systems offering modularity, self-
assembly, and highly efficient enzymatic catalysis.5 Aside from
the unique role they play in the degradation of cellulolytic
material, cellulosomal scaffoldins are especially interesting as
building blocks in a biotechnological toolbox. Cohesin−
dockerin interactions with orthogonal specificities can be used
to post-translationally incorporate selected enzymes or other
auxiliary domains in specific locations by self-assembly within
rationally designed multicomponent complexes.6− 8

In this study, we focused on a scaffoldin of the cellulosome-
producing organism Acetivibrio cellulolyticus, a gram-negative,
anaerobic bacterium found in mechanically demanding environ-
ments, such as sewage sludge9 or the bovine rumen.10 Although
A. cellulolyticus expresses an exceptionally branched and diverse
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cellulosome,11 the assembly of the majority of its cellulolytic
enzymes relies mainly on a single scaffoldin (ScaA)12 (Figure
1). Simultaneously, ScaA has the essential function of targeting
specific substrates and anchoring the cell to the cellulose fibril
via its single CBM. ScaA therefore serves a dual purpose for the
organism by incorporating catalytic modules into the
cellulosome complex and by adhering the bacterium to the
cellulosic substrate, making it the key player in A. cellulolyticus
cellulosome.
ScaA consists of an N-terminal glycoside hydrolase domain,

seven type-I cohesins, a CBM located between cohesins 3 and
4, and a C-terminal type-II dockerin domain. Cohesins 4
through 7 are located between the CBM and the anchoring
type-II Doc and form the so-called “bridging” region of the
scaffoldin, while cohesins 1 through 3 are located exterior from
the CBM and form the “hanging” region of this scaffoldin. It
had been hypothesized that the cohesins of the bridging region
will be subjected to higher mechanical stress compared to the
hanging cohesins because the CBM anchors the cell to the
cellulose substrate and the domains located within the hanging
region are not expected to be mechanically stressed in vivo.13

The organism may have adapted the bridging cohesins to these
conditions, and therefore, they should be able to withstand
higher mechanical stress in order to maintain a folded structure.
This hypothesis of bridging versus hanging cohesins within

cellulosomal scaffoldins has previously been successfully tested
in part for the CipA scaffoldin of Clostridium thermocellum.
These prior results showed that cohesins from the bridging
region withstood higher unfolding forces compared to those
from the hanging region.13 This behavior has been attributed to
slight differences in the stability of the mechanical clamp motifs,
which are structural elements formed by backbone hydrogen
bonds between parallel β-strands of the N- and C-terminal ends
of the cohesin protein domains.
Since the mechanobiology of cellulosomes is key to their

function, we investigated the mechanostability of cohesins of
the ScaA scaffoldin as well as several derived mutants at the
single molecular level. The high sequence similarity between
the selected cohesins raises the question of how differently
these cohesins withstand mechanical stress. It is known that
small variations in cohesin primary sequences are responsible
for determining the specificity of interactions with their
dockerin binding partners,14,15 but very little is known about

how sequence variations affect mechanical stability. To address
these points, we performed automated atomic force microscope
(AFM)-based single molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS)
experiments, a technique that has been established as a robust
standard approach to investigate the mechanics of individual
molecules.16− 22 The fast dynamics and particularly the large
force range of AFM-SMFS made it a prime choice for our
investigations. To ensure improved relative force comparability
and high experimental throughput, we developed a parallelized
AFM sample preparation method, which utilizes a one-step
protein expression and surface immobilization protocol which
is a simplified and easy-to-use version of work previously
introduced by our group.23 At the same time, we carried out
steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations on structural
protein models derived from a homology modeling strategy,
which improved our understanding of the cohesin mechanost-
ability at the submolecular level. By employing cross-correlation
based network analysis on simulation trajectories, we identified
regions involved in structural stability outside the mechanical
clamp motif and proposed mutations to pin down single crucial
amino acids involved in fold strength. This so-called dynamical
network analysis has been successfully employed before to
investigate force propagation pathways in cohesin− dockerin
complexes24 and in filamins.25 We tested the proposed mutants
experimentally to verify the influence of the proposed
alterations on mechanical stability. Employing this combined
computational/experimental approach, we were able to predict
and verify, among others, a single point mutation outside of the
mechanical clamp motif of cohesin 1, which increased its
mechanical stability 2.6-fold. The ability to predict such a
remarkable difference in mechanostability reveals the potential
of our combined approach to characterize and manipulate the
mechanical properties of protein domains.

■ RESULTS
AFM-Based SMFS. As specific pulling handles throughout

this study we used a type-III cohesin− dockerin complex
(Coh3:XDoc3) from Ruminococcus f lavefaciens, which ensured a
high yield of single-molecule interaction curves because of its
high specificity and long-term stability. This pulling handle
enabled the unfolding of mechanically rigid cohesins due to its
high receptor− ligand rupture force of more than 600 pN.26 It is
important to note here that the Coh3:XDoc3 interaction, which

Figure 1. Simplified schematics of the cellulosome of A. cellulolyticus. The scaffoldin ScaA binds up to 7 cellulolytic enzymes via cohesin− dockerin
interactions and attaches the multienzyme complex to the cellulose microfibril through a CBM module, ensuring close proximity of the enzymes and
substrate. Simultaneously, ScaA anchors the assembled cellulosome to the cell wall of the microbe via a type-II cohesin− dockerin complex. The
bridging cohesins 4− 7 in particular have to withstand the forces between the cellulose fibril and microbe caused by flow gradients in the
environment.
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we employed as a specific pulling handle, is orthogonal to the
ScaA cohesin domains that were unfolded under force and thus
does not interact with them. ScaA cohesin domains from the
bridging or hanging region were cloned in frame with XDoc3
and synthesized using cell-free expression (see below). The
cohesins of interest therefore carried the XDoc3 domain at
their C-termini, which was able to bind to the Coh3 on the
cantilever. The cantilever carried covalently and site-specifically
immobilized Coh3 domains, which were recombinantly ex-
pressed as fusion proteins with the fourth immunoglobulin rod
filamin domain from Dictyostelium discoideum (ddFLN4).27,28

We used the ddFLN4 as fingerprint domain within the
molecular chain to reliably rule out data traces with unspecific
or multiple interactions. The fingerprint domain unfolds at
relatively low forces (∼ 100 pN) and its contour length
increment (∼ 34 nm) differs significantly from the expected
contour length increments of the cohesins (∼ 45 nm).
Furthermore, based on our experience we knew that ddFLN4
reliably refolds following mechanical unfolding when bound to
the cantilever.
As calibration errors of up to 15% come with cantilever-based

force measurements,29 the precision and therefore the
comparability of individual SMFS experiments is limited by
the accuracy of the calibration of the cantilever spring constant.
This limitation can be circumvented by presenting a set of
molecules in a covalently linked microarray format on a single
glass slide in predetermined positions.23 Taking advantage of
this setup, the proteins of interest can all be measured with a
single cantilever in a high-throughput fashion, and large sets of
molecular constructs can be compared in a single AFM
measurement session. Although the systematic error of
cantilever calibration will still be up to 15%, the relative
stability of the proteins can be assessed with extremely high

precision, allowing us to detect differences in stability well
below 15%.
We have previously reported the use of microfluidics in

combination with an intricate multistep in vitro on-chip protein
expression and covalent surface attachment protocol.23 Here we
were able to reduce the complexity of the setup significantly,
gaining throughput as well as flexibility. We developed a new
sample preparation protocol, which is schematized in Figure 2a.
Briefly, a silicone mask was placed on a glass slide to form
microwells, and the resulting spots were covalently function-
alized with PEG−Coenzyme A. The individual wells were filled
with an in vitro transcription/translation (IVTT) system, along
with the plasmid DNA encoding for the fusion proteins and
phosphopantetheinyl transferase (Sfp).30 In a single incubation
step, this mixture resulted in cell-free protein synthesis, and
simultaneous covalent ligation of the protein library onto the
surface through a ybbR-tag30 at the N-terminus. The mask was
removed from the glass slide and the spatially separated protein
spots were probed in series using a single functionalized
cantilever. The combination of a site-specific N-terminal
enzyme-mediated immobilization strategy, and a specific C-
terminal pulling handle ensured that only fully expressed
constructs were probed by the AFM. We recorded 2000 pulling
cycles per protein spot while continuously cycling through the
array in an automated fashion. No further user interaction was
required after the start of the experiment, which allowed long-
term multiday measurements to build up large statistics for each
construct.
A typical force versus distance trace is shown in Figure 2b.

The cantilever approached the surface, and Coh3 bound to
XDoc3. Upon retraction of the cantilever with constant speed,
the polypeptide chain stretched until the ddFLN4 fingerprint
unfolded in a distinct two-step pattern, followed by the

Figure 2. Schematics of the experimental design and exemplary force curve. (a) A multiwell mask is attached to a glass slide, and the surface is
functionalized with PEG−Coenzyme A. In a one-pot reaction, an IVTT-kit expresses the proteins of interest containing a ybbR-tag at their N-
termini, and an XDoc3 domain at their C-termini. Sfp catalyzes a reaction to bind the constructs site-specifically and covalently to the PEG−CoA
spacers. After removal of the multiwell mask, the different constructs are probed by the same AFM tip in an automated fashion. (b) Exemplary
force− distance trace showing the unfolding of ybbR− cohesin−XDoc3 immobilized on the surface and the Coh3− ddFLN4− ybbR bound to the
cantilever, when the cantilever is retracted from the surface with constant speed. A typical curve shows a two-step unfolding and subsequent
stretching of the ddFLN4 fingerprint domain (blue), followed by the unfolding (indicated by an arrow) and stretching of the cohesin domain under
investigation (red) and a final rupture of the Coh3:XDoc3 complex.
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unfolding of the respective cohesin under investigation. Finally
the Coh3:XDoc3 bond ruptured typically at forces of ∼ 780 pN
at force loading rates of ∼ 105 to 106 pN/s. The heights of the
various peaks are plotted in the histograms of Figures 3 and 5.
Only force curves displaying a distinct combination of contour
length increments (ddFLN4 ∼ 34 nm,27,28 cohesin ∼ 45 nm)
were included in our analysis. Alignments of all relative contour
length increments from all pulling experiments can be found in
the Supporting Information (Supplemental Figure S1).
AFM-Based SMFS on ScaA’s Wild-Type Cohesins. To

investigate the mechanical stability of A. cellulolyticus’ scaffoldin
ScaA, seven distinct surface spots (one for each cohesin) were
prepared using the one-step expression/immobilization reac-
tion described above. All data were collected using a single
cantilever. Figure 3 shows the resulting unfolding and rupture
force distributions. The outer histograms show very similar
force distributions of the fingerprint domain ddFLN4 and of
the pulling handle Coh3:XDoc3 independent of the measured
molecular construct, which agreed with previously reported
literature values.26,27 Coh3:XDoc3 showed a sharp peak at
∼ 780 pN and a minor shoulder at ∼ 600 pN, both of which are
known features of this molecular complex.26 The remarkable
consistency in force among different molecular constructs
indicated low force drift during the course of the experiment
and confirmed our ability to achieve precise relative
comparability of the unfolding forces of the cohesins. Following
work done by the Schulten31 group and Evans and Ritchie32 in
1997, the cohesin unfolding force distributions can be fitted
using a two-state model (from here on called the Bell−Evans
model).

With the exception of cohesin 1, all unfolding force
distributions could be fitted using the Bell−Evans model,
indicating a stable fold and a single barrier unfolding pathway
dominating the unfolding process, and most probable rupture
forces were obtained. The measured unfolding forces of cohesin
1 resulted in a more complex force distribution. Individual
AFM force− distance traces gave no hints of any peculiarities in
comparison to the unfolding traces of the other cohesins. We
hypothesize that cohesin 1 exhibits more than one distinct fold
or has several multibarrier unfolding pathways that precluded
its unfolding force distribution to be fitted using a simple two-
state model. In this case, we used kernel density estimation
(KDE) as a means to smooth the unfolding force histogram
and obtain the most probable unfolding force. As originally
hypothesized, the three hanging cohesins showed in fact a
considerably lower most probable unfolding force (for full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) errors, see Figure 3) (cohesin
1, 139 pN; cohesin 2, 402 pN; cohesin 3, 346 pN) compared to
the four bridging cohesins (cohesin 4, 578 pN; cohesin 5, 587
pN; cohesin 6, 461 pN; cohesin 7, 523 pN).

Cohesin Homology Models. Since structural data were
not available for any of the ScaA cohesins, a homology
modeling strategy was adopted,33 employing Modeller 9.1734 to
obtain structural models for all the cohesins investigated here
(Figure 4b). Using BLAST,35 we obtained homologous cohesin
structures (PDB IDs 1G1K, 4DH2, 2VN6, and 4UMS) within
the Protein Data Bank36 (PDB). These structures were then
used as templates to derive the homology models that were
further refined with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Equilibration for 100 ns was performed using NAMD37

Figure 3. Unfolding and rupture force histograms of wild-type ScaA cohesins. Histograms showing the unfolding and unbinding forces of the
fingerprint domain ddFLN4 (blue), the hanging (light red) and bridging (dark red) cohesins of ScaA, and the Coh3:XDoc3 receptor− ligand pulling
handle (gray). The force distributions of the ddFLN4 fingerprint and the Coh3:XDoc3 handle are independent of the measured ScaA cohesin
construct, which allows for improved relative force comparability of the ScaA cohesins. Unfolding force distributions of cohesins 2− 7 were fitted
following the Bell−Evans model (dashed lines). A kernel density estimation (KDE) was used to obtain the most probable unfolding force (±fwhm)
of cohesin 1 (dotted line). All data were recorded using a single cantilever with a spring constant of 225 pN/nm at a retraction speed of 1600 nm/s
during a 24 h automated SMFS experiment.
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through its QwikMD interface38 (see Supplemental Figures S2,
S3, and S4). Comparison of the aligned structures (Supple-
mental Figure S5A) reveals that all seven cohesins of ScaA
show a similar general fold. Even though the range of identity
between our model cohesins and the best available structural
templates was between 33% and 45%, cohesins always present a
very similar fold, helping the structure prediction.
SMD Simulations and Network Analyses. To evaluate

the behavior of ScaA’s cohesins under force, we performed
SMD simulations31,39 using NAMD and QwikMD, where the
N-termini of the constructs were fixed and the C-termini were
pulled with constant velocity. Employing four different pulling
speeds, we investigated first all the unfolding steps in long (on
the order of microseconds) SMD simulations. For all cohesins,
the first part to unfold with highest peak force is the C-terminal
region with β-strand I, followed by β-strand H losing its
structure (see Supplemental Figure S7). Next, in the N-

terminal region, both β-strands A and B lose their structure
almost at the same time in most simulations. β-strands C−G
finally lose structure under relatively low force (see
representative unfolding analysis in Supplemental Figure S8).
The force necessary to break any of the cohesin folds was
observed to be equal to the force required to unfold the C-
terminal segment of these cohesins. Therefore, to obtain
statistically relevant mechanical stability behavior, we per-
formed many 20 ns long simulation replicas (at least 25 replicas
per construct). Figure 5a shows the peak unfolding forces, as
well as the sequence identity between the cohesins of ScaA and
their respective best available structural template. With few
exceptions, the simulation replicas revealed qualitatively the
same general trend of the unfolding force peak distributions as
measured by SMFS (Figure 3). The absolute forces however
are shifted in the simulations toward higher values
(Supplemental Figure S9), which was to be expected due to

Figure 4. Sequence alignment and modeling workflow. (a) Sequence alignment of all cohesins of ScaA reveals high overall conservation. The amino
acids thought to be primarily involved in mechanical stability13 are represented by green boxes. Regions primarily involved in dockerin recognition
and binding are represented in red boxes. The background colors of the letters represent BLOSUM 70 sequence alignment score, from high (dark
blue) to low (red). A high resolution version can be found in Supplemental Figure S6. (b) Schematic representation of molecular modeling and
dynamics protocol. Homologous protein structures were obtained by running the sequences of the cohesins against the Protein Data Bank using
BLAST. Most highly identical structures with high sequence coverage were then used as templates to obtain structural models using Modeller 9.17.
Models were properly solvated employing QwikMD and equilibrated for 100 ns of unbiased molecular dynamics simulations using NAMD. A very
similar fold was observed for all seven cohesins, here colored ranging from red to blue based on its residue index number. SMD simulations were
performed by holding the N-termini and pulling the C-termini with constant velocity.
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much higher force loading rates of the simulations compared to
the AFM experiments.
A force offset between MD simulations and SMFS

experiments can easily be understood in view of the Bell−
Evans model, which predicts a linear dependence of the
unfolding force from the logarithm of the force loading rate. To
corroborate this assumption, we varied the pulling rate in the
SMFS experiments of cohesin 3 and plotted the measured
unfolding forces together with the corresponding MD
simulations in Figure 5b. The dashed line represents the best
fit to the experimental data extrapolated to the MD time
domain; the dotted line fits both the experimental and the
simulation data. The resulting distances to the transition state
of 0.14 ± 0.012 nm and 0.17 ± 0.0015 nm agree very well with
literature values of comparable cohesin protein struc-
tures.13,15,26 It is important to note that the slope in the
dynamic force spectrum can change with increasing pulling
speeds, resulting in a nonlinear upturn at higher pulling
velocities as shown by Rico et al.18 This effect is caused by a
shift from a stochastic to a deterministic unfolding regime. In
the former, the unfolding process is governed by spontaneous,

thermal unfolding under a given force, while in the latter, the
high pulling velocities leave the protein insufficient time to
sample its energy landscape. As described in the Dudko,
Hummer, and Szabo model (DHS model), the regime
transition can happen at different loading rates and is
characterized by the critical force, Fc = 2ΔG/Δx.40 The
position of the transition from stochastic to deterministic
regime therefore strongly depends on the general mechanical
stability of the system under investigation. Fitting the DHS
model to the data in Figure 5b resulted in a critical force Fc ≈
2500 pN, suggesting that our SMD simulations were carried
out at loading rates where unfolding is still dominated by
stochastic fluctuations. This indicates that the SMD simulations
provide an accurate description of the unfolding process of the
system in this study.
The aforementioned results motivated a detailed analysis of

the molecular structures and interactions, which could give rise
to the particular properties of the different cohesins. Using
Pearson cross-correlation-based force propagation analysis, a
recently introduced protocol for the analysis of load
distributions in molecular complexes,24 we calculated the

Figure 5. SMD peak force results, dynamic force spectrum, force propagation pathways, and community analysis. (a) SMD peak unfolding forces
from each simulation replica (black dots) and average peak force per cohesin (red line ± SEM) for the different natural cohesins of ScaA. Sample
force versus distance profiles are found in Supplemental Figure S10. Statistical significance between the unfolding forces of all cohesins can be found
in Supplemental Figure S11. Also shown is the sequence identity to the respective PDB homology modeling template. (b) Dynamic force spectrum
for unfolding events of cohesin 3. Varicolored points represent rupture force/loading rate data from an experiment with 5 different pulling speeds.
Brown squares represent rupture force/loading rate data from SMD simulations. Black points represent the most probable rupture force/loading rate
of each pulling speed obtained from kernel density estimates. Error bars represent the fwhm. Gray lines represent least-squares fits of the Bell−Evans
model to the experimental and to both the experimental and the simulation data with fitting parameters (±SD) Δx = 0.17 ± 0.012 nm, k0 = (6.7 ±
6.3) × 10− 4 s− 1 and Δx = 0.14 ± 0.0015 nm, k0 = 4.9 × 10− 3 ± 8.9 × 10− 4 s− 1, respectively. The red dotted line represents a least-squares fit of the
DHS model to the combined experimental and the simulation data with fitting parameters (±SD) of Δx = 0.19 ± 0.024 nm, k0 = (1.4 ± 2) × 10− 4

s− 1, and ΔG = 60 ± 13 kBT. For detailed representation of experimental data, see Supplemental Figure S12. (c) Force propagation pathways through
selected cohesins calculated using Pearson correlation (yellow tubes). The thickness of the pathway edges represents the normalized probability of
force propagating through the particular edge. (d) Network-based community analysis in selected cohesins showing regions with high internal
correlation during pulling simulations calculated using generalized correlation. Communities are colored individually, and thick connections
correspond to high correlation.
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suboptimal force propagation pathways, revealing that force
propagates mainly through β-strands A, B, and I (see
Supplemental Figure S13). Figure 5c shows the force
propagation pathways through cohesin 1 and the two strongest
cohesins within their respective group, cohesins 2 and 5.
Cohesin 1 predominantly showed a single path between the N-
and C-terminal β-sheets that carried the entire mechanical load,
suggesting a badly formed mechanical clamp motif. The other
cohesins show multiple possible force pathways suggesting a
better distribution of force propagating from the N- to the C-
terminus through a multitude of backbone hydrogen bonds
(see Supplemental Figure S13).
In addition, we investigated the communities formed in the

systems by employing dynamic network analysis41 and
generalized correlation42 (see Supplemental Figure S14).
These communities correspond to sets of residues that move
in concert with each other and can be used to investigate
regions that are generally more strongly connected during
pulling simulations. Figure 5d shows the individual commun-
ities of cohesins 1, 2, and 5 in different colors, where thicker
connections between the amino acids correspond to higher
correlation between them. While cohesins 2 and 5 showed

pronounced communities connecting the C-terminus to its
surroundings (Figure 5d, red dashed circle region), cohesin 1
showed weak communities in this area of the protein,
suggesting high and uncorrelated flexibility and therefore
loose intraprotein contacts between the N- and C-terminal β-
sheet. Particularly, the area between β-sheets G and H turned
out to be most flexible in the case of cohesin 1. The same
region of cohesin 1 was observed to be highly flexible also
during the 100 ns MD equilibration, and was not as flexible in
any other cohesin investigated here. Taken together, our results
suggested that this is a critical region responsible for cohesin 1
lower stability under mechanical force.

Mutant Design and SMD Simulations. Since the region
between β-sheets G and H in cohesin 1 was found to be the
most flexible during the equilibrium MD and the analysis of
cross-correlation communities suggested that weak commun-
ities in this same area could be responsible for the badly formed
mechanical clamp motif of cohesin 1, we aligned the sequences
of all hanging cohesins in this region (Figure 6a). Despite the
high overall sequence similarity of ∼ 85% among A.
cellulolyticus’s hanging cohesins, major differences exist between
the weaker cohesin 1 and the stronger cohesins 2 and 3 in the

Figure 6. Mutant design and SMD peak force results. (a) Sequence alignment of the C-terminal end of the hanging cohesins 1− 3. From the
community analysis, we deduced that the low force resilience of cohesin 1 originated from the loss of sequence identity in the flexible area around
amino acids 103− 108. Based on comparison with cohesins 2 and 3, we designed three point mutations (A105G, P106G, and T107S) and a triple
mutant (A105G P106G T107S (referred to as mutant “GGS”)). A high resolution version can be found in Supplemental Figure S15. (b) Left,
homology model of cohesin 1 showing the β-sheets involved in the mechanical clamp motif in green and unique amino acids within the group of
hanging cohesins in red. The linker region around amino acids A105, P106, and T107 was observed to be most flexible in the SMD simulations and
was therefore suggested for mutation studies. Right, comparison of the homology models of cohesin 1 and its mutant A105G with molecular
representation of the aforementioned region of interest. A seemingly small point mutation from an alanine to a glycine (from a methyl to a proton
side chain) at position 105 changed the fold of the protein in this region significantly, resulting in much closer β-strands in the mechanical clamp
motif. (c) SMD peak force from each simulation replica (black dot) and average peak force per cohesin (red line ± SEM). The significantly increased
peak forces of the mutants A105G and GGS suggest an increased stability compared to wild-type cohesin 1, while mutants P106G and T107S
showed no significant change in average peak unfolding force. The single A105G mutation was able to recover forces in the same range of cohesin 3
(see Figure 5a). Statistical significance between the unfolding forces of all cohesins can be found in Supplemental Figure S16.
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region between β-strands G and H, more precisely from amino
acid 103 to 108. Considering the results of the SMD
simulations, force propagation, community analysis, and the
sequence comparison with cohesin 2 and 3, we proposed four
mutants of cohesin 1, namely, A105G, P106G, and T107S, and
a triple mutant that we refer to here as GGS (A105G, P106G,
and T107S). To investigate if these mutants would show a
higher force resilience compared to their wild-type counter-
parts, we followed the same modeling and simulation steps as
previously discussed for the wild-type cohesins.
After the 100 ns MD equilibration, mutated cohesins showed

significant structural differences compared to the wild-type
cohesin 1. A single alanine to glycine mutation (A105G), for
example, already stabilized the nearby regions of the protein,
resulting in a flawlessly folded β-stranded C-terminus, as shown
in Figure 6b. SMD simulations, as shown in Figure 6c, revealed
that A105G and GGS displayed a significantly higher unfolding
force than cohesin 1, with A105G showing a mean unfolding
force similar to that of cohesin 3. Analysis of the force
propagation profiles and communities of the A105G mutant
revealed a behavior that resembles one of the stronger cohesins,
as shown in Supplemental Figures S13 and S14.
AFM-Based SMFS on Hanging Cohesins and Mutants

of Cohesin 1. In order to test the predictions from the SMD
simulations and to identify the amino acids responsible for the
low force resilience of cohesin 1, we prepared a second set of
AFM-based SMFS experiments similar to the ones described in
Figure 3. We compared the mechanical stability of the
proposed mutants A105G, P106G, T107S, and the triple
mutant GGS with the three hanging cohesins, again using a

single cantilever to ensure improved relative force comparability
(Figure 7). Similar to Figure 3, force distributions not following
the Bell−Evans model (cohesin 1, P106G, and T107S) were
smoothed using a KDE to obtain meaningful most probable
rupture forces. Most remarkably, mutant A105G showed a
dramatic increase in most probable rupture force to 370 pN,
making it around 2.6 times stronger than its parent structure
cohesin 1 and therefore about as strong as cohesin 3. While the
mutant unfolding simulations predicted a slight decrease in
mechanical stability for the P106G mutant, the experimentally
obtained unfolding force histogram shows no considerable
change compared to wild-type. Mutant T107S exhibited a
bimodal unfolding force distribution with most probable
rupture forces of 138 pN and 339 pN roughly similar to the
most probable unfolding forces of wild-type cohesins 1 and 3. A
detailed examination of individual unfolding traces from
different force regimes showed no distinctive features that
could explain its bimodal unfolding force distribution. We can
only theorize that this construct might exhibit a combination of
strongly differing folded conformations or unfolding pathways.
Such behavior was not observed in the simulations. The triple
mutant GGS showed a most probable rupture force of 440 pN,
making it as strong as cohesin 2.

■ DISCUSSION
Mechanical Stability of Highly Homologous ScaA

Cohesins. The high precision comparison of the mechanical
stability of seven homologous cohesin domains from A.
cellulolyticus’ scaffoldin ScaA was enabled by the development
of a novel SMFS sample preparation method, where several

Figure 7. Unfolding and rupture force histogram of the hanging cohesins and mutants of cohesin 1. Histograms showing the unfolding and
unbinding forces of the fingerprint domain ddFLN4, the wild-type hanging cohesins 1− 3 (red), mutants of cohesin 1 (orange), and the
Coh3:XDoc3 receptor ligand binding handle (gray). The force distributions of the ddFLN4 fingerprint and the Coh3:XDoc3 handle are
independent of the measured ScaA cohesin construct. Similar to Figure 3, force histograms were fitted following a Bell−Evans model where possible
(cohesin 2, cohesin 3, A105G, and GGS; dashed line). A KDE was used to find the most probable rupture forces (±fwhm) in all other cases (cohesin
1, P106G, and T107S; dotted line). All data were recorded using a single cantilever with a spring constant of 163 pN/nm at a retraction speed of
1600 nm/s during a 72 h automated SMFS experiment.
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constructs were produced by cell-free in vitro expression and
covalent linkage to the surface in parallel in individual
microwells. The proteins were probed sequentially with a
single cantilever, enabling precise comparison of unfolding
force distributions between multiple domains by eliminating
relative error in calibration of cantilever spring constant values.
All constructs contained a ddFLN4 domain, which served as a
molecular fingerprint and allowed clear identification of single-
molecule force− distance traces showing specific interactions
through their unique contour length increments. This overall
approach facilitated high-throughput SMFS of multiple proteins
and allowed for fast and automated data analysis.
A clear trend can be seen in the most probable unfolding

force of all cohesin domains from ScaA (Figure 3). The three
cohesins on the far side of the substrate-anchoring CBM (i.e.,
hanging cohesins) showed in fact a considerably lower most
probable unfolding force compared to the four bridging
cohesins, which are exposed to force in vivo. This result
strongly supports the hypothesis that higher mechanical
stability is a repeatable feature of cohesins in the bridging
region of cellulosomal scaffoldins, despite the fact that all
domains tested show high levels of sequence homology (see
Figure 4a).
To elucidate the origins of the large differences in

mechanostability of the cohesin domains, we generated
structural homology models for all seven cohesins under
investigation. The combination of knowledge-based informa-
tion from structural templates together with modern force fields
and molecular dynamics allowed us to employ a real-space
structural prediction and refinement strategy to obtain all ScaA
cohesin structures.33 However, the computational prediction of
three-dimensional protein structures has its limitations, and the
accuracy of the predicted models is strongly dictated by the
availability of close structural templates.43 The range of identity
between our model cohesins and the best available structural
templates was between 33% and 45%, implying rather poor
homologues. To check the fold stability, all structural models
were subjected to 100 ns of equilibrium MD, and the final
structures were superimposed. The results showed that, even
though four different templates were employed, all cohesins
generated highly similar structural models (see Figure 4b and
Supplemental Figure S5).
The seven structural models were then stretched in silico

using a constant velocity SMD protocol. It is noteworthy that,
with the exception of cohesin 4, the forces of all distributions
were shifted by a constant value (±SD) of 782 ± 29 pN (see
Supplemental Figure S9). This finding is remarkable if one
takes into account the relatively low identity between the
modeled systems and their templates (33%− 45%). Simulations
showed that although cohesin 4 has the highest identity to its
template (45%, PDB 2VN6), it might have been a suboptimal
choice resulting in a nonideal folding state, as it shows an N-
terminal region with wobbly β-strand formation (see
Supplemental Figures S4 and S5).
Comparing the force peaks between the simulations and

experiments served as a validation for the homology structures.
Figure 5b shows a direct comparison between results obtained
with AFM SMFS across a range of loading rates from ∼ 103 pN/
s and ∼ 105 pN/s, and those obtained from in silico SMFS at
∼ 1014 pN/s. Fitting the DHS model to the data suggests that
the loading rates used in our SMD simulations fall into the
stochastic regime. This finding, which bridges 11 orders of
magnitude in force loading rate, indicates that the homology

models provide an accurate description of the unfolding
process, validating the predictive power of both comparative
modeling and in silico SMFS. We want to emphasize that this
only holds true for remarkably strong proteins like the cohesins
investigated here. At similar loading rates of ∼ 1014 pN/s,
weaker systems may be unfolded in the deterministic regime. In
this case, a slower pulling velocity would have to be chosen,
requiring considerably more computational time.

Investigation of the Low Force Resilience of Cohesin
1. Our simulation results in combination with calculated force
propagation pathways and correlation communities suggested
that the high flexibility in the region around amino acids 100−
110 could be responsible for a badly formed mechanical clamp
between the N- and C-terminal β-sheets of cohesin 1. We
proposed the aforementioned mutants, A105G, P106G, T107S,
and the triple mutant GGS carrying all three mutations, in an
attempt to affect the folding and the formation of the
mechanical clamp motif and, ideally, improve mechanical
stability.
Following the same modeling and equilibration protocol

followed previously, we obtained structural models for the
mutants. An inspection of these structures, after 100 ns of MD,
revealed how the fold can be affected by a single A105G
mutation, as shown in Figure 6b. The A105G point mutation
resulted in a longer mechanical clamp between the N- and C-
terminal β-sheets. SMD simulations predicted an increase in
unfolding forces both for mutant A105G and for mutant GGS,
the latter being the most promising as shown in Figure 6c. It is
noteworthy that the simulations revealed that the single A105G
mutation already increases the force necessary to unfold
cohesin 1 up to the same levels of the cohesin 3.
We want to emphasize that a strategy of carrying out only a

couple of SMD simulations with low pulling velocity might give
an incomplete picture of a biomolecular system under shear
force. The approach adopted here, of simulating many fast
pulling simulations (totaling over 350 independent SMD runs),
showed that the force distribution in simulations is as widely
distributed as in experiments, and therefore a small in silico
sampling might reveal differing trends to those observed
experimentally. A possibility to sample both with slow pulling
and many replicas would be to employ coarse-grained methods,
which are less computationally demanding. However, our
simulations revealed that seemingly small mutations, like
changing a methyl group to a hydrogen, can cause enormous
differences in folding and therefore force resilience. With such
minor changes in the biomolecule, exploratory studies to design
new mutants using coarse-grained molecular dynamics
simulations would be hardly reliable, as they would lack atomic
detail.
In order to test the predictions from the SMD simulations,

we compared the proposed mutants to the wild-type hanging
cohesins experimentally (Figure 7). We found that the two
promising mutants, A105G and GGS, showed a considerable
increase in mechanical stability. Mutant A105G showed an
increase of most probable rupture force by nearly 2.6-fold to
370 pN, relative to its wild-type cohesin 1, which unfolded at
142 pN. As predicted by the SMD simulations, this seemingly
small change from an alanine to a glycine outside of the
mechanical clamp motif influenced the fold of the protein
enough to make it as strong as cohesin 3. The triple mutant
GGS showed, again as predicted by the SMD simulations, the
largest increase in unfolding force to 440 pN, making it as
strong as cohesin 2, the strongest cohesin within the group of
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hanging cohesins, which unfolded at 431 pN. The experimental
results confirm the amino acids responsible for the low force
resilience of cohesin 1 and the predicted increase in
mechanostability of the proposed mutants, thus corroborating
the in silico approach.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Multienzyme molecular devices like cellulosomes rely on
scaffoldins for the organization of their active constituents.
Since these large protein structures can sometimes be subjected
to sizable forces, their mechanical stability is a prerequisite for
proper and sustained function. This holds particularly true for
the scaffoldin ScaA of A. cellulolyticus, which anchors the
microbe to a cellulose fibril through a CBM in addition to
spatially organizing an ensemble of cellulolytic enzymes.
Another interesting aspect is that cellulosome scaffoldins are
mainly composed of highly similar cohesin domains with very
different mechanical properties. Our in vitro and in silico SMFS
studies not only show that the mechanical stability of all
cohesins from the scaffoldin ScaA is consistent with the
hypothesis proposed by Valbuena et al.13 that bridging cohesins
are mechanically stronger than hanging cohesins but, moreover,
how minimal differences in protein sequence can lead to very
different behavior under shear force.
We elucidated the surprisingly low unfolding force of cohesin

1, when compared to the other ScaA cohesins. We found that
the point mutation A105G increased the mechanical stability of
cohesin 1 more than 2-fold when compared to wild-type. The
remarkably strong influence on the mechanical stability of
cohesin 1 of a single alanine to glycine mutation, which
effectively only substitutes a methyl group by a hydrogen atom,
raises the question why evolutionary pressure has not favored
this mutant, as it comes at virtually no additional cost for the
organism. Possibly not all cohesins are supposed to display high
mechanical stability, since cellulosomal organisms have already
been shown to be able to regulate their gene expression
patterns depending on potentially varying substrates.44,45 Thus,
occasionally un- and refolding cohesins would ensure that
cellulosomal components can be exchanged in case of changing
environmental conditions.
Both approaches, in silico and in vitro, of our combined

approach started from the genetic information coding for the
protein, from which the homology models for the former were
derived and the samples for the latter were expressed. Given the
large number of cellulosome producing microorganisms with
sequenced genomes, a wide spectrum of novel combinations,
for example, cohesin− dockerin pairs with similar or orthogonal
affinities and tunable strengths, may be analyzed, modified, and
combined. The fact that cellulosomes are extracellular
organelles of microbes that live in largely diverse ambient
environments, including the human gut,46,47 guarantees robust-
ness of its molecular building blocks and their interactions. This
is reflected in the extremely high unfolding barriers and rupture
forces of its molecular constituents and qualifies them for a
large range of potential applications.
As viable candidates for source materials in a rationally

designed artificial protein nanomachine, cellulosomes have
demonstrated large potential in molecular engineering
applications.1,6,8 The development of recombinant designer
cellulosomes using so-called chimeric scaffoldins allowed
control over the position of each enzyme in the cellulosomal
complex.7 Synthetic scaffolds containing orthogonal cohesin
domains have furthermore been successfully displayed on the

surface of yeast cells, allowing dockerin-tagged cellulases to
bind and improve ethanol production almost by a factor of 3
compared to free enzymes.48 In terms of industrial cellulose
degradation, the incorporation of mechanically stronger cohesin
domains and cohesin− dockerin interactions with higher
affinities will make designer cellulosomes more durable and
efficient. A better understanding of individual cellulosomal
components can improve upcoming designs and lead to more
efficient and reliable multienzyme molecular devices. For
example, the new-found properties of ScaA recommend this
scaffoldin and its cohesin domains to be part of a potential
versatile molecular breadboard for the programmed self-
assembly of molecular devices with designed properties.
From a technical point of view, we were able to measure

seven constructs using a single cantilever in two separate
experiments by utilizing a fast and parallelized sample
preparation method, while still achieving sufficient statistics
(N = 1420 in 24 h and N = 7869 in 72 h). Furthermore, we
have shown that even in the absence of crystallized protein
structures, SMD simulations, when combined with protein
homology modeling, are a powerful tool to investigate the
intricate mechanisms governing protein mechanics. Particularly
force propagation and community analyses have proven
instrumental, not only allowing us to analyze the origins of a
particular molecular property, such as the low mechanical
stability of cohesin 1, but also opening new means to identify
crucial regions for point mutations aiming at locally altering the
mechanics of the protein of choice. In summary, our newly
developed methods are enabling novel investigations of protein
unfolding and rational modification of structural aspects of
proteins based on common design principles across different
families of proteins well beyond the cellulosome community.
Our results demonstrate a strategy that can be applied in fine-
tuning mutations that can change the mechanostability of
protein domains and also raise further questions about the
evolutionary pressures that can result in mechanically stronger
or weaker proteins. Considering the vast number of
cellulosomal constituents yet to be explored, the combination
of techniques presented here can potentially accelerate the
probing and design of scaffolding domains, starting from
nothing more than their genetic code, presenting new
opportunities in molecular engineering and biotechnology.
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Materials and  Methods 
All reagents were at least of analytical purity grade and all buffers were filtered using a 0.2 µm                  
polyethersulfone membrane filter (Nalgene, Rochester, NY, USA) prior to use. All incubation steps were              
done  at room temperature, if not otherwise  stated. 

Gene  construction, protein  expression  and  purification 
All genes were codon optimized for E. coli and synthesized (Invitrogen GeneArt Gene Synthesis - Thermo                
Fisher Scientific Messtechnik GmbH, Regensburg, Germany). All constructs were cloned into pET28a            
vectors using the Gibson assembly strategy1 (New England Biolabs, MA, USA). All protein sequences can               
be  found  in  the  Supplementary Information. 
 
ScaA cohesin mutant plasmid DNA was constructed using individually designed primers (Eurofins            
Genomics GmbH, Ebersberg, Germany) and the Phusion High-Fidelity PCR Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific             
Messtechnik GmbH, Regensburg, Germany). The resulting double stranded linear DNA was ligated,            
phosphorylated and the template DNA was digested, in parallel, using a homemade reaction mix (1µl               
CutSMART buffer, 1µl ATP, 1µl T4 Polynucleotide Kinase, New England Biolabs, MA, USA, 1µl Dpn I, 1µl                
T4 DNA ligase and 0.5µl PEG-6k, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Regensburg, Germany, combined with              
4.5µl unpurified PCR product) incubated at 37°C for 15min, 22°C for 45min and finally at 80°C for 5min.                  
All plasmids used in in vitro protein expression were amplified in DH5-alpha cells, purified using the                
QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), eluted with ultrapure water and stored at -20° C.                
All sequences were finally checked by DNA sequencing (Eurofins Genomics GmbH, Ebersberg,            
Germany). 
 
Coh3-ddFLN 4 -HIS-ybbR protein was expressed in E. coli NiCo21(DE3) cells (New England Biolabs, MA,             
USA). Precultures of 5 mL in LB medium, grown overnight at 37°C, were inoculated in ZYM-5052                
auto-induction media containing kanamycin and grown for 6 h at 37°C followed by 24 h at 25°C 2 . Bacteria                  
were spun down, and stored at -80°C. The pellet was resuspended and cells were lysed through                
sonication followed by centrifugation at 18000 g for 1 h at 4°C. The supernatant was applied to a Ni-NTA                   
column (GE Healthcare, MA, USA) for HIS-Tag purification and washed extensively using HIS wash              
buffer (25mM TRIS, 500mM NaCl, 0.25% Tween-20, 10 % (v/v) Glycerol, 20mM imidazole, pH 8.5 @                
4°C), followed by a elution using HIS elution buffer (HIS wash buffer with 200mM imidazole instead of                 
20mM). Fractions containing protein were concentrated over regenerated cellulose filters (Amicon, Merck            
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany), exchanged into measurement buffer (TBS- Ca: 25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl,               
1mM CaCl2, pH 7.2) using desalting columns (Zeba, Thermo Scientific, MA, USA), and frozen with 25 %                 
(v/v) glycerol  in  liquid  nitrogen  to  be  stored  at -80°C  until  used  in  experiments. 

AFM Sample  preparation 
The sample preparation in these experiments follows in principle previously published protocols.3–5 In             
brief, both the AFM cantilevers (Biolever Mini, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and the microscope slides              
(76mmx26mm, Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) were cleaned and silanized using           
(3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane (APDMES, abcr GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) by baking at 80°C          
for 1h. A multiwell mask (CultureWell Gasket, Grace Bio-Labs, Bend, USA) was cleaned by sonication in                
a 1:1 mixture of isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and ultrapure water and then dried in a stream of nitrogen. The                   
mask was attached to the glass slide to allow compartmentalization of the surface. The cantilevers were                
incubated with heterobifunctional NHS-PEG-Maleimide (5 kDa; Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) in           
100mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4 for 45 min. The surfaces in the wells however were incubated with a 1:100                   
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mixture of NHS-PEG-Maleimide and NHS-PEG-CH 3 (both 5 kDa; Rapp Polymere, Tübingen, Germany) in             
100mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4, which, as experience has shown, will later result in the right surface                 
density of immobilized protein for SMFS measurements in these experiments. After rinsing with ultrapure              
water, both the cantilevers and the surfaces were incubated with 1 mM Coenzyme A (CoA) in a 1 mM                   
sodium phosphate pH 7.2, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA buffer for at least 1 h. After a final ultrapure water                     
rinse the cantilevers were incubated with 40μM Coh3-ddFLN 4 -HIS-ybbR and 5 μM phosphopantetheinyl            
transferase (Sfp) for 2 h with magnesium chloride supplemented measurement buffer (TBS- Ca: 25 mM               
Tris, 72 mM NaCl, 1mM CaCl2, 20mM MgCl 2 pH 7.2). The glass slide with the multiwell mask still                  
attached was stored under Argon for later use. The cantilevers were rinsed extensively with measurement               
buffer (TBS- Ca: 25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl, 1mM CaCl2, pH 7.2) and finally stored in it until use in                     
measurement. 

One-step  in  vitro  expression  and  protein  pulldown 
PURExpress® IVTT-kit was thawed on ice and supplemented with 5 μM Sfp, 0.8 U/µl RNase inhibitor                
(NEB #M0314), 10 ng/μl Plasmid-DNA, 0.05% v/v Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH,            
Taufkirchen, Germany) and ultrapure water resulting in total volumes of 10µl for each reaction mix. There                
was no need to supply this reaction mix with additional MgCl 2 for the Sfp coupling reaction, since the                  
PURExpress® IVTT-kit already contains 13mM MgCl 2 6 . The reaction mixes were transferred to the wells              
onto the CoA functionalized glass slide and incubated at 37°C for 3h. During this time the cell free                  
expression kit is constantly producing proteins, while at the same time the Sfp couples expressed protein                
to the surface via the ybbR tags. Both cantilevers and surfaces were rinsed extensively with               
measurement buffer (TBS- Ca: 25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl, 1mM CaCl2, pH 7.2) before measurement and                 
finally the multiwell mask was removed from the surface and stored in a 1:1 mixture of IPA and ultrapure                   
water for further use. 

AFM SMFS measurements 
A custom build AFM connected to a MFP3D controller (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA) was                
used for all measurements. Acquisition- and instrument control software was written in Igor Pro 6               
(Wavemetrics, OR, USA). The cantilever was aligned to each measurement spot by moving the sample               
using a 25mmx25mm piezomotor stage (PI, Karlsruhe, Germany) using a camera mounted below the              
sample. These positions were saved in the software for later use. The cantilever was brought in close                 
proximity to the surface and constant speed measurements with retraction speeds of 1600 nm/s were               
started. The glass surface was moved horizontally by 100 nm in a snail-like-pattern within each protein                
spot. After 2000 approach- and retract-cycles the AFM-head was automatically lifted by a linear piezo               
actuator (Newport, CA, USA) and the surface was moved horizontally by typically ~300 µm to expose the                 
cantilever to  the  next protein  spot. Cantilevers were  calibrated  using  the  equipartition  theorem method 7 . 
 

AFM SMFS Data  Analysis 
Data analysis was carried out following previous work8 . In short, data were transformed into physical units                
and corrected for cantilever bending, laser spot- and baseline-drift. Force peaks and rupture events were               
detected and transformed to contour length space. The Worm Like Chain model (WLC)9 was used to fit                 
relevant peaks. All curves showing a ddFLN4 and cohesin contour length increment (ddFLN4: 34nm8,10,              
cohesin: 45nm) were used to assemble unfolding force histograms, which were then fitted following the               
Bell-Evans model 11,12, which is commonly used to estimate the distance to the transition state ∆x and the                 
natural off-rate k0 of mechanically induced receptor ligand dissociation from single-molecule force            
spectroscopy experiments. 
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Bell-Evans probability density function  at given  loading  rate  r: 

(F )  exp[ F (e )] p = r
k0 Δx

k TB
− r Δx
k  k T0 B FΔx

k TB − 1  

The Bell-Evans model predicts a linear dependence between the most probable rupture force <F> and               
the  logarithm of the  force  loading  rate  r: 

(r) = ) ln( ) < F > ( Δx
k TB  r Δx

k  k T0 B
 

The Dudko-Hummer-Szabo model 13 describes a non-linear dependence for the most probable rupture            
force  on  loading  rate: 

(r) =  < F > ΔG
νΔx 1{ − ln[ ΔG

k TB  exp( r Δx
k  k T0 B ( ΔG

k TB
+ γ))]ν}   

where ∆G is the free energy of activation and ≈ 0.577... is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The model          γ          
parameter defines the single-well free-energy surface model used ( = 2/3 for linear-cubic and = 1/2ν          ν      ν   
for cusp  free-energy). 

Structural  Model  Determination 
The amino acid sequence of all seven cohesins under investigation were obtained from the GenBank               
(GenBank: AAF06064.1) proteomic server14,15. The template search was performed employing the           
similarity search algorithm in the protein Blast server (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)16 using the           
Protein Data Bank17 (http://www.pdb.org) as database and the default options. Using VMD’s18 multiseq 19             
analysis tool, sequences were aligned to templates employing ClustalW algorithim20 . The construction of             
cohesin models were performed using MODELLER 9.17 software 21 that employs spatial restriction            
techniques based on the 3D-template structure. The best model was selected by analyzing the              
stereochemical quality check using PROCHECK22 and overall quality by ERRAT server.23 All structures             
were subjected to 100 ns of equilibrium MD, as described below, to ensure conformational stability. All                
structures shown  in  this manuscript are  from post-equilibration  simulations. 

Molecular dynamics simulations 
Employing advanced run options of QwikMD,24 structural models were solvated and the net charge of the                
proteins were neutralized using a 75 mM salt concentration of sodium chloride, which were randomly              
arranged in the solvent. The overall number of atoms included in MD simulations varied from 50,000 in                 
the equilibrium simulations to near 300,000 in the pulling simulations. The MD simulations in the present                
study were performed employing the NAMD molecular dynamics package.25 The CHARMM36 force            
field 26,27 along with the TIP3 water model 28 was used to describe all systems. The simulations were                
performed assuming periodic boundary conditions in the NpT ensemble with temperature maintained at             
300 K using Langevin dynamics for pressure, kept at 1 bar, and temperature coupling. A distance cut-off               
of 11.0 Å was applied to short-range, non-bonded interactions, whereas long-range electrostatic           
interactions were treated using the particle-mesh Ewald (PME)29 method. The equations of motion were              
integrated using the r-RESPA multiple time step scheme 25 to update the van der Waals interactions every                
two steps and electrostatic interactions every four steps. The time step of integration was chosen to be                 
2 fs for all simulations performed. Before the MD simulations all the systems were submitted to an energy                 
minimization protocol for 1,000 steps. MD simulations with position restraints in the protein backbone              
atoms were performed for 10 ns and served to pre-equilibrate systems before the 100 ns equilibrium MD                 
runs, which served to evaluate structural model stability. During the 10 ns pre-equilibration the initial               
temperature was set to zero and was constantly increased by 1 K every 1,000 MD steps until the desired                  
temperature  (300 K) was reached. 
 
With structures properly equilibrated and checked, solvent boxes were enlarged in the Z coordinate to               
allow space for protein unfolding during SMD simulations. The new solvent boxes were equilibrated for 10                
ns keeping the protein atoms restrained in space. SMD simulations11 were performed using a constant               
velocity stretching (SMD-CV protocol), employing four different pulling speeds: 250, 25, 2.5 and 0.5 Å/ns.               
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Simulation replicas (at least 25 per system), used in all the plots in this manuscript, were performed with                  
constant pulling speed of 2.5 Å/ns. Values for force over the pulling spring were saved every 50 steps.                  
The spring constant of the pulling spring was set to 5.0 kcal/mol/Å2 , while the holding spring had a                  
constant of 10 kcal/mol/Å2 . In all simulations, totaling over 350 SMD simulations, SMD was employed by                
harmonically restraining the position of N-terminal amino acid residue of the cohesin domain, and moving               
a second restraint point, at the C-terminal of the cohesin domain, with constant velocity in the +z                 
direction. The procedure is equivalent to attaching one end of a harmonic spring to the end of a domain                   
and pulling on the other end of the spring. The force applied to the harmonic spring is then monitored                   
during the time of the molecular dynamics simulation. The pulling point was moved with constant velocity                
along the z-axis and due to the single anchoring point and the single pulling point the system is quickly                   
aligned along the z-axis. Owing to the flexibility of the linkers between the cohesins and fingerprint                
domains, this approach reproduces the experimental set-up. All analyses of MD trajectories were carried              
out employing VMD 18 and its plug-ins. Secondary structures were assigned using the Timeline plug-in,              
which  employs STRIDE criteria.30 
 
The Network View plugin 31 on VMD was employed to perform dynamical network analysis. A network was                
defined as a set of nodes, all α-carbons, with connecting edges. Edges connect pairs of nodes if                 
corresponding monomers are in contact, and 2 non-consecutive monomers are said to be in contact if                
they fulfill a proximity criterion, namely any heavy atoms (non-hydrogen) from the 2 monomers are within                
4.5Å of each other for at least 75% of the frames analyzed. As suggested by Sethi et al.31 nearest                   
neighbors in sequence are not considered to be in contact as they lead to a number of trivial suboptimal                   
paths, which can be understood as allosteric signaling pathways or force propagation pathways 32 .              
Suboptimal paths are defined as paths that are slightly longer than the optimal path, with a given                 
suboptimal path visiting a node not more than once. These multiple communication paths are nearly               
equal in length, and not all residues along these paths need be considered important for allostery.                
Instead, only residues or interactions that occur in the highest number of suboptimal pathways need to be                 
conserved to guarantee an effective pathway for allosteric communication. The thickness of the edges              
connecting the nodes reveals the least and most used paths. Allostery can be understood in terms of                 
pathways of residues that efficiently transmit energy, here in the form of mechanical stress, between               
different binding sites33 . The dynamical networks were constructed from 20 ns windows of the total               
trajectories sampled every 400 ps. The probability of information transfer across an edge is set as wij =                  
−log (| Cij |), where Cij is the correlation matrix calculated with Carma 34 . Using the Floyd-Warshall                
algorithm, the suboptimal paths were then calculated. The tolerance value used for any path to be                
included in the suboptimal path was −log (0.5) = 0.69. To calculate the relevance of off-diagonal terms in                  
the correlation matrix we employed Carma to calculate a correlation matrix where x, y, z components of                 
each atom were considered independently. As previously investigated by our group 32 , Pearson             
correlation is ideal for force propagation calculation. However, due to its nature, communities analysis              
would benefit from an information-theory-based method, so here we employed generalized correlation 35 to             
the community analysis. Tightly correlated groups of atoms are clustered into communities, indicating             
functional  domains of biomolecules and  important interfaces between  multi-molecule  complexes. 
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Figure S1: Frequency of observed relative contour lengths increments determined by transforming            
multiple force traces into contour length space via the worm-like chain model and aligning them. The                
individual increments (f.l.t.r.) correspond to the unfolding of the ddFLN4 fingerprint domain, the ScaA              
cohesins and  the  occasional  unfolding  of the  X-module  of the  Coh3.XDoc3  complex36 . 
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Figure S2: Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) for equilibrium simulations. All constructs were           
simulated with position restraints of the backbone atoms during 10 ns and free of restraints during 100 ns.                  
All plots show stable structures after approximately 30ns. It is noteworthy that hanging cohesins have a                
higher RSMD  value, particularly cohesin  1.  
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Figure S3: Secondary Structure evolution during equilibration simulations. Secondary structure          
content was evaluated using VMD’s Timeline during the equilibration simulations. All constructs were             
simulated with position restraints of the backbone atoms during 10 ns and free of restraints during 100 ns.                  
All  conformations show  stable  structures.  
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Figure S4. Structural model of studied cohesins after 100ns of MD simulation. All structures were               
obtained using Modeller 9.17 and subjected to 100 ns of molecular dynamics equilibration using QwikMD               
and  NAMD. All  images were  prepared  using  VMD. 
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Figure S5. Structural model for ScaA cohesins after 100ns of MD simulation. (A) Using Modeller,               
very similar model structures were obtained for ScaA cohesins. The region highlighted in the circle was                
observed to be the most flexible one in cohesin 1, presenting a different behavior than the other cohesins.                  
(B) Sequence alignment shows that, in the highlighted region of (A), 3 amino acid residues of cohesin 1                  
were different, compared to cohesin 2 and 3, namely ALA105, PRO106 and THR107. (C) (D) Two                
different viewpoints of cohesin  1  with  highlighted  ALA105, PRO106  and  THR107. 
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Figure S6.  

Sequence 

alignment of  

all cohesins of   

ScaA. The  
amino acids  
thought to be   
primarily 
involved in  
mechanical 
stability are  
represented by  
green boxes.  
Regions 
primarily 
involved in  
dockerin 
recognition and  
binding are  
represented in  
red boxes. The   
background 
colors of the   
letters represent  
BLOSUM 70  
sequence 
alignment 
score: From  
high (dark blue)   
to  low  (red). 
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Figure S7. Secondary Structure evolution during pulling simulations. Secondary structure content           
was evaluated using VMD’s Timeline during the SMD simulations. Here we show the evolution of the                
secondary structure during the first 50nm of pulling, which corresponds to the region where the peak force                 
is observed. The plots present a representative simulation (one of the replicas) for each system studied.                
In all simulations presented the C-terminal region is the first to unfold, showing that the highest peak                 
corresponds to  losing  the  last beta-strand  structure. 
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Figure S8. Cohesin 1 secondary structure evolution during pulling simulations. Secondary structure            
content was evaluated using VMD’s Timeline during the SMD simulations. Here we show the evolution of                
the  secondary structure  during  the  whole  unfolding  process.  
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Figure S9. Experimental unfolding force vs. simulated peak unfolding force of all wild type              

cohesins. A linear fit shows a clear trend between measured and simulated unfolding forces with offset                
fitting parameter (±SD) F0 = 782 ± 29 pN. Cohesin 4 (red) was excluded from the fit since, as explained in                     
the main text, its homology modeling template was a suboptimal and likely resulted in a non-ideal initial                 
folded  state. 
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Figure S10. Force profile during pulling simulations. For the first 50 nm of pulling, the plots present a                  
representative  simulation  (one  of the  replicas) for each  system studied.  
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Figure S11. Statistical significance between the simulated unfolding forces of all wild type             

cohesins. P-values were  calculated  using  the  Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.  
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Figure S12. Experimental dynamic force spectrum for unfolding events of cohesin 3. Varicolored             
points represent rupture force/loading rate data from an experiment with 5 different pulling speeds. Black               
points represent the most probable rupture force/loading rate of each pulling speed obtained from kernel               
density estimates. Error bars represent the full width at half maximum. Gray lines represent least-squares               
fits of the Bell-Evans model to the experimental, and to both the experimental and the simulation data with                  
fitting parameters (±SD) ∆x=0.17 ± 0.012 nm, k0 =6.7⋅10 -4 ± 6.3⋅10 -4 s-1 and ∆x=0.14 ± 0.0015 nm,                
k0 =4.9⋅10 -3 ± 8.9⋅10 -4 s-1 , respectively. The red dotted line represents a least-squares fit of the DHS                
model to both the combined experimental and the simulation data with fitting parameters (±SD) of               
∆x=0.19 ± 0.024 nm, k0 =1.4⋅10 -4 ± 2⋅10 -4 s-1 and ∆G=60 ± 13 kBT. In this range of loading rates the                    
Bell-Evans fit through  the  experimental  data  falls along  the  DHS fit. 
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Figure S13. Network-based force propagation analysis calculated using Pearson correlation.          
Suboptimal force paths were calculated using VMD during the first 5nm of pulling simulation. Note that for                 
all  the  systems beta-strands A,B and  I are  the  main  regions involved  in  the  force  propagation. 
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Figure S14. Network-based community analysis calculated using generalized correlation.         
Communities were calculated using VMD during the first 5nm of pulling simulation. Each color represents               
a different community. Colors of the communities in different systems are not related, and should not be                 
compared as being the same community in different systems. Thickness of the network represents the log                
of the  normalized  correlation  value. Thick connections represent highly correlated  regions.  
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Figure S15. High resolution version of the sequence alignment of the           

C-terminal end of the  hanging cohesins  1-3.  
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Figure S16. Statistical significance between the simulated unfolding forces Cohesin 1 and its four              

mutants. P-values were  calculated  using  the  Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. 
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Protein  Sequences 
ybbR-tag  - linker and  additional  residues - Cohesin  - linker - XDoc3 
 
MGTDSLEFIASKLALEVLFQGPLQHHHHHHPWTSAS 
 
Cohesin  1 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEA
DGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSAPTTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin  2 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGISTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGDAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKETD
GKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTNGVFAKVTFKVLNAGGSSVGITGATFGDKNLGSVSATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin  3 
TGFTVSVDSVNGNVGEQIVIPVSFANIPANGISTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGVPGSIVTNPDVNFGINKETDG
KLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTSGVFTKVTFKVLSSGGSTVGITGATFGDKNLGNVSATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin  4 
NAMAVAVGAVQGGVGETVTVPVTMTKVPTTGVSTADFTVTYDATKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPDVNFGINKEA
DGKIKVLFLDYTMATEYISKDGVFANLTFKIKSTAAAGTTAAVGIAGTATFGDSALKPITAVITDGKVEII 
 
Cohesin  5 
KAMKVVIANVSGNAGSEVVVPVSIEGVSANGVSAADFTITYDATKLDYVSGAAGSIVKNPDVNFGINKEAD
GKLKVLFLDYTMATEYISADGIFANLTFKIKSTAVNGDVAAISKSGTATFGDKNLGPISAVIKDGSVTVG 
 
Cohesin  6 
TGFNLSIDTVEGNPGSSVVVPVKLSGISKNGISTADFTVTYDATKLEYISGDAGSIVTNPGVNFGINKESDG
KLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTDGVFANLNFNIKSSAAIGSKAEVSISGTPTFGDSTLTPVVAKVTNGAVNVV 
 
Cohesin  7 
NAFKVSIDTVKAATGTQVVVPVSFVNVPATGISTTDMTITYDATKLQYVSGDAGSIVTNPGVNFGINKEAD
GKLKVLFLDYTMTTQYISEDGVFANVTFKVIGTDGLAAVNAEDATFGDSSLSPVTASVVNGGVNIG 
 
Cohesin  1  A105G 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEA
DGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSGPTTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin  1  P106G 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEA
DGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSAGTTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin  1  T107S 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEA
DGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSAPSTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin  1  A105G P106G T107S 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEA
DGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSGGSTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
VVPNTVTSAVKTQYVEIESVDGFYFNTEDKFDTAQIKKAVLHTVYNEGYTGDDGVAVVLREYESEPVDITA
ELTFGDATPANTYKAVENKFDYEIPVYYNNATLKDAEGNDATVTVYIGLKGDTDLNNIVDGRDATATLTYY
AATSTDGKDATTVALSPSTLVGGNPESVYDDFSAFLSDVKVDAGKELTRFAKKAERLIDGRDASSILTFYT
KSSVDQYKDMAANEPNKLWDIVTGDAEEE 
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Coh3  - linker - ddFLN4  - linker and  additional  residues - ybbR 
 
MGTALTDRGMTYDLDPKDGSSAATKPVLEVTKKVFDTAADAAGQTVTVEFKVSGAEGKYATTGYHIYWD
ERLEVVATKTGAYAKKGAALEDSSLAKAENNGNGVFVASGADDDFGADGVMWTVELKVPADAKAGDVY
PIDVAYQWDPSKGDLFTDNKDSAQGKLMQAYFFTQGIKSSSNPSTDEYLVKANATYADGYIAIKAGEPGS
VVPSTGSADPEKSYAEGPGLDGGESFQPSKFKIHAVDPDGVHRTDGGDGFVVTIEGPAPVDPVMVDNG
DGTYDVEFEPKEAGDYVINLTLDGDNVNGFPKTVTVKPAPGSELKLPRSRHHHHHHGSLEVLFQGPDSL
EFIASKLA 
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3.2 Publication P2: Ligand Binding Stabilizes Cellulosomal Cohesins as Revealed
by AFM-based Single-Molecule Force Spectroscopy

This article reports how protein receptors increase their mechanical stability upon
binding of a ligand. We analyse the change in mechanical stability of a library of
cohesins domains upon binding of a dockerin, because the mechanical stability
of cohesin domains themselves is crucial to ensure cellulosome functionality in
mechanically challenging environments. As target system, we investigated the
structurally highly similar cohesins fromA. cellulolyticus’main cellulosome scaffold
ScaA and two mechanically stabilizing mutants from publication P1 through high-
throughput AFM-based SMFS measurements.

To ensure comparability and avoid cantilever calibration errors, we employed
the fast sample preparation protocol for the one-pot in vitro expression and surface
attachment of multiple proteins in parallel from publication P1. This way we were
able to probe nine cohesins - both without and with a dockerin bound - within
24 hours using a single cantilever, thus achieving unprecedented experimental
throughput for absolute force comparisons. We found that all cohesins increase
their mechanical stability, although the cohesins binding interface is located at
the opposite site of the mechanical clamp motif. On average we determined an
increase in most probable unfolding force of 95pN (+27%) upon binding of the
dockerin.

Furthermore, we recorded dynamic force spectra for the unfolding of two
cohesins and found that some cohesins undergo a transition from what seems to
be a multitude of folds or unfolding pathways to a single stable fold or unfolding
pathway upon binding of the dockerin.
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Ligand Binding Stabilizes 
Cellulosomal Cohesins as Revealed 
by AFM-based Single-Molecule 
Force Spectroscopy
Tobias Verdorfer & Hermann E. Gaub

The cohesin-dockerin receptor-ligand family is the key element in the formation of multi-enzyme 
lignocellulose-digesting extracellular complexes called cellulosomes. Changes in a receptor protein 
upon binding of a ligand - commonly referred to as allostery - are not just essential for signalling, but 
may also alter the overall mechanical stability of a protein receptor. Here, we measured the change 
in mechanical stability of a library of cohesin receptor domains upon binding of their dockerin ligands 
in a multiplexed atomic force microscopy-based single-molecule force spectroscopy experiment. 
A parallelized, cell-free protein expression and immobilization protocol enables rapid mechanical 
phenotyping of an entire library of constructs with a single cantilever and thus ensures high throughput 
and precision. Our results show that dockerin binding increases the mechanical stability of every probed 
cohesin independently of its original folding strength. Furthermore, our results indicate that certain 
cohesins undergo a transition from a multitude of different folds or unfolding pathways to a single 
stable fold upon binding their ligand.

Cellulosomes are extracellular multi-enzyme complexes produced by many microorganisms for the efficient deg-
radation of cellulose - nature’s most abundant biopolymer. This degradation of plant cell-wall polysaccharides is 
accomplished via the spatial organization of a variety of cellulolytic enzymes through scaffolding proteins (i.e. 
scaffoldins) and boosted by its synergistic effects1,2. This complex network formation is driven by non-covalent, 
high-affinity receptor-ligand protein domains called cohesins (Coh) - which comprise the majority of scaffoldins -  
and dockerins (Doc) - which are typically connected to enzymatic domains3. The Coh-Doc complex has become 
a popular model system to study different aspects of protein-protein interactions, such as receptor-ligand bind-
ing specificities, affinities and strengths, dual binding conformations4–8, and the mechanical stability of cohesin 
domains - and thus the integrity of the cellulosomal scaffoldins themselves. In particular, it was shown that bridg-
ing cohesins, which are subjected to mechanical stress when the cell is anchored to its substrate, are able to with-
stand higher forces than hanging cohesins in order to remain folded and thus functional9–11. While these studies 
focussed exclusively on cohesins from the scaffoldin CipA of Clostridium thermocellum and the scaffoldin ScaA of 
Acetivibrio cellulolyticus in isolation, we now investigate the impact of dockerin binding on the mechanostability 
of cohesin folds.

The binding of a ligand can often change the fold and thereby the function of a receptor protein. For example, 
G protein-coupled receptors exhibit a wide variety of signaling behaviours in response to different ligands12. 
Ligand binding can also reduce the receptor’s conformational folding space, as in the case of many intrinsi-
cally disordered proteins that only undergo folding upon binding to their physiological partner13. Furthermore, 
the binding of a protein ligand can result in significant improvement of a receptor’s mechanical stability with-
out introducing major structural changes, as reported by Cao et al.14. In agreement with this previous study, 
we discovered here that all probed cohesin domains markedly increase their force resilience upon binding of 
their dockerin ligand. This finding was enabled by combining several recent developments in atomic force 
microscopy-based (AFM) single-molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS), including site-specific protein immobi-
lization, molecular fingerprint domains, highly specific and strong pulling handles, and in vitro transcription/
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translation IVTT-based microarray-format sample preparation10,15,16. Taken together, these techniques allow for 
a high-throughput characterization of the mechanical stability of a library of receptors - without and with a ligand 
bound - in a single automated AFM-SMFS experiment.

Our study focuses on all seven cohesins from A. cellulolyticus’ scaffoldin ScaA (Fig. 1(a)) and two cohesin 
mutants from our previous work10. Scaffoldin ScaA contains three major domains: a series of three hanging 
cohesins, a central carbohydrate-binding module (CBM) that anchors the cell to its substrate, and a series of four 
bridging cohesins. Bridging cohesins are mechanically stronger than hanging cohesins, although these two classes 
both bind A. cellulolyticus’ type-I dockerins17. Additionally, we tested two mutants of ScaA’s mechanically weakest 
cohesin Coh1 from our previous work, where we identified minimal mutations that significantly increased the 
mechanical stability of Coh1. Mutant T107S displayed an atypical bimodal unfolding force distribution and we 
hypothesized that either strongly differing fold conformations or unfolding pathways could cause such a behav-
iour. Mutant T107S was included in this study to clarify if it can bind dockerins and whether binding of a dock-
erin would stabilize its fold or alter its unfolding behaviour. Furthermore, we included mutant GGS, which is a 
triple mutant of Coh1 with the mutations A105G, P106G, and T107S. This mutant showed the largest increase in 
mechanical stability when compared to wild-type Coh1.

The high mechanical resilience of cellulosomal cohesins is predominantly attributed to the so-called mechan-
ical clamp motif: a set of backbone hydrogen bonds formed between the N- and C-terminal β-strands of the 
cohesin protein domains (Fig. 1(b)). Previous studies that pulled cohesin from its termini - including all-atom 
steered molecular dynamics simulations - have identified the mechanical clamp motif as their main structural 
element9,10. Since the cohesin’s dockerin binding interface is located at the opposite side of the protein, a mechan-
ically stabilizing effect of dockerin binding would thus have to be propagated through the cohesin fold to affect 
its unfolding energy landscape.

Results and Discussion
Experimental setup. A library of fusion proteins containing the cohesins of interest is expressed and immo-
bilized at spatially separated positions in a microarray format on glass slide using a cell-free, one-pot protein 
expression and pulldown reaction10. In short, a silicone mask is placed on a glass slide to compartmentalize the 
surface into several microwells with a diameter of about 5 mm. All microwells are functionalized with reactive 
PEG-linkers and filled with a one-pot reaction mix consisting of the in vitro transcription/translation (IVTT) 
system, the plasmid DNA encoding for the fusion proteins, and the enzyme facilitating the site-specific protein 
pulldown (phosphopantetheinyl transferase). In a single incubation step, this mixture results in cell-free protein 
synthesis, and simultaneous covalent ligation of the proteins onto the surface. The spatially separated protein 
spots can be probed in series using a single functionalized cantilever (see Figure 2(a)). This parallelized sample 
preparation method thus allows for quick mechanical phenotyping of protein libraries through AFM-SMFS.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of scaffoldin ScaA and cohesin-dockerin binding geometry. (a) A. 
cellulolyticus’ scaffoldin ScaA consists of seven type-I cohesins. Three mechanically weaker hanging cohesins 
(Coh1-Coh3) are located at the N-terminal end of the scaffoldin, while four mechanically stronger bridging 
cohesins (Coh4-Coh7) are located between a CBM and a type-II dockerin. The CBM and the type-II dockerin 
anchor the scaffoldin to the cellulolytic substrate and to the cell, respectively. The binding specificity of the 
cohesins is orthogonal to the type-II dockerin, thus they do not bind one another. Enzyme-bearing dockerins 
(green) can bind to each of the cohesins. ScaA’s N-terminal glycoside hydrolase is not shown for simplicity. 
(b) Molecular representation of a typical cohesin-dockerin pair (PDB: 4DH2), as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). The 
cohesin is shown in red and the dockerin in green. The cohesin’s binding interface is at the opposite site of its 
main structural element, the mechanical clamp motif, which consists of hydrogen bonds between parallel N- 
and C-terminal beta sheets.
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Figure 2(b) shows the molecular pulling configuration. We chose the type-III cohesin-dockerin complex 
(CohIII-XDocIII) from Ruminococcus flavefaciens as a pulling handle due to its high specificity, long-term sta-
bility and high unbinding force6. The CohIII-XDocIII interaction is not expected to bind the type-I cohesins and 
dockerins from A. cellulolyticus, since the interaction between cohesins and dockerins was shown to be highly 
type- and species-specific17. The fusion proteins immobilized in the individual microarray spots on the glass 
slide each consist of a cohesin of interest (labeled Coh in Figure 2(b)) and an XDocIII. On the cantilever side 
we immobilized CohIII-ddFLN4 fusion proteins. ddFLN4 is the 4th immunoglobulin rod filamin domain from 
Dictyostelium discoideum and serves as a molecular fingerprint18,19. Its molecular unfolding pattern (rupture 
force and contour length increment) is used to identify traces with single, specific interactions. As a binding part-
ner for the cohesins under investigation, we chose the dockerin from A. cellulolyticus’ enzyme-bearing Cel124A, 
as it has been shown to bind ScaA’s cohesins17. Subsequently, we designed a xylanase-dockerin124 (Xyn-Doc124) 
fusion construct derived from it. After all cohesins are probed without a dockerin bound, Xyn-Doc124 was added 
to the measurement buffer. We used a concentration of 5 μM, which is well above the typical affinity constant of 
a type-I cohesin-dockerin pair of ~10-11 M, thus ensuring that the vast majority of cohesin domains should have 
a dockerin bound during measurement4.

With this experimental design, all cohesins of interest are probed using a single cantilever via the 
CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle in a single high-throughput experiment. The cantilever automatically cycles 
through the protein microarray, acquiring hundreds of force-distance traces for each Coh before moving 
to the next position. When the cantilever approaches the surface in any of the microarray protein spots, a 
CohIII-XDocIII receptor ligand interaction can form. The cantilever retracts with constant speed, stretching the 
polypeptide chain. A typical AFM SMFS force-distance trace is shown in Fig. 2(c). First, the ddFLN4 domain 
unfolds in a recognizable two-step pattern, followed by the unfolding of the cohesin domain and the final unbind-
ing of the CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle. It is possible that the CohIII unfolds as the CohIII-XDocIII bond rup-
tures, but our constant yield of force curves over 24 hours and several thousand force traces is a clear indication 
that CohIII either stays intact during the course of the experiment or quickly refolds after unfolding. The rupture 
force of the individual peaks (FddFLN4, FCoh and FCohIII-XdocIII, respectively) is extracted from the data and analysed 
further. After collecting sufficient unfolding data of the bare cohesins, the dockerin is added to the experimental 
buffer and the AFM continuously probes the ligand-bound cohesins. When Xyn-Doc124 is present in the meas-
urement buffer, a higher cohesin unfolding peak is typically recorded (FCoh+Doc > FCoh).

By using a single cantilever through all conditions, calibration errors of up to ~15% that normally result from 
individual AFM-based SMFS measurements can be circumvented20. We therefore obtain comparable absolute 
force data of all probed cohesins both with and without the dockerin bound.

Cohesin mechanostability increases upon binding of dockerin. Figure 3 shows the unfolding force 
distributions of the ddFLN4 fingerprint domain (left column, blue) and of the cohesins under investigation (mid-
dle column, red), as well as the unbinding force distribution of the orthogonal CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle 
(right column, grey). Data collected without and with Xyn-Doc124 in solution are represented in dark and bright 

Figure 2. Experimental design and exemplary force curve. (a) One AFM cantilever can probe a library of 
different protein constructs, which are immobilized on a glass slide in a microarray format. This protocol allows 
for high experimental throughput and precise relative force comparability. (b) A fusion protein consisting of a 
ddFLN4 fingerprint domain and a CohIII is immobilized on the cantilever. Fusion proteins, each consisting of 
a cohesin of interest (Coh) as well as an XDocIII, are expressed and immobilized in a microarray format on a 
glass slide. The CohIII-XDocIII receptor-ligand pair serves as a highly specific pulling handle. At a later stage in 
the experiment, Xyn-Doc124 is added to the experimental buffer solution and can then bind to each Coh. (b) 
Overlay of two exemplary force-distance curves when retracting the cantilever with constant speed. First, the 
poly-protein stretches and the ddFLN4 fingerprint domain unfolds in two steps and at a relatively low force FFP 
(blue). The poly-protein is stretched further and the cohesin domain unfolds at FCoh (orange). In the presence of 
Xyn-Doc124, the cohesin unfolds at a higher unfolding force FCoh+Doc (red). Finally, the CohIII-XDocIII pulling 
handle unbinds at FCohIII-XdocIII (grey) and the force ultimately drops back to zero.
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colors, respectively. The force histograms of both the ddFLN4 fingerprint and of the CohIII-XDocIII pulling 
handle agree with previously reported literature values6,18. Furthermore, they are independent of the cohesin 
under investigation and are unaffected by the presence or absence of Xyn-Doc124 during the measurement (see 
Table S1(a,c)). This confirms precise relative force comparability among the cohesins under investigation. All 
cohesins show their expected unfolding force distributions without Xyn-Doc124 in the measurement buffer, 
which we already determined in previous work10. As expected, all cohesin unfolding force distributions except 
those of Coh1 and T107S can be fitted adequately using the conventional two-state Bell-Evans model to obtain 
their most probable rupture forces (dashed lines)21,22. The rupture force histograms of Coh1 and T107S are more 
complex, indicating a multi-barrier unfolding energy landscape or multiple folds, and were therefore processed 
with kernel density estimation (KDE) to obtain most probable rupture forces from them (dotted lines). This atypi-
cal unfolding behavior might be explained by a distinctly flexible region critical for cohesin stability, for a detailed 
discussion see our previous work10. Since mutant T107S exhibits a bimodal unfolding force distribution, two most 
probable rupture forces F1 and F2 were extracted.

Upon addition of Xyn-Doc124 to the measurement buffer, all cohesins unfolded at notably higher forces 
(see Table S1(b)) and now all cohesin unfolding force distributions, including Coh1’s and T107S’, could be fitted 
with the Bell-Evans model (solid lines). Coh4 shows the smallest change in most probable rupture force with an 
increase of 31 pN (+6%). Cohesins number 2, 3, 6, 7 and mutant GGS all show an increase of 40 pN (+11%) to 84 
pN (+17%). Interestingly, both Coh1 and mutant T107S, which displayed an atypical unfolding force distribution 

Figure 3. Unfolding and rupture force histograms without and with Xyn-Doc124 in solution. Both the 
unfolding force histograms of the ddFLN4 fingerprint (left column, bright and dark blue without and with 
dockerin in solution, respectively) and the unbinding force histograms of the CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle 
(right column, bright and dark grey without and with dockerin in solution, respectively) are independent 
of the cohesin under investigation and are unaffected by the presence or absence of Xyn-Doc124 during the 
measurement. All cohesins under investigation show their expected and previously known unfolding force 
distributions without Xyn-Doc124 in solution (middle column, orange)10. All but Coh1 and T107S can be fitted 
adequately using the Bell-Evans model to obtain their most probable rupture forces (dashed lines). The rupture 
force histograms of Coh1 and T107S were approximated using KDEs (dotted lines) to obtain the most probable 
rupture forces. In the presence of Xyn-Doc124, the unfolding force distributions of all cohesins are shifted 
towards higher forces (middle column, red) and can be fitted using the Bell-Evans model (solid lines). Forces F 
on the left and right side of the middle column represent the most probable rupture forces of the cohesins 
without and with Xyn-Doc124 in solution, respectively, and their relative change in percent. Numbers N on 
the left and on the right side of the middle column represent the number of cohesin unfolding force data points 
in the histograms without and with dockerin in solution, respectively. We found that changing the bin size 
within a range of 10 pN to 50 pN did not notably alter the fits of the Bell-Evans model to the cohesin unfolding 
force histograms or the obtained most probable unfolding forces. We therefore chose the same bin size for all 
constructs within a column of histograms (25 pN for all ddFLN4 and cohesin unfolding events, and 50 pN for all 
CohIII-XDocIII unbinding events), to provide good comparability by eye. All data were recorded using a single 
cantilever with a spring constant of 143 pN/nm at a retraction speed of 1600 nm/s in a 24-hour automated 
SMFS experiment. For more information see Table S1.
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without dockerin, exhibit the largest increase in unfolding force upon addition of the dockerin, with ∆FCoh1 = 154 
pN (+116%), and ∆FT107S,1 = 235 pN (+222%) and ∆FT107S,2 = 73 pN (+27%). This remarkable mechanical sta-
bilization and the recovery of the Bell-Evans shape in their unfolding force distributions hint that the folds of 
Coh1 and T107S stabilize upon binding of the dockerin and that unfolding is now dominated by a single barrier. 
The average increase in most probable unfolding force of all cohesins under investigation at a loading rate which 
corresponds to an AFM pulling speed of 1600 nm/s was 95 pN (+27%), while both the ddFLN4 fingerprint 
unfolding and the CohIII-XDocIII unbinding showed no notable change (see Table S1).

Negative control. To rule out a stabilizing effect caused by the Xyn domain or any other unknown effect 
caused by the addition of 5 µM protein on the cohesins’ unfolding behaviour, we added 5 µM xylanase-dockerinS 
(Xyn-DocS) instead of Xyn-Doc124 in a second measurement. This measurement served as a negative control, 
since DocS from C. thermocellum’s exocellulase Cel48S is known to not bind any of the cohesins under investi-
gation17. We tested the change in unfolding force of the four cohesins which showed the strongest change under 
addition of Xyn-Doc124 (Coh1, Coh3, Coh5 and T107S) and found no notable change in unfolding behaviour 
for any of them (see Figure S2 and Table S3). This result confirms that the increase in mechanical stability upon 
addition of Xyn-Doc124 is in fact induced by the specific binding of Doc124 to ScaA’s cohesins, and not the pres-
ence of Xyn.

Characterization of the free-energy landscape of Coh1 and Coh5. To better characterize the under-
lying conformational changes resulting in the increased mechanostability of the cohesins upon binding of the 
dockerins, we recorded dynamic force spectra of Coh1 and Coh5. The forces needed to unfold the two cohesins -  
without and with dockerin bound - were measured as a function of the loading rate by varying the AFM pulling 
speed between 400 nm/s, 800 nm/s, 1600 nm/s and 3200 nm/s.

We chose Coh1 because of its transition from an atypical unfolding force distribution to one which can be 
described by the Bell-Evans theory for single-barrier unfolding events. Additionally, Coh1 shows the largest 
absolute increase in most probable unfolding force of 154pN. Coh5 was chosen because it is mechanically the 
strongest of all cohesins under investigation, both with and without a dockerin bound, and because it exhibits the 
second largest absolute increase in unfolding force of 84 pN. Figure 4 shows the dynamic force spectra for Coh1 
and Coh5, without and with dockerin bound, in dark and bright red, respectively. Although Coh1’s unfolding 
force distribution with no dockerin bound cannot be described by a Bell-Evans distribution, its dynamic force 
spectrum shows a linear dependence of the unfolding force on the logarithm of the force loading rate, which is 
predicted by the Bell-Evans model for dynamic force spectroscopy. We therefore chose to fit all dynamic force 
spectra, including Coh1’s, with the Bell-Evans model to obtain the parameters ∆x, the distance to transition state 
in the protein unfolding energy landscape, and k0, the zero-force off rate, and evaluate the change in the obtained 
kinetic parameters upon dockerin binding.

The fit of the Bell-Evans model to Coh1’s unfolding events without dockerin reveals an atypically large dis-
tance to the transition state (±SD) of ∆x = 0.34 ± 0.11 nm compared to previously measured values for cohesins 

Figure 4. Dynamic force spectra for unfolding of Coh1 and Coh5, both without and with dockerin bound 
(orange and red, respectively). Diamonds, circles, triangles and squares represent pulling speeds of 400 nm/s, 
800 nm/s, 1600 nm/s and 3200 nm/s, respectively. Large markers represent the most probable rupture force/
loading rates of each speed. Error bars represent the full widths at half maxima. Fits of the Bell-Evans model 
through the most probable rupture force/loading rates of each speed are represented by dotted and broken lines 
(no dockerin and dockerin bound, respectively) (a) Fitting the Bell-Evans model to the most probable unfolding 
events of Coh1 of each pulling speed yields the distance to the transition state (±SD) of ∆x = 0.34 ± 0.11 nm 
and zero-force off rate k0 = (1.3 ± 4.1) 10−2 s−1 for the cohesin alone, and ∆x = 0.16 ± 0.01 nm and k0 = (8.6 ± 
4.0) 10−3 s−1 with a dockerin bound. (b) The Bell-Evans fit to the most probable unfolding events of Coh5 of 
each pulling speed yields distances to the transition state (± SD) of ∆x = 0.16 ± 0.02 nm and zero-force off rate 
k0 = (11.7 ± 9.3) 10−6 s−1, for the cohesin alone, and ∆x = 0.13 ± 0.01 nm and k0 = (9.1 ± 2.1) 10−6 s−1, with a 
dockerin bound. All data were recorded using a single cantilever with a spring constant of 117 pN/nm during a 
24 hour automated SMFS experiment.
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of 0.11 nm to 0.17 nm5,9,10. The binding of the dockerin reduces this value to ∆x = 0.16 ± 0.01 nm. This is an indi-
cation that Coh1 undergoes a transition from one or more relatively weak fold conformations to a more stable 
folding state. The distance to the transition state of the strongest probed cohesin Coh5 slightly decreases from 
∆x = 0.16 ± 0.02 nm to ∆x = 0.13 ± 0.01 nm, indicating a minor to no increase of the rigidity of its fold upon 
ligand binding.

Conclusions
In summary, we characterized the change in mechanical stability of all seven cohesins from A. cellulolyticus’ pri-
mary scaffoldin ScaA and two mutants of Coh1, utilizing a parallelized and high-throughput AFM-based SMFS 
protocol. All cohesins under investigation remarkably increased their mechanical stability upon binding of the 
dockerin, even though ligand binding takes place at the opposite site of the cohesins main structural element - 
i.e. the mechanical clamp motif - and the physical opening of the fold. While a recent study by Galera-Prat et al. 
found that two cohesins from C. thermocellum’s scaffoldin CipA did not change their mechanical resilience in the 
presence of a ligand11, we determined an average increase in most probable unfolding force for the cohesins of A. 
cellulolyticus’ scaffoldin ScaA of 95 pN (+27%) upon dockerin binding at a loading rate which corresponds to an 
AFM pulling speed of 1600 nm/s. Additionally, the change in unfolding force distributions of Coh1 and T107S 
indicates that both cohesins were stabilized by dockerin binding. We hypothesize that Coh1 and T107S transition 
either from an ensemble of folding states or via several unfolding pathways to the unfolded state, unless stabi-
lized in a single fold through binding of the dockerin, resulting in an unfolding behaviour dominated by a single 
barrier. This hypothesis is further strengthened by the observation that Coh1’s distance to the transition state 
decreases when its ligand is bound. Moreover, this suggests that Coh1 transitions through several fold conforma-
tions - similar in fold energy and separated only by minor barriers - during unfolding in the absence of dockerin.

We have employed diverse experimental techniques in this study, including the fast and parallelized one-pot 
in vitro protein expression and site-specific pulldown, highly specific pulling handles and molecular fingerprints, 
and parallel measurement of a protein library with a single cantilever. The combination of these experimental 
protocols allowed us to characterize the mechanical stability of nine receptors - with and without a ligand bound 
- within one 24-hour AFM-based SMFS experiment. Combined with recent developments in AFM-based SMFS, 
which have both accelerated data acquisition and improved data quality, the allosteric effects on protein mechan-
ics induced by receptor-ligand binding can be screened more rapidly and accurately15,16,23–26.

Materials and Methods
All reagents were at least of analytical purity grade and all buffers were filtered using a 0.2 µm polyethersulfone 
membrane filter prior to use. All incubation steps were done at room temperature, if not otherwise stated. All 
protocols follow Verdorfer et al.10. All data and constructs are available upon reasonable request.

Gene construction, protein expression and purification. All genes were codon optimized for E. 
coli, synthesized and cloned into pET28a vectors. Plasmid DNA for cohesins mutants T107S and GGS was con-
structed from Coh1’s plasmid DNA using individually designed primers. All plasmids used in in vitro protein 
expression were amplified in DH5-alpha cells, purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany), eluted with ultrapure water and stored at −20 °C. All sequences were finally checked by DNA sequenc-
ing (Eurofins Genomics GmbH, Ebersberg, Germany).

The pulling handle and fingerprint protein CohIII-ddFLN4-HIS-ybbR, as well as both Xylanase-Dockerin 
(xylanase is typically used to enhance dockerin expression and folding27) constructs were expressed in E. coli 
NiCo21(DE3) cells (New England Biolabs, MA, USA) and purified using a Ni-NTA column for HIS-Tag purifi-
cation. Both dockerins (Doc124 and DocS) could not to be expressed with their natural cellulases attached. The 
proteins were concentrated and exchanged into measurement buffer (TBS - Ca: 25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl, 1 mM 
CaCl2, pH 7.2) using desalting columns. They were frozen with 25% v/v glycerol in liquid nitrogen to be stored at 
−80 °C until used in experiments. All protein sequences can be found in the SI.

AFM Sample preparation. Both the AFM cantilevers and the microscope slides were silanized using 
(3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane. A multiwell mask was attached to the glass slide to allow compartmen-
talization of the surface in spots with a diameter of ~500 µm. Both the cantilevers and the individual surfaces 
in the wells were incubated with 20 mM NHS-PEG-Maleimide (5 kDa) in 100 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4 for 
45 minutes. After rinsing with ultrapure water, both the cantilevers and the surfaces were incubated with 1 mM 
Coenzyme A (CoA), which bonds to the PEG’s maleimide group, in a 1 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.2, 50 mM 
NaCl, 10 mM EDTA buffer for 2 hours. After a final ultrapure water rinse the cantilevers were incubated with 
40 μM Coh3-ddFLN4-HIS-ybbR and 5 μM phosphopantetheinyl transferase (Sfp)28 for 2 hours in magnesium 
chloride supplemented measurement buffer (TBS- Ca: 25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 20 mM MgCl2 
pH 7.2). The Sfp covalently bonds the Coh3-ddFLN4-HIS-ybbR to the PEG-CoA linkers on the cantilever. The 
cantilevers were rinsed extensively with measurement buffer and finally stored in it until use in measurement.

In vitro expression and protein pulldown. The IVTT reaction mixes consisting of the PURExpress® kit, 
5 μM Sfp28, 0.8 U/µl RNase inhibitor, 10 ng/μl Plasmid-DNA (encoding for ybbR-Coh-XDocIII) and 0.05% v/v 
Triton X-100 were transferred to the wells and incubated at 37 °C for 3 h. The proteins were both expressed, and 
bound to the PEG-CoA linkers on the surface by the Sfp via their ybbR-tag during this time. The individual wells 
were finally rinsed extensively using measurement buffer and the multiwell mask was removed.

AFM SMFS measurements. A custom-build AFM, specialized for multispot SMFS, was used for all meas-
urements. The cantilever was aligned to all individual protein spots and the positions were stored in the control 
software. All single-speed SMFS measurements were done with at a constant pulling velocity of 1600 nm/s. The 
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dynamic force spectra were recorded at a pulling speed of 400 nm/s, 800 nm/s, 1600 nm/s, and 3200 nm/s. After 
2000 approach- and retract-cycles in one protein spot the AFM head was automatically moved to the next one. 
The measurement buffer on the sample was exchanged after 6 to 12 hours with measurement buffer containing 
5 µM of Xylanase-Dockerin; Doc124 from A. cellulolyticus or DocS (taken from exocellulase Cel48S) from C. 
thermocellum for main measurement and dynamic force spectra or negative control, respectively.

AFM SMFS data Analysis. Data analysis was carried out following previous work10,19. Laser spot drift on 
the cantilever relative to the calibration curve can be significant in 24-hour long measurement sessions. It was 
therefore corrected via the baseline noise (determined as the last 5% of data points for each curve) for all curves 
and smoothed with a moving median. The inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) for each curve was linearly 
corrected relative to the InvOLS value of the calibration curve according to the baseline noise. All curves showing 
a ddFLN4 and cohesin contour length increment (ddFLN4: 34 nm18,19, cohesin: 45 nm) were used to assemble 
unfolding force histograms, which were then fitted either following the Bell-Evans model22,29 or using kernel 
density estimates. Both methods were used to obtain most probable rupture forces.

Bell-Evans probability density function at given loading rate r with fit parameters distance to the transition 
state ∆x and natural off-rate k0:
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The Bell-Evans model predicts a linear dependence between the most probable rupture force <F> and the 
logarithm of the force loading rate r in dynamic force spectra:
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The standard deviation for the fitted parameters Δx and k0 were obtained by taking the square root of the diag-
onal entries of the covariance matrix from the fitting algorithm. We used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
from the Scipy python library30,31.
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Table S1: Summary of all unfolding force data from main experiment. (a)-(c) Most probable and mean rupture for the ddFLN4 fingerprint, 
all cohesins of interest and the CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle. Neither the ddFLN4’s nor the CohIII-XDocIII’s most probable or mean 
unfolding forces show a notable change upon addition of the dockerin Doc124, while all cohesins show a considerable increase. (d) Number 
of force curves of all molecular constructs. (e) General experiment information. 
 
  

1 
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Figure S2: Negative control: Unfolding and rupture force histograms without and with Xyn-DocS in solution. Tested were the four cohesins                    
with the strongest change unfolding force under addition of Xyn-Doc124: Coh1, Coh3, Coh5, and T107S. Both the unfolding force                   
histograms of the fingerprint (left column, bright and dark blue without and with dockerin in solution, respectively) and the unbinding force                     
histograms of the CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle (right column, bright and dark grey without and with dockerin in solution, respectively) are                    
independent of the cohesin under investigation and unaffected of whether or not Xyn-DocS is present during measurement. All cohesins                   
under investigation show their expected and previously known unfolding force distributions without Xyn-DocS in solution4 (middle column,                 
orange). As expected, Coh3 and Coh5 can be fitted using the Bell-Evans model to obtain their most probable unfolding forces (dashed lines).                      
The rupture force histograms of Coh1 and T107S were smoothed using kernel density estimations (KDE) to obtain most probable unfolding                    
forces from them (dotted lines). The unfolding force distributions, and thus the Bell-Evans fits and KDEs, of all cohesins remain virtually                     
unchanged upon the addition of Xyn-DocS (middle column, red, solid lines). Forces F on the left and right side of the middle column                       
represent the most probable rupture forces of the cohesins without and with Xyn-DocS in solution, respectively, and their relative change in                     
percent. Numbers N on the left and on the right side of the middle column represent the number of cohesin unfolding force data points in the                          
histograms without and with dockerin in solution, respectively. We found that changing the bin size within a range of 10pN to 50pN did not                        
notably alter the fits of the Bell-Evans model to the cohesin unfolding force histograms or the obtained most probable unfolding forces. We                      
therefore chose the same bin size for all constructs within a column of histograms (25pN for all ddFLN4 and cohesin unfolding events, and                       
50pN for all CohIII-XDocIII unbinding events), to provide good comparability by eye. All data were recorded using a single cantilever with                     
a spring constant of 114pN/nm at a retraction speed of 1600 nm/s in a 24 hour automated SMFS experiment.  
 

 
Table S3: Summary of all unfolding force data from negative control experiment. (a)-(c) Most probable and mean rupture for the ddFLN4                     
fingerprint, all cohesins of interest and the CohIII-XDocIII pulling handle. None of the molecular constructs show a notable change in most                     
probable or mean unfolding forces upon addition of the dockerin DocS. (d) Number of force curves of all molecular constructs. (e) General                      
experiment information. 
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Protein sequences 
ybbR-tag - linker and additional residues - XylanaseT6 (B. stea) - linker - Doc124 (A. cellulolyticus): 
 
MGTDSLEFIASKLALEVLFQGPLQHHHHHHPWTSASKNADSYAKKPHISALNAPQLDQRYKNEFTIGAAVEPYQLQNEKDVQML
KRHFNSIVAENVMKPISIQPEEGKFNFEQADRIVKFAKANGMDIRFHTLVWHSQVPQWFFLDKEGKPMVNECDPVKREQNKQLLL
KRLETHIKTIVERYKDDIKYWDVVNEVVGDDGKLRNSPWYQIAGIDYIKVAFQAARKYGGDNIKLYMNDYNTEVEPKRTALYNL
VKQLKEEGVPIDGIGHQSHIQIGWPSEAEIEKTINMFAALGLDNQITELDVSMYGWPPRAYPTYDAIPKQKFLDQAARYDRLFKLYE
KLSDKISNVTFWGIADNHTWLDSRADVYYDANGNVVVDPNAPYAKVEKGKGKDAPFVFGPDYKVKPAYWAIIDHKVVPAVTGD
INGDGYFNSIDFGLMRVYLLSGSIPNYSAADVNGDSNANSIDFGYMRQYLLGIITVFPNGGTQT 
 
ybbR-tag - linker and additional residues - XylanaseT6 (B. stea) - linker - DocS (C. thermocellum): 
 
MGTDSLEFIASKLALEVLFQGPLQHHHHHHPWTSASKNADSYAKKPHISALNAPQLDQRYKNEFTIGAAVEPYQLQNEKDVQML
KRHFNSIVAENVMKPISIQPEEGKFNFEQADRIVKFAKANGMDIRFHTLVWHSQVPQWFFLDKEGKPMVNECDPVKREQNKQLLL
KRLETHIKTIVERYKDDIKYWDVVNEVVGDDGKLRNSPWYQIAGIDYIKVAFQAARKYGGDNIKLYMNDYNTEVEPKRTALYNL
VKQLKEEGVPIDGIGHQSHIQIGWPSEAEIEKTINMFAALGLDNQITELDVSMYGWPPRAYPTYDAIPKQKFLDQAARYDRLFKLYE
KLSDKISNVTFWGIADNHTWLDSRADVYYDANGNVVVDPNAPYAKVEKGKGKDAPFVFGPDYKVKPAYWAIIDHKVVPGTPST
KLYGDVNDDGKVNSTDAVALKRYVLRSGIGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSSINTDNADLNEDGRVNSTDLGILKRYILKEIDTLPYKN 
 
ybbR-tag - linker and additional residues - Cohesin - linker - XDoc3: 
 
MGTDSLEFIASKLALEVLFQGPLQHHHHHHPWTSAS 
 
Cohesin 1 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEADGKLKVLFLDYTMSTG
YISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSAPTTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin 2 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGISTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGDAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKETDGKLKVLFLDYTMSTG
YISTNGVFAKVTFKVLNAGGSSVGITGATFGDKNLGSVSATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin 3 
TGFTVSVDSVNGNVGEQIVIPVSFANIPANGISTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGVPGSIVTNPDVNFGINKETDGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYI
STSGVFTKVTFKVLSSGGSTVGITGATFGDKNLGNVSATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin 4 
NAMAVAVGAVQGGVGETVTVPVTMTKVPTTGVSTADFTVTYDATKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPDVNFGINKEADGKIKVLFLDYTM
ATEYISKDGVFANLTFKIKSTAAAGTTAAVGIAGTATFGDSALKPITAVITDGKVEII 
 
Cohesin 5 
KAMKVVIANVSGNAGSEVVVPVSIEGVSANGVSAADFTITYDATKLDYVSGAAGSIVKNPDVNFGINKEADGKLKVLFLDYTMAT
EYISADGIFANLTFKIKSTAVNGDVAAISKSGTATFGDKNLGPISAVIKDGSVTVG 
 
Cohesin 6 
TGFNLSIDTVEGNPGSSVVVPVKLSGISKNGISTADFTVTYDATKLEYISGDAGSIVTNPGVNFGINKESDGKLKVLFLDYTMSTGYI
STDGVFANLNFNIKSSAAIGSKAEVSISGTPTFGDSTLTPVVAKVTNGAVNVV 
 
Cohesin 7 
NAFKVSIDTVKAATGTQVVVPVSFVNVPATGISTTDMTITYDATKLQYVSGDAGSIVTNPGVNFGINKEADGKLKVLFLDYTMTT
QYISEDGVFANVTFKVIGTDGLAAVNAEDATFGDSSLSPVTASVVNGGVNIG 
 
Cohesin 1 A105G P106G T107S “GGS” 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEADGKLKVLFLDYTMSTG
YISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSGGSTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 
Cohesin 1 T107S 
TGFTVNVDSVNGNVGEQIVVPVSFANVPSNGVSTADMTITYDSSKLEYVSGAAGSIVTNPTVNFGINKEADGKLKVLFLDYTMSTG
YISTNGVFANVTFKVLNSAPSTVGITGATFGDKNLGNISATINAGSINGG 
 

3 
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VVPNTVTSAVKTQYVEIESVDGFYFNTEDKFDTAQIKKAVLHTVYNEGYTGDDGVAVVLREYESEPVDITAELTFGDATPANTYK
AVENKFDYEIPVYYNNATLKDAEGNDATVTVYIGLKGDTDLNNIVDGRDATATLTYYAATSTDGKDATTVALSPSTLVGGNPESV
YDDFSAFLSDVKVDAGKELTRFAKKAERLIDGRDASSILTFYTKSSVDQYKDMAANEPNKLWDIVTGDAEEE 
 
Coh3 - linker - ddFLN4 - linker and additional residues - ybbR 
 
MGTALTDRGMTYDLDPKDGSSAATKPVLEVTKKVFDTAADAAGQTVTVEFKVSGAEGKYATTGYHIYWDERLEVVATKTGAY
AKKGAALEDSSLAKAENNGNGVFVASGADDDFGADGVMWTVELKVPADAKAGDVYPIDVAYQWDPSKGDLFTDNKDSAQGK
LMQAYFFTQGIKSSSNPSTDEYLVKANATYADGYIAIKAGEPGSVVPSTGSADPEKSYAEGPGLDGGESFQPSKFKIHAVDPDGVH
RTDGGDGFVVTIEGPAPVDPVMVDNGDGTYDVEFEPKEAGDYVINLTLDGDNVNGFPKTVTVKPAPGSELKLPRSRHHHHHHGS
LEVLFQGPDSLEFIASKLA 

4 
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3.3 Publication P3: From Genes to Protein Mechanics on a Chip

This article presents a parallelized, lab-on-a-chip-based sample preparationmethod,
which allows high-throughput AFM-based SMFS data acquisition. It utilizes cell-
free in vitro transcription and translation (IVTT) and site-specific, covalent protein
pulldown in a microfluidic chip to prepare a protein microarray sample on a glass
slide. The PDMS (Polydimethylsiloxane)-based microfluidics chip is based on an
intricate dual-layer design, which allows for precise fluid control via pneumatically
controlled valves. Each chip contains 640 double chambers within approximately
1 cm2 for the expression and immobilization of theoretically hundreds of individual
protein sample spots. This enables a new level of high-throughput mechanical
phenotyping of libraries of protein domains.
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interrogate the mechanical behavior of different proteins in a 
parallel and streamlined format with the same cantilever would 
offer distinct advantages. Such a screening approach could char-
acterize single-molecule properties such as unfolding forces, 
interdomain mechanical signatures and mechanically activated 
catch-bond behavior1. Screening of these properties could find 
applications in biotechnology and human health studies in which 
mechanical dysregulation or misfolding is suspected to play a 
role in pathology11.

Here we developed a platform for parallel characterization of 
individual protein mechanics in a single experiment (Fig. 1). 
Microspotted gene arrays were used to synthesize fusion proteins 
in situ using cell-free gene expression. Proteins were covalently 
immobilized inside multilayer microfluidic circuits. A single can-
tilever was then positioned above the protein array and used to 
probe the mechanical response of each individual protein via a 
common C-terminal dockerin (Doc) fusion tag. Genes of interest 
were chosen such that each gene product exhibited an identifiable 
unfolding pattern when loaded from the N to the C terminus. Each 
target protein was expressed with an N-terminal 11-amino-acid  
ybbR tag, which was used to covalently and site-specifically link 
the protein to the surface via Sfp synthase–catalyzed reaction with 
coenzyme A (CoA)12. At the C terminus the proteins contained a 
75-amino-acid cellulosomal Doc from Clostridium thermocellum13  
as a specific handle targeted by the cohesin (Coh)-modified  
cantilever.

The gene microarray was aligned and reversibly bonded to 
a microfluidic chip known as MITOMI (mechanically induced 
trapping of molecular interactions). The chip has been used in the 
past for screening transcription factors14,15 and mapping interac-
tion networks16. More recently, our group employed MITOMI 
chips for molecular force assays17. In this work, MITOMI chips 
featured 640 dumbbell-shaped unit cells in a flow layer and 2,004 
micromechanical valves in a control layer. Each unit cell was 
equipped with pneumatic ‘neck’, ‘sandwich’ and ‘button’ valves 
(Fig. 1a) according to design principles of soft lithography18. Each 
neck valve protected the microspotted DNA in the back cham-
ber from exposure to other reagents during surface patterning 
in the front chamber. The sandwich valves prevented chamber- 
to-chamber cross contamination, ensuring that only a single  
protein variant was present in each sample spot. For surface 
chemistry in the front chamber, the button valves were actuated 
to shield the sample spots, allowing n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside 
passivation in the surrounding area. Releasing the button valves 
allowed subsequent functionalization with CoA-poly(ethylene 
glycol) (CoA-PEG) in the sample area under the buttons serving 
as the protein immobilization site. We expressed the genes by 

from genes to protein 
mechanics on a chip
Marcus Otten1,2,4, Wolfgang Ott1,2,4, Markus A Jobst1,2,4, 
Lukas F Milles1,2, Tobias Verdorfer1,2, Diana A Pippig1–3,  
Michael A Nash1,2 & Hermann E Gaub1,2

single-molecule force spectroscopy enables mechanical testing 
of individual proteins, but low experimental throughput limits 
the ability to screen constructs in parallel. We describe a 
microfluidic platform for on-chip expression, covalent surface 
attachment and measurement of single-molecule protein 
mechanical properties. a dockerin tag on each protein molecule 
allowed us to perform thousands of pulling cycles using a single 
cohesin-modified cantilever. the ability to synthesize and 
mechanically probe protein libraries enables high-throughput 
mechanical phenotyping.

Mechanical forces play a pivotal role in biological systems by 
performing tasks such as guiding cell adhesion1, inducing gene 
expression patterns2 and directing stem cell differentiation3. At 
the molecular level, mechanosensitive proteins act as sensors and 
transducers, communicating the presence and direction of applied 
forces to downstream signaling cascades. Conformational changes 
in response to mechanical forces4 and energetic barriers along 
unfolding pathways can be probed by single-molecule force spec-
troscopy (SMFS) techniques4. Such techniques, including optical 
tweezers, magnetic tweezers and atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
have been used to interrogate high-affinity receptor-ligand bind-
ing5, measure unfolding and refolding dynamics of individual 
protein domains6–8, observe base-pair stepping of RNA polymer-
ases9 and identify DNA stretching and twisting moduli10.

Despite these successes, SMFS experiments have been limited 
by low throughput. Experimental data sets typically contain a 
majority of unusable force-distance traces owing to the measure-
ment of multiple molecular interactions in parallel or a lack of spe-
cific interactions. Typical yields of interpretable single-molecule  
interaction traces in SMFS experiments vary between 1% and 
25%. The incapacity of SMFS to quickly screen libraries of 
molecular variants has hindered progress toward understanding 
sequence-structure-function relationships at the single-molecule  
level. In particular, the need to prepare each protein sample  
and cantilever separately increases experimental workload and 
gives rise to calibration uncertainties. Therefore, methods to 

1Lehrstuhl für Angewandte Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, Germany. 2Center for Nanoscience (CeNS), Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, 
Germany. 3Center for Integrated Protein Science Munich (CIPSM), Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Munich, Germany. 4These authors contributed equally to this work. 
Correspondence should be addressed to M.A.N. (michael.nash@lmu.de).
Received 3 MaRch; accepted 29 July; published online 7 septeMbeR 2014; doi:10.1038/nMeth.3099
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incubating an in vitro transcription and translation cell extract 
at 37 °C with the spotted DNA in the back chamber. The syn-
thesized proteins then diffused to the front chamber, where they 
were covalently linked to the surface via an Sfp-catalyzed reac-
tion of surface-bound CoA with solution-phase N-terminal ybbR 
peptide tags (Fig. 1b). Partial pressurization of the button valve19 
was used for tagging an outer concentric portion of the sample 
area with a fluorescently (TagRFP) tagged Coh that specifically 
bound to the C-terminal Doc tag of each target protein, thereby 
confirming successful protein synthesis and surface immobiliza-
tion (Supplementary Fig. 1). Finally, the microfluidic device was 
removed from the glass slide to provide access to the protein array 
from above. Using this approach, we generated microarrays of site-
specifically and covalently immobilized proteins for subsequent 
SMFS experiments, starting from a conventional gene array.

An inverted three-channel total-internal-reflection 
fluorescence/atomic force microscope (TIRF-AFM)20 was used 
to position the cantilever in the center of the fluorescent rings 
in the protein array and perform SMFS measurements (Fig. 1c). 
The Coh-modified cantilever was used to probe the surface for 
expressed target proteins containing the C-terminal Doc tag. 
Upon surface contact of the cantilever, formation of a Coh-Doc 

complex allowed measurement of target-protein unfolding in a 
well-controlled pulling geometry (N to C terminus). We retracted 
the probe at constant velocity and recorded force-extension traces 
that characterized the unfolding fingerprint of the target protein. 
This approach-retract process could be repeated many times at 
each array address to characterize each expression construct.

Several unique features of the C-terminal Doc tag make it 
particularly suitable as a protein handle for SMFS. Its small size 
of 8 kDa does not notably add to the molecular weight of the 
gene products, which is advantageous for cell-free expression. 
Additionally, Doc exhibits a specific and high-affinity inter-
action with Coh domains from the C. thermocellum scaffold  
protein CipA. Coh was used both for fluorescence detection of the 
expression constructs and for modification of the cantilever. On 
the basis of our prior work, the Coh-Doc interaction is character-
ized to be high affinity, with a dissociation constant Kd in the low 
nanomolar range and rupture forces >125 pN at a loading rate of 
10 nN/s (ref. 21). Our prior work also indicated that upon forced 
dissociation, Doc exhibited a characteristic double sawtooth rup-
ture peak with a contour length increment of 8 nm separating 
the two peaks. We used this two-pronged double rupture event 
at the end of each force-extension trace as a positive indicator 
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figure � | Method workflow. (a) A gene array  
was spotted onto a glass slide. Genes were  
designed with a common set of flanking  
sequences, including a T7 promoter region,  
ybbR tag, dockerin tag and T7 terminator  
(term.). The multilayer microfluidic chip  
featuring 640 unit cells was aligned to the  
DNA microarray and bonded to the glass slide.  
Each unit cell comprised a DNA chamber, a  
protein chamber, and superseding elastomeric  
control valves actuated by pneumatic pressure.  
PDMS, poly(dimethylsiloxane). (b) Control  
valves were used for spatially selective surface  
modification of each protein chamber with  
poly(ethylene glycol)–coenzyme A (PEG-CoA)  
and for fluidic isolation of each chamber before  
in vitro expression of the microspotted DNA.  
Fluorescence labeling with TagRFP-cohesin  
was achieved by partial button-valve  
pressurization, leaving only an outer  
concentric ring of immobilized gene products exposed to the labeling solution. DDM, n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside. (c) After removal of the microfluidic 
device, the resulting well-defined, covalently attached protein microarray was accessed from above with a cohesin-functionalized atomic force 
microscope (AFM) cantilever. Single-molecule unfolding traces of each of the protein constructs were thus acquired sequentially at each corresponding 
array address with a single cantilever in a single experiment.
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figure � | Representative single-molecule  
force traces recorded in different protein spots  
on a single chip with a single cantilever.  
(a–d) Four proteins of interest, anchored  
between the coenzyme A (CoA)-functionalized  
surface and the cohesin-functionalized  
cantilever, were probed: fibronectin tetramer (a), 
spectrin dimer (b), xylanase monomer (c)  
and sfGFP monomer (d). The crystal  
structure and pulling configuration (top) are  
shown for each construct. Each single-molecule  
force-distance trace (bottom) shows the  
individual unfolding fingerprint of the  
respective protein of interest followed by a  
common, final double sawtooth peak (gray) that is characteristic of the cohesin-dockerin rupture. Experimental data were fitted with the worm-like 
chain model (dashed lines). Unfolding intermediates were also observed (fitted for only xylanase in c; dotted colored line).
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that the gene of interest was completely expressed through to 
the C terminus (Fig. 2). Furthermore, this double rupture peak 
indicated that the interaction with the Coh-modified cantilever 
was specific and that the pulling geometry was strictly controlled 
such that force was applied to the molecule of interest from the 
N to the C terminus.

To validate and demonstrate our approach, we expressed genes of 
interest comprising well-known fingerprint domains in the SMFS 
literature. We produced multimeric polyproteins including tetra-
meric human type-III fibronectin (FBN)22 and dimeric chicken 
brain α-spectrin (SPN)23. We also synthesized monomers of endo-
1,4-xylanase T6 from Geobacillus stearothermophilus (XYL)21, 
superfolder GFP (GFP)24 and twitchin kinase25. In all cases, the 
target proteins were fused to N-terminal ybbR and C-terminal Doc 
tags (Supplementary Figs. 2–6). Unfolding data for FBN, SPN, 
XYL and GFP were obtained using a single cantilever to probe a 
single microarray (Figs. 2 and 3). Twitchin kinase was found not to 
express in sufficient yield to provide reliable unfolding statistics.

We transformed force-extension data (Fig. 2) into contour 
length space26 using the worm-like chain model and compared the 
measured contour length increments with the amino acid sequence 
lengths of each protein and literature values. The observed con-
tour lengths and rupture forces were consistent with our expec-
tations. FBN showed a fourfold-repeated sequence of rupture 
peaks at contour length increments of 32 nm (∆Lc

FBN; Fig. 2a)  
frequently interrupted by an intermediate peak at 10–12 nm, both  
features characteristic of FBN22. SPN showed two regular  
sawtooth-like peaks with contour lengths of 33 nm (∆Lc

SPN; Fig. 2b)23.  
XYL exhibited a decreasing multipeaked unfolding fingerprint 
with a contour length increment of 92 nm (∆Lc

XYL; Fig. 2c),  
occasionally showing additional increments corresponding to 
unfolding of remaining XYL subdomains, a result consistent with 
the prior study and accounting for N-terminal immobilization 
of XYL21. GFP unfolding showed a contour length increment of  
74 nm (∆Lc

GFP; Fig. 2d)24. As each protein in the array contained 
the same C-terminal Doc tag, the final two rupture peaks in all 
force traces represented rupture of the Coh-Doc complex regard-
less of the protein of interest.

In our system, surface densities of expressed proteins were  
comparable to those obtained in conventional SMFS experiments. 
Uninterpretable and nonspecific interactions were excluded 
from the analysis (Supplementary Fig. 7). By collecting multiple 
unfolding traces, we assembled contour length diagrams for each 
protein of interest26,27 (Fig. 3a) and confirmed the predicted con-
tour length increments on the basis of the encoded amino acid 
sequences in each DNA spot. Coh-Doc rupture events for all 
protein constructs in the array clustered to the same population  
in the force-loading rate plot, independently of the preceding  

rupture peaks from the protein of interest (Fig. 3b). The Coh-Doc 
ruptures agreed with previously reported values at similar loading 
rates21. The unfolding events of the proteins of interest produced 
distinct populations in the force-loading rate plots (Fig. 3c). The 
unfolding events depended on the internal structure and the unfold-
ing pathway of the fingerprint domain when stretched between its N 
and C termini. SPN, for example, an elongated 3-helix bundle, was 
previously reported to exhibit a broader energy well (∆x = 1.7 nm;  
ref. 23) and showed a flatter distribution of unfolding forces than 
that of the more compact globular FBN domain with a shorter, 
steeper potential (∆x = 0.4 nm; ref. 22).

In summary, our flexible approach efficiently streamlines pro-
tein expression, purification and SMFS into a single integrated 
platform (Supplementary Discussion). The approach should 
be compatible with other in vitro expression systems including 
extracts derived from insects, rabbit reticulocytes and human 
cell lines, and it is capable of introducing post-translational  
modifications and non-natural amino acids, allowing, for exam-
ple, the screening of site-directed mutants. Our method allows for 
synthesis of cytotoxic proteins or proteins with a tendency to form 
inclusion bodies during bulk expression. In addition to provid-
ing greatly improved throughput, our system has the advantage 
of measuring multiple constructs with one cantilever, thereby 
eliminating errors introduced when performing multiple cali-
brations on different samples with uncertainties of ~10% (ref. 28).  
Detecting subtle differences in mechanical stability with this 
high-throughput approach could therefore be used to perform 
mechanical phenotyping experiments on similarly stable families 
of mutant proteins. This workflow opens the door to large-scale 
screening studies of protein nanomechanical properties.

methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online 
version of the paper.

Accession codes. Addgene: pET28a-ybbR-HIS-sfGFP-DocI, 
58708; pET28a-ybbR-HIS-CBM-CohI, 58709; pET28a-StrepII-
TagRFP-CohI, 58710; pET28a-ybbR-HIS-Xyl-DocI, 58711; 
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figure � | Unfolding and rupture statistics from multiple force traces. 
(a) Relative frequency of observing given contour lengths determined by 
transforming and aligning multiple force traces into contour length space 
via the worm-like chain model. Shown are diagrams for the fibronectin 
tetramer (n = 27, ∆Lc

FBN = 33 nm), spectrin dimer (n = 50, ∆Lc
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xylanase monomer (n = 91, ∆Lc
XYL = 93 nm) and sfGFP monomer (n = 25, 

∆Lc
GFP = 79 nm). (b) Rupture force versus loading rate of the final cohesin-

dockerin dissociation event. (c) Unfolding force versus loading rate for 
each protein of interest. The populations in b and c were fitted with 
two-dimensional Gaussians. Respective means and s.d. are plotted in the 
corresponding colors as solid symbols and error bars. a.u., arbitrary units.
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pET28a-ybbR-HIS-10FNIII(x4)-DocI, 58712; pET28a-ybbR-
HIS-Spec(x2)-DocI, 58713.

Note: Any Supplementary Information and Source Data files are available in the 
online version of the paper.
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online methods
Chip fabrication. Ready-to-use wafers for flow and control layers 
of the 640-chamber MITOMI design were obtained from Stanford 
Microfluidics Foundry (design name DTPAd)14. The flow wafer 
features 15-µm-high features, rounded by photoresist reflow, 
whereas the control wafer features a rectangular cross-section.

Microfluidic chips were cast in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) 
from these wafers. For the control layer, Sylgard 184 (Dow 
Corning) base and curing agent were mixed at a ratio of 5:1 by 
weight, poured onto the wafer, degassed and partially cured for 
20 min at 80 °C. For the flow-layer wafer, a 20:1 base–to–curing  
agent mixture of Sylgard 184 was spin-coated for 75 s at  
1,600 r.p.m. and partially cured for 30 min at 80 °C. The control 
layer chips were cut out, inlet holes were punched and the chips 
were aligned onto the spin-coated PDMS on the flow-layer wafer. 
After the two-layer chips were baked for 90 min at 80 °C, they 
were cut and removed from the wafer, and inlet/outlet holes were 
punched. Microfluidic chips were stored for up to 6 weeks.

Cloning. For the construction of the fusion proteins, Gibson 
assembly29 was used. A ratio of 0.07 pmol vector to 0.3 pmol of 
insert was used for the fusion reaction. The primer sequences are 
provided in Supplementary Table 1. A pET28a plasmid was lin-
earized with primers 1 and 2. The dockerin type I–encoding gene 
was isolated from the xylanase-dockerin type I construct21 with 
primers 3 and 4. Codon-optimized sequences were purchased 
from GeneArt/Invitrogen. The genes of interest were designed 
in such a way that they already contained sequences overlapping 
those of their neighboring partners (pET28a and dockerin type I).  
In the case of the spectrin, two domains were linked with a flexible  
glycine-serine (×6) linker. For fibronectin, four type III domains 
were fused separated by glycine-serine (×6) linkers. The  
expression vector in all cases was a pET28a plasmid with a  
modified multiple cloning site (sequence attached: plasmids are 
available at Addgene, Supplementary Table 2). After construction, 
clones were verified via sequencing and amplified in NEB 5-alpha 
Escherichia coli cells. Following plasmid preparation, samples  
were concentrated up to 500 ng/µl before microspotting.

DNA microspotting. A 24 × 60–mm #1 thickness coverslip 
(Thermo Scientific) was silanized with 3-aminopropyldimethyl-
ethoxysilane (ABCR) following literature protocols30.

The DNA solution containing 1% (w/v) nuclease-free bovine 
serum albumin (Carl Roth) in nuclease-free water was microspot-
ted under humid atmosphere onto the silanized coverslip using 
the GIX Microplotter II (Sonoplot) and a glass capillary with a 
30-µm tip diameter (World Precision Instruments) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions in a rectangular 40 × 16 pattern 
with 320-µm column pitch and 678-µm row pitch. Alignment 
of the DNA array and the microfluidic chip was done manually 
using a stereomicroscope. Bonding between the glass cover slip 
and microfluidic device was achieved by thermal bonding for  
5 h at 80 °C on a hot plate.

Protein synthesis on-chip. The microfluidic device was oper-
ated at a pressure of 4 p.s.i. in the flow layer and 15 p.s.i. in the 
control layer. Operation started with the button and neck valves 
actuated for surface passivation. The flow layer was passivated 
by flushing through standard buffer (25 mM Tris, 75 mM NaCl,  

1 mM CaCl2, pH 7.2) for 5 min and 2% n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside 
(Thermo Scientific) in nuclease-free H2O for 30 min (ref. 31). 
Next the button valve was opened, and borate buffer (50 mM 
sodium borate, pH 8.5) was flushed through for 30 min to depro-
tonate aminosilane groups on the glass surface.

For maleimide/coenzyme A functionalization, a solution of  
5 mM NHS-PEG-maleimide (MW = 513 Da, Thermo Scientific) 
in borate buffer was flushed through for 45 min. The device was 
then rinsed with nuclease-free H2O for 5 min, followed by 30 min  
of 20 mM coenzyme A (Merck) in coupling buffer (50 mM sodium 
phosphate, pH 7.2, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA). The button 
valve was then actuated to protect the functionalized surface area  
followed by 5 min of rinsing with standard buffer.

S30 T7 HY (Promega) in vitro transcription and translation mix, 
supplemented with 1 µL T7 polymerase (Promega) and 0.5 µL  
RNase inhibitor (Invitrogen), was then flushed into the chip,  
filling the DNA chambers (neck valve open).

The neck valve was then closed, and the channels were filled 
with 4′-phosphopantetheinyl transferase (Sfp synthase) in Sfp 
buffer (50 mM HEPES, 10 mM MgCl2). The chip was then incu-
bated at 37 °C on a hot plate. After 1 h of incubation, the neck and 
the button valves were opened to allow Sfp synthase–catalyzed 
linkage of expressed protein to the coenzyme A–functionalized 
area below the button. At the same time the sandwich valves were 
actuated to avoid chamber-to-chamber cross-contamination. 
After another 1.5 h of incubation, the neck and button valves 
were closed, the sandwich valves were opened and the chip was 
rinsed with standard buffer for 20 min.

To verify successful protein expression and immobilization 
on the functionalized surface area, a fluorescent detection con-
struct (TagRFP–cohesin type I (2 µg/ml) in standard buffer) 
was flushed through the device for 10 min with the button valve 
actuated. The sandwich valves were then actuated, and the but-
ton valve partially released by decreasing the pressure to 11 p.s.i. 
After 20 min of incubation at room temperature, the sandwich 
valves were opened, and the chip flushed with standard buffer for  
20 min. Fluorescence images of all chambers were recorded on an 
inverted microscope with a 10× objective (Carl Zeiss), featuring 
an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera 
(Andor). Prior to force spectroscopy experiments, the chip was 
stored in buffer at 4 °C.

Directly before measurement, the PDMS chip was peeled off from 
the glass substrate under buffer, revealing the microarray while 
avoiding drying of the functionalized surface. The array surface 
was then rinsed several times with buffer. We did not encounter any 
problems with cross-contamination between chambers.

Cantilever functionalization. A silicon-nitride cantilever bearing 
a silicon tip with a tip radius of ~8 nm (Biolever mini, Olympus) 
was silanized with ABCR as described previously30. Protein 
functionalization was performed in a similar way as reported  
previously27,31. Briefly, a 50 µM solution of CBM A2C–cohesin 
from C. thermocellum in standard buffer was incubated with  
1:2 (v/v) TCEP beads (Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine disulfide 
reducing gel, Thermo Scientific), previously washed with standard 
buffer, for 2.5 h. The cantilever was submerged in borate buffer for  
45 min to deprotonate primary amine groups on the silanized 
surface and then incubated with 20 mM NHS-PEG-maleimide 
(MW = 5 kDa, Rapp Polymere) in borate buffer for 60 min.
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The cantilever was rinsed sequentially in three beakers of 
deionized H2O. TCEP beads were separated from the protein 
solution by centrifugation at 1,000g for 1 min. Next the cantilever 
was incubated for 60 min with reduced protein solution, which 
was diluted to a concentration of 1 mg/mL with standard buffer. 
Finally the cantilever was rinsed sequentially in three beakers 
of standard buffer and stored submerged in standard buffer in 
humid atmosphere at 4 °C for up to 24 h before use.

Force spectroscopy. A custom-built TIRF (total internal reflec-
tion fluorescence)-AFM (atomic force microscope) hybrid20,30 
was used to conduct the force spectroscopy measurements. The 
TIRF microscope was used to image fluorophores in up to three 
different color channels simultaneously using an iChrome MLE-S 
four-color laser (Toptica Photonics), an Optosplit III triple emis-
sion image splitter (Cairn Research) and a Xion3 EMCCD camera 
(Andor). A long-range stick-slip xy piezo nanopositioning sys-
tem (ANC350, Attocube Systems) allowed access to the whole 
microchip array as well as fine spatial sampling of different sur-
face molecules on the nanometer scale within each protein spot. 
Cantilever actuation in the z direction was performed by a LISA 
piezo-actuator (Physik Instrumente) driven by an MFP3D AFM 
controller (Asylum Research).

The following force spectroscopy protocol was performed 
repeatedly in each functionalized protein target area. The canti-
lever approach velocity was 3,000 nm/s, dwell time at the surface 
was 10 ms and retract velocity was 800 nm/s. Data were recorded 
with 6,250-Hz sampling rate. The cantilever typically had a spring 
constant in the range of 100 pN/nm and a resonance frequency of 
25 kHz in water. Accurate calibration of the system was performed 
by the nondestructive thermal method32,33 using corrections to 
account for discrepancies from the original theory27,34.

Data and statistical analysis. The raw data were converted from 
photodiode voltages into force values in newtons, and the follow-
ing standard corrections were applied. The zero force value for the 
unloaded cantilever in each curve was determined by averaging 
over 40-nm extension after the final complex rupture and sub-
tracting this value from each force value in the curve. The position 
of the surface was determined by finding the force value closest to 
0 in a small neighborhood of the first non-negative force value in 
the force-extension trace. The z piezo position was corrected for 
the true tip-sample separation due to deflection of the lever as a 
function of the force for a Hookean spring.

A pattern-recognition software based on a package described 
previously26 and adapted in-house chose the curves show-
ing worm-like chain force responses of the stretched protein  
constructs. Example curves showing multiple, unspecific or no 
interactions are shown in Supplementary Figure 7, together with 
a single xylanase trace for comparison. The expected protein 
backbone contour length increments for each construct were 
detected in contour length space: the real part of the following 
numerically solved inverse worm-like chain (WLC) formula27 

was used to transform force-extension data into force–contour 
length space for every measured force curve: 
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with L the contour length, x the extension, F the force, Lp the 
persistence length, k Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. 
Transformed data points were combined in a Gaussian kernel 
density estimate with a bandwidth of 1 nm and plotted with a 
resolution of 1 nm. In these resulting energy-barrier position dia-
grams, the contour length increments could easily be determined. 
The transformation was performed with the following parameters: 
persistence length Lp = 0.4 nm, thermal energy kT = 4.1 pN nm. 
Force and distance thresholds were applied at 10 pN and 5 nm, 
respectively. The measurement data sets in each protein spot on 
the chip typically showed a yield of 0.5–5% specific interactions.

The force peaks corresponding to protein domain unfolding 
events, as well as those corresponding to final ruptures, were line 
fitted in force-time space to measure the loading rate of each 
individual event.

WLC fits for demonstrative purposes in Figure 2 were done by 
using the following formula:
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with F the force, k the Boltzmann’s constant, T the temperature, Lp 
the persistence length, x the extension and L the contour length.

Discrepancies between contour length increments in fitted 
single-molecule traces and aligned contour length diagrams are 
artifacts caused by the fixed persistence length in the contour 
length transformation, whereas the WLC fits to single force traces 
treat both contour length and persistence length of each stretch as 
free parameters. An overview of the yield of interpretable curves 
of all constructs is available in Supplementary Table 3.
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Supplementary Figure 1 

Microfluidic chip overview. 

(a) Photograph of a microfluidic chip bonded to a glass slide with a US dime for scale. Control channels are filled with food dye for 
better visualization. (b) Pattern of a typical DNA array, consisting of repeats of rows with four different genes and one row with nothing
spotted as negative control. (c) Photograph of a bonded PDMS chip onto the glass slide with DNA spots in the back chamber. The
orange highlighted frame shows a zoom in of the bottom left corner. (d) Typical fluorescence collage assembled from 640 single 
fluorescence micrographs of each protein chamber on one single chip shows pattern of expressed protein (assembly not to scale). 
Fluorescence signal of TagRFP reveals expression levels and Dockerin specificity. Here, low passivation of the protein chamber
facilitates visualization. (e) Three of 640 adjacent dumbbell-shaped chambers, one with sfGFP DNA spotted (left), one with Xylanase
DNA (center) and one negative control without DNA (right). Control channels are visualized with food dye: neck valve (green), sandwich
valve (red), and button valve (blue). (f) Fluorescence images showing GFP signal (top) from expressed and immobilized ybbR-sfGFP-
Dockerin (left), ybbR-Xylanase-Dockerin (center) with negative control lacking the spotted DNA (right). The bottom row shows the
signal from the TagRFP detection construct, which specifically bound to the Dockerin tag via the Cohesin domain. 
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Supplementary Figure 2 

Diagram of the expression vector pET28a with an individual gene of interest.  
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Supplementary Figure 3 

Schematic of the fibronectin tetramer gene cassette. 
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Supplementary Figure 4 

Schematic of the sfGFP dimer gene cassette. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 

Schematic of the spectrin dimer gene cassette. 
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Supplementary Figure 6 

Schematic of the xylanase gene cassette. 
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Supplementary Figure 7 

Exemplary force traces 

Example curves showing (a) uninterpretable interaction, (b) non-specific interaction of cantilever with surface, (c) no interaction, and (d) 
a specific Xylanase-Dockerin unfolding and unbinding trace. Curves similar to those shown in a-c were excluded from the analysis. 
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Supplementary Discussion 
Typically in SMFS experiments, rupture force – loading rate plots are used to 
characterize koff and Δx, the unbinding (or unfolding) probability per time unit and the 
distance to the transition state along the reaction coordinate, respectively, providing 
direct information about the energy landscape governing protein folding1. SMFS 
experiments are also complemented by all-atom simulations of such systems in silico. 
Recently, it was shown that high speed SMFS experiments could be performed at 
speeds achievable in molecular dynamics simulations2, overcoming a long standing 
discrepancy between experiment and simulation.  

In analyzing single-molecule unfolding curves (i.e., Fig. 2), we note that the spotted DNA 
at the measured array addresses correctly corresponded to the domain of interest 
encoded by the corresponding spotted DNA at that position. For example, the fibronectin 
tetramer was measured at array position (237), the spectrin dimer at position (239), the 
xylanase monomer at position (196), and the sfGFP monomer at position (238), 
corresponding to the correct genes deposited into the expression chambers at those 
array positions (Fig. 2). Typically 10–15 immobilization chambers per microarray were 
measured. Typically several thousand force curves were acquired giving rise to dozens 
of interpretable single-molecule interaction curves. 
 
Upper force limit 
Here we extend the discussion regarding the upper force limit for the SMFS-MITOMI 
system. In all force-distance data traces, the last rupture events represent unbinding of 
the Coh-Doc complex, not unfolding of a domain. This rupture force of the Coh-Doc 
complex represents an upper limit in force for the entire construct, since the Doc is used 
as a handle sequence grabbed by the Coh-modified cantilver. The system we described 
can therefore interrogate domains with mechanical rupture forces that lie below that of 
Coh-Doc (~125 pN at 10 nN/s). If proteins with larger unfolding forces should be 
investigated, other Coh-Doc domains that show even higher complex rupture forces can 
be used. The Coh-Doc pair from R. flavefaciens, for example (PDB 4IU3) exhibits 
rupture forces over 600 pN at these loading rates (unpublished data). This could 
alternatively be used as a handle sequence to interrogate mechanically more stable 
domains of interest.   
 
Computerized image analysis can be used to automate cantilever positioning above the 
fluorescent rings and subsequent acquisition of unfolding traces at each array address in 
combination with online force curve analysis to further increase throughput. Additionally, 
well-characterized reference proteins on the same chip may serve as calibration 
standards further minimizing uncertainty in absolute force values.  

It is possible to operate the MITOMI device in a simplified way without the need for 
microspotting template DNA and chip alignment. This manual option should encourage 
the interested community to apply the suggested method to their single molecule force 
spectroscopy experiments. MITOMI enables the experimenter to prepare up to 16 
different constructs in one column with 40 repeats each by flow-loading the DNA. Since 
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the valves are pressure sensitive it is also possible to operate these manually. This way 
it is possible to make use of the parallelized method without having the automation 
tools.Supplementary Materials & Methods 

DNA Sequences 

Supplementary Table 1. Overview of primers	  

 

Supplementary Table 2. Overview of DNA plasmids available at Addgene database	  

Addgene ID Construct 

58708 pET28a-ybbR-HIS-sfGFP-DocI 

58709 pET28a-ybbR-HIS-CBM-CohI 

58710 pET28a-StrepII-TagRFP-CohI 

58711 pET28a-ybbR-HIS-Xyl-DocI 

58712 pET28a-ybbR-HIS-10FNIII(x4)-DocI 

58713 pET28a-ybbR-HIS-Spec(x2)-DocI 

 Name Sequence 

1 FW-w/o C-Tags MCS TAACTCGAGTAAGATCCGGCTGC 

2 REV-N-Tags MCS GCTAGCACTAGTCCATGGGTG 

3 FW-DocI GA AAAGTGGTACCTGGTACTCC 

4 REV-XylDocI-GA CGGATCTTACTCGAGTTAGTTCTTGTACGGCAATGTATC 

5 FW 10FNIII GA CGCACCGGCTCTGGCTCTGGCTCTGTTAGTGATGTTCCGCGTG 

6 REV 10 FNIII GA GGAGTACCAGGTACCACTTTGGTGCG 

7 REV 10FNIII (auf GS Li) GA ACTAACAGAGCCAGAGCCAGAGCCGGTGCGATAATTGATTGAAATC 

8 FW sfGFP (auf MCS) GA   CACCCATGGACTAGTGCTAGCAGCAAAGGTGAAGAACTGTTTAC 

9 REV sfGFP (auf DocI) GA GGAGTACCAGGTACCACTTTCTTATACAGCTCATCCATACCATG 
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Multiple cloning site for the protein of interest: 
 

N terminal region 

T7 promoter | lac operator | RBS | ATG | ybbr Tag | HRV 3C 
protease site | HIS Tag (x6) 

TAATACGACTCACTATAGG|GGAATTGTGAGCGGATAACAATTCC|CCTGTAGAAATAATTTTGT
TTAACTTTAAG|AAGGA|GATATACAT|ATG|GGTACC|GACTCTCTGGAATTCATCGCTTCTAA
ACTGGCT|CTGGAAGTTCTGTTCCAGGGTCCG|CTGCAG|CACCACCACCACCACCAC|CCATGG
ACTAGTGCTAGC  

C terminal region 

Dockerin Type I | T7 terminator 

AAAGTGGTACCTGGTACTCCTTCTACTAAATTATACGGCGACGTCAATGATGACGGAAAAGTTAA
CTCAACTGACGCTGTAGCATTGAAGAGATATGTTTTGAGATCAGGTATAAGCATCAACACTGACA
ATGCCGATTTGAATGAAGACGGCAGAGTTAATTCAACTGACTTAGGAATTTTGAAGAGATATATT
CTCAAAGAAATAGATACATTGCCGTACAAGAAC|TAA|CTCGAGTAAGATCCGGCTGCTAACAAA
GCCCGAAAGGAAGCTGAGTTGGCTGCTGCCACCGCTGAGCAATAA|CTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGG
CCTCTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTTTTT 

 

10 FibronectinIII (4x): 

Glycin-Serin Linker (x6) 

GTTAGTGATGTTCCGCGTGATCTGGAAGTTGTTGCAGCAACCCCGACCAGCCTGCTGATTAGCTG
GGATGCACCGGCAGTTACCGTTCGTTATTATCGTATTACCTATGGTGAAACCGGTGGTAATAGTC
CGGTTCAAGAATTTACCGTTCCGGGTAGCAAAAGCACCGCAACCATTAGCGGTCTGAAACCGGGT
GTTGATTACACCATTACCGTTTATGCCGTTACCGGTCGTGGTGATTCACCGGCAAGCAGCAAACC
GATTAGCATTAACTATCGTACCGGTAGCGGTAGTGGTAGCGTTTCAGATGTGCCTCGCGACCTGG
AAGTGGTGGCTGCCACACCGACCTCACTGCTGATCTCATGGGATGCCCCTGCCGTGACCGTGCGC
TATTATCGCATCACATATGGCGAGACAGGTGGCAATTCACCTGTGCAAGAATTCACAGTTCCTGG
TTCAAAAAGTACCGCCACAATTTCTGGCCTGAAACCTGGCGTGGATTACACAATCACAGTGTATG
CAGTGACAGGTCGCGGTGATAGTCCGGCAAGTTCAAAACCGATTTCAATCAATTATCGCACCGGC
TCTGGCTCTGGCTCTGTTAGTGATGTTCCGCGTGATCTGGAAGTTGTTGCAGCAACCCCGACCAG
CCTGCTGATTAGCTGGGATGCACCGGCAGTTACCGTTCGTTATTATCGTATTACCTATGGTGAAA
CCGGTGGTAATAGTCCGGTTCAAGAATTTACCGTTCCGGGTAGCAAAAGCACCGCAACCATTAGC
GGTCTGAAACCGGGTGTTGATTACACCATTACCGTTTATGCCGTTACCGGTCGTGGTGATTCACC
GGCAAGCAGCAAACCGATTAGCATTAACTATCGTACCGGTAGCGGTAGTGGTAGCGTTTCAGATG
TGCCTCGCGACCTGGAAGTGGTGGCTGCCACACCGACCTCACTGCTGATCTCATGGGATGCCCCT
GCCGTGACCGTGCGCTATTATCGCATCACATATGGCGAGACAGGTGGCAATTCACCTGTGCAAGA
ATTCACAGTTCCTGGTTCAAAAAGTACCGCCACAATTTCTGGCCTGAAACCTGGCGTGGATTACA
CAATCACAGTGTATGCAGTGACAGGTCGCGGTGATAGTCCGGCAAGTTCAAAACCGATTTCAATC
AAttaTCGCACC 
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sfGFP: 

AGCAAAGGTGAAGAACTGTTTACCGGTGTTGTTCCGATTCTGGTTGAACTGGATGGTGATGTTAA
TGGCCACAAATTTTCAGTTCGTGGTGAAGGCGAAGGTGATGCAACCATTGGTAAACTGACCCTGA
AATTTATCTGTACCACCGGCAAACTGCCGGTTCCGTGGCCGACCCTGGTTACCACCCTGACCTAT
GGTGTTCAGTGTTTTAGCCGTTATCCGGATCATATGAAACGCCACGATTTTTTCAAAAGCGCAAT
GCCGGAAGGTTATGTTCAAGAACGTACCATCTCCTTTAAAGACGACGGTAAATACAAAACCCGTG
CCGTTGTTAAATTTGAAGGTGATACCCTGGTGAATCGCATTGAACTGAAAGGCACCGATTTTAAA
GAGGATGGTAATATCCTGGGCCACAAACTGGAATATAATTTCAATAGCCACAACGTGTATATCAC
CGCAGACAAACAGAAAAATGGCATCAAAGCCAATTTTACCGTGCGCCATAATGTTGAAGATGGTA
GCGTGCAGCTGGCAGATCATTATCAGCAGAATACCCCGATTGGTGATGGTCCGGTTCTGCTGCCG
GATAATCATTATCTGAGCACCCAGACCGTTCTGAGCAAAGATCCGAATGAAAAACGTGATCATAT
GGTGCTGCATGAGTATGTTAATGCAGCAGGTATTACCCATGGTATGGATGAGCTGTATAAG 

alpha-Spectrin repeat 16 (chicken brain) (x2): 

Glycin-Serine Linker (x6) 

CGTGCTAAACTGAACGAATCTCACCGTCTGCACCAGTTCTTCCGTGACATGGACGACGAAGAATC
TTGGATCAAAGAAAAAAAACTGCTGGTTTCTTCTGAAGACTACGGTCGTGACCTGACCGGTGTTC
AGAACCTGCGTAAAAAACACAAACGTCTGGAAGCTGAACTGGCTGCTCACGAACCGGCTATCCAG
GGTGTTCTGGACACCGGTAAAAAACTGTCTGACGACAACACCATCGGTAAAGAAGAAATCCAGCA
GCGTCTGGCTCAGTTCGTTGACCACTGGAAAGAACTGAAACAGCTGGCTGCTGCTCGTGGTCAGC
GTCTGGAAGAATCTCTGGAATACGGTAGCGGTAGCGGTTCACGTGCTAAACTGAACGAATCTCAC
CGTCTGCACCAGTTCTTCCGTGACATGGACGACGAAGAATCTTGGATCAAAGAAAAAAAACTGCT
GGTTTCTTCTGAAGACTACGGTCGTGACCTGACCGGTGTTCAGAACCTGCGTAAAAAACACAAAC
GTCTGGAAGCTGAACTGGCTGCTCACGAACCGGCTATCCAGGGTGTTCTGGACACCGGTAAAAAA
CTGTCTGACGACAACACCATCGGTAAAGAAGAAATCCAGCAGCGTCTGGCTCAGTTCGTTGACCA
CTGGAAAGAACTGAAACAGCTGGCTGCTGCTCGTGGTCAGCGTCTGGAAGAATCTCTGGAATAt 

Xylanase: 

AAGAATGCAGATTCCTATGCGAAAAAACCTCACATCAGCGCATTGAATGCCCCACAATTGGATCA
ACGCTACAAAAACGAGTTCACGATTGGTGCGGCAGTAGAACCTTATCAACTACAAAATGAAAAAG
ACGTACAAATGCTAAAGCGCCACTTCAACAGCATTGTTGCCGAGAACGTAATGAAACCGATCAGC
ATTCAACCTGAGGAAGGAAAATTCAATTTTGAACAAGCGGATCGAATTGTGAAGTTCGCTAAGGC
AAATGGCATGGATATTCGCTTCCATACACTCGTTTGGCACAGCCAAGTACCTCAATGGTTCTTTC
TTGACAAGGAAGGTAAGCCAATGGTTAATGAATGCGATCCAGTGAAACGTGAACAAAATAAACAA
CTGCTGTTAAAACGACTTGAAACTCATATTAAAACGATCGTCGAGCGGTACAAAGATGACATTAA
GTACTGGGACGTTGTAAATGAGGTTGTGGGGGACGACGGAAAACTGCGCAACTCTCCATGGTATC
AAATCGCCGGCATCGATTATATTAAAGTGGCATTCCAAGCAGCTAGAAAATATGGCGGAGACAAC
ATTAAGCTTTACATGAATGATTACAATACAGAAGTCGAACCGAAGCGAACCGCTCTTTACAATTT
AGTCAAACAACTGAAAGAAGAGGGTGTTCCGATCGACGGCATCGGCCATCAATCCCACATCCAAA
TCGGCTGGCCTTCTGAAGCAGAAATCGAGAAAACGATTAACATGTTCGCCGCTCTCGGTTTAGAC
AACCAAATCACTGAGCTTGATGTGAGCATGTACGGTTGGCCGCCGCGCGCTTACCCGACGTATGA
CGCCATTCCAAAACAAAAGTTTTTGGATCAGGCAGCGCGCTATGATCGTTTGTTCAAACTGTATG
AAAAGTTGAGCGATAAAATTAGCAACGTCACCTTCTGGGGCATCGCCGACAATCATACGTGGCTC
GACAGCCGTGCGGATGTGTACTATGACGCCAACGGGAATGTTGTGGTTGACCCGAACGCTCCGTA
CGCAAAAGTGGAAAAAGGGAAAGGAAAAGATGCGCCGTTCGTTTTTGGACCGGATTACAAAGTCA
AACCCGCATATTGGGCTATTATCGACCAC 
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Detection construct RFP-Cohesin: 
 

TagRFP-Cohesin: 

T7 promoter | lac operator | RBS | ATG | StrepII Tag | TagRFP | 
Linker | Cohesin | T7 terminator 

 

TAATACGACTCACTATAGG|GGAATTGTGAGCGGATAACAATTCC|CCTGTAGAAATAATTTTGT
TTAACTTTAAG|AAGGA|GATATACAT|ATG|GGTACC|TGGTCTCACCCGCAGTTCGAAAAA|G
TTTCTAAAGGTGAAGAACTGATCAAAGAAAACATGCACATGAAACTGTACATGGAAGGTACTGTT
AACAACCACCACTTCAAATGCACCTCTGAAGGTGAAGGTAAACCGTACGAAGGTACTCAGACCAT
GCGTATCAAAGTTGTTGAAGGTGGTCCGCTGCCGTTCGCTTTCGACATCCTGGCTACCTCTTTCA
TGTACGGTTCTCGTACCTTCATCAACCACACCCAGGGTATCCCGGACTTCTTCAAACAGTCTTTC
CCGGAAGGTTTCACCTGGGAACGTGTTACCACCTACGAAGACGGTGGTGTTCTGACCGCTACCCA
GGACACCTCTCTGCAAGACGGTTGCCTGATCTACAACGTTAAAATCCGTGGTGTTAACTTCCCGT
CTAACGGTCCGGTTATGCAGAAAAAAACCCTGGGTTGGGAAGCTAACACCGAAATGCTGTACCCG
GCTGACGGTGGTCTGGAAGGTCGTTCTGACATGGCTCTGAAACTGGTTGGTGGTGGTCACCTGAT
CTGCAACTTCAAAACCACCTACCGTTCTAAAAAACCGGCTAAAAACCTGAAAATGCCGGGTGTTT
ACTACGTTGACCACCGTCTGGAACGTATCAAAGAAGCTGACAAAGAAACCTACGTTGAACAGCAC
GAAGTTGCTGTTGCTCGTTACTGCGACCTGCCGTCTAAACTGGGTCACAAACTGAAC|GGCAGTG
TAGTACCATCAACACAGCCTGTAACAACACCACCTGCAACAACAAAACCACCTGCAACAACAATA
CCGCCGTCAGATGATCCGAATGCA|GGATCCGACGGTGTGGTAGTAGAAATTGGCAAAGTTACGG
GATCTGTTGGAACTACAGTTGAAATACCTGTATATTTCAGAGGAGTTCCATCCAAAGGAATAGCA
AACTGCGACTTTGTGTTCAGATATGATCCGAATGTATTGGAAATTATAGGGATAGATCCCGGAGA
CATAATAGTTGACCCGAATCCTACCAAGAGCTTTGATACTGCAATATATCCTGACAGAAAGATAA
TAGTATTCCTGTTTGCGGAAGACAGCGGAACAGGAGCGTATGCAATAACTAAAGACGGAGTATTT
GCAAAAATAAGAGCAACTGTAAAATCAAGTGCTCCGGGCTATATTACTTTCGACGAAGTAGGTGG
ATTTGCAGATAATGACCTGGTAGAACAGAAGGTATCATTTATAGACGGTGGTGTTAACGTTGGCA
ATGCAACA|TAA|CTCGAGTAAGATCCGGCTGCTAACAAAGCCCGAAAGGAAGCTGAGTTGGCTG
CTGCCACCGCTGAGCAATAA|CTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAACGGGTCTTGAGGGGTTT
TTT 

Molecular weights of synthesized fusion proteins 

ybbR-(Fibronectin)4-Dockerin Type I: 53 kDa 
ybbR-(Spectrin)2-Dockerin Type I: 40 kDa 
ybbR-Xylanase-Dockerin Type I: 56 kDa 
ybbR-sfGFP-Dockerin Type I: 39 kDa 
ybbR-Twitchin-Dockerin Type I: 52 kDa 
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Supplementary Table 3. Yield of interpretable curves	  

Construct Interpretable Curves 

GFP 25 out of 15258 = 0.16 % 

Fibronectin 27 out of 26653 = 0.1 % 

Xylanase 91 out of 5553 = 1.64 % 

Spectrin 50 out of 10344 = 0.48% 
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3.4 Publication P4: Biasing Effects of Receptor-Ligand Complexes on Protein-
Unfolding Statistics

The following publication presents a model-free theoretical framework for the
biasing effect on protein unfolding and receptor-ligand unbinding statistics in SMFS
experiments. It predicts the change in force distribution caused by overlapping
probability distributions of molecular fingerprints and pulling handles. We use
Monte Carlo simulations to validate our findings by simulating the change in
fingerprint unfolding behavior and receptor-ligand dissociation. A proposed
method can be used for the extraction of corrected kinetic and energetic parameters
from otherwise biased distributions.
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Protein receptor-ligand pairs are increasingly used as specific molecular handles in single-molecule protein-
unfolding experiments. Further, known marker domains, also referred to as fingerprints, provide unique
unfolding signatures to identify specific single-molecule interactions, when receptor-ligand pairs themselves are
investigated. We show here that in cases where there is an overlap between the probability distribution associated
with fingerprint domain unfolding and that associated with receptor-ligand dissociation, the experimentally
measured force distributions are mutually biased. This biasing effect masks the true parameters of the underlying
free energy landscape. To address this, we present a model-free theoretical framework that corrects for the biasing
effect caused by such overlapping distributions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.94.042412

I. INTRODUCTION

Mechanical forces play an important role in many biologi-
cal systems. Refolding of individual titin domains is believed
to assist in muscle contraction [1], stretching forces expose
cryptic binding sites involved in focal adhesions [2], and
mechanically stable receptor-ligand pairs govern the assembly
of large extracellular machineries and adhesion of bacterial
cells to their cellulosic carbon sources [3,4]. Single-molecule
pulling experiments with atomic force microscopes [5], optical
tweezers [6], or magnetic tweezers [7] have become widely
used techniques to study such phenomena at the single-
molecule level.

Due to the stochastic nature of domain unfolding, typical
atomic force microscopy experiments record many thousands
of data traces to obtain statistically meaningful results from
single-molecule pulling experiments. To unambiguously iden-
tify the unfolding signals of a given protein domain of interest
or the dissociation of a receptor-ligand system under external
load, the resulting data sets need to be filtered, and specific,
single-molecule interactions must be identified.

To accommodate this need, the community has developed
an elegant strategy to achieve high yields of specific curves:
In this approach, protein domains of interest are fused to a
receptor complex that serves as a specific handle in pulling
experiments. This improves curve yields and data fidelity by
providing a specific molecular interaction handle to “grab”
the protein of interest. Thereby, the unfolding of individual
domains and the dissociation of a receptor-ligand complex
can be studied in a single experiment [3,4,8–10]. Also, using
a known protein domain in the fusion construct provides a
unique unfolding pattern that can be used to identify specific
traces, when receptor-ligand unbinding itself is studied. These
domains are then referred to as fingerprint domains [5].

In order for a curve to be unambiguously identified as
constituting specific signal, it needs to exhibit unfolding of all

*michael.nash@unibas.ch

included fingerprint domains plus a specific receptor-ligand
dissociation event. Throughout this letter we will refer to
domains fused to a receptor-ligand complex as fingerprint
domains for both scenarios, namely protein-unfolding stud-
ies using receptor-ligand complexes as specific handles, as
well as unbinding studies of receptor-ligand complexes of
interest, which use fingerprint domains for assistance in data
filtering. We discuss the statistical effects that arise when the
respective force distributions for fingerprint domain unfolding
and receptor-ligand complex rupture exhibit a finite overlap.
We quantitatively show how the statistical overlap between
these two distributions affects the experimentally observable
unfolding and rupture force distributions. We provide a frame-
work for extracting kinetic and energetic information from the
experimentally observed distributions that are corrected for
the biasing effects arising from such overlaps in a model-free
fashion.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The standard theoretical framework treats protein unfolding
or bond dissociation as thermally driven escape over a free
energy barrier that is modulated by an external force F

[11–14]. This description leads to a general expression for
the distribution of unfolding or rupture forces in a pulling
experiment,

p(F ) = k(F )

Ḟ (F )
exp

(
−

∫ F

0
dF ′ k(F ′)

Ḟ (F ′)

)
, (1)

where k(F ) is the force-dependent off rate of the system, and
Ḟ (F ) is the force loading rate. In the simplest picture [12,13],
the force-dependent off rate is given by [11]

k(F ) = k0 exp

(
F�x

kBT

)
(2)

where k0 and �x are the zero-force off rate and distance
to the free energy barrier, respectively. For a constant force
loading rate Ḟ and an off rate from Eq. (2), the integral
in Eq. (1) can be solved analytically [Fig. 1(a)]. Dudko
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(a)

(b)

Complex
ruptures

Fingerprint
unfolds

Fingerprint 
intact,
complex 
ruptures

FIG. 1. (a) Overlapping distributions of fingerprint unfolding
(blue region) and complex rupture (green region) for a constant
loading rate Ḟ = 200 pN s−1 with fingerprint �x = 0.4 nm, and
k0 = 0.005 s−1 and complex parameters �x = 0.35 nm, and k0 =
0.001 s−1 obtained by integrating Eq. (1) using Eq. (2). (b) Schematic
of possible outcomes for the situation in (a). Analyzable data show
fingerprint unfolding followed by complex rupture (upper path). Due
to the overlapping distributions for unfolding and rupture, complex
rupture with an intact fingerprint is also possible (lower path).

et al. [15] have used the Kramers theory [16] to obtain a
more sophisticated expression for the force-dependent off
rate, which accounts for the specific shape of the free energy
landscape. This approach also provides an analytical solution
to Eq. (1) for a constant loading rate and includes the height of
the free energy barrier �G as an additional parameter. Over
the years, more theoretical models describing the distributions
for domain unfolding and receptor-ligand dissociation have
been developed [17–22] that can be applied to experimentally
measured force distributions.

Since a constant force loading rate is required to obtain an
analytical solution for the distribution of forces in a pulling
experiment, force ramp measurements [23,24], where the
external force is ramped linearly, are an elegant technique
to study protein unfolding and receptor-ligand dissociation.
In an experiment where a receptor-ligand system is used to
probe the unfolding behavior of a protein fingerprint domain

of interest, care has to be taken when analyzing the resulting
unfolding or rupture force distributions. If the probability
distributions for fingerprint domain unfolding and complex
rupture are disjunct, i.e., the complex ruptures at forces well
above those required for fingerprint unfolding, the measured
distributions are unbiased and can be readily analyzed using a
desired form of Eq. (1). If those distributions have a substantial
overlap [Fig. 1(a)], however, biasing effects have to be taken
into account.

To pass the data analysis filter a given curve is required
to exhibit both fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture
[Fig. 1(b); upper path], i.e., the complex must not rupture
prior to fingerprint unfolding [Fig. 1(b); lower path]. Con-
sequently, the resulting distribution of fingerprint unfolding
forces will be shifted downwards towards lower forces. By
the same logic, experimentally observed distributions for
receptor-ligand complex rupture forces will be truncated at
the lower end and shifted upwards toward higher forces in a
constant-loading-rate experiment. This biasing effect has been
used qualitatively by Jobst et al. [8] to unambiguously identify
a redundant dual binding mode in a receptor-ligand complex.

Here we treat this biasing effect quantitatively and calculate
these effects independent of the model used in Eq. (1). For
overlapping distributions of fingerprint, pf(F ), and receptor-
ligand complex, pc(F ), the biased distribution of the finger-
print, p�

f (F ), can be calculated by multiplying the original
distribution by the cumulative probability for the bond to
rupture at higher forces and renormalizing,

p�
f (F ) = pf(F )

∫ ∞
F

dF ′ pc(F ′)
η

, (3)

where η is a normalization constant. Since pc(f ) is normalized,
Eq. (3) can be rewritten,

p�
f (F ) = pf(F )

(
1 − ∫ F

0 dF ′ pc(F ′)
)

η
(4)

= pf(F )(1 − Pc(F ))

η
, (5)

where Pc(F ) is the cumulative distribution function of the
complex rupture forces. The normalization constant η can be
calculated by integrating over the numerator in Eq. (5):

η = 1 −
∫ ∞

0
dF pf(F )Pc(F ). (6)

Intuitively, the biased fingerprint distribution is normalized
by the ratio of curves that exhibit fingerprint unfolding vs all
rupture events. The above calculations apply for both constant-
loading-rate and constant-speed measurements. By the same
logic, the biased distribution of observed complex ruptures for
a constant loading rate can be calculated as

p�
c (F ) = pc(F )Pf(F )

η
. (7)

Both biased distributions for fingerprint unfolding, p�
f (F ), and

complex ruptures, p�
c (F ), are normalized by the same yield

parameter η since both distributions are extracted from the
same curves in a given data set. For a mathematical proof,
see Appendix A. We note that the biasing effect on complex
rupture in the constant-speed case is more difficult to quantify.
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FIG. 2. Force ramp simulation with Ḟ = 200 pN s−1, complex
�xc = 0.4 nm, k0,c = 0.002 s−1, and fingerprint �xf = 0.4 nm,
k0,f = 0.005 s−1 (η = 0.71). Histograms of the simulated fingerprint
unfolding forces and complex ruptures are shown in blue and green,
respectively. Dashed blue and green lines represent the unbiased
fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture force distributions, re-
spectively. Biased unfolding and complex rupture force distributions
for the fingerprint and complex calculated from Eqs. (5) and (7) are
shown by solid blue and green lines, respectively.

Since the additional contour length released upon fingerprint
unfolding is not immediately compensated for by a feedback
on the force signal, there is a pronounced drop in force associ-
ated with fingerprint unfolding, giving rise to the characteristic
sawtooth pattern in force extension traces. Ignoring the finite
relaxation time of the harmonic pulling device, the force will
drop from F1 = F (x,L) to F2 = F (x,L + �L), where the
former describes the (nonlinear) elastic behavior of the pulling
device and potential linker molecules, and �L is the additional
contour length released upon fingerprint unfolding. Whether
or not the observed complex distribution is biased depends
on the value of pc(F2). For pc(F2) ≈ 0, no biasing will occur,
whereas pc(F2) > 0 will cause a biasing effect. In practice, �L

is usually large enough to ensure that complex distributions are
unbiased in constant-speed experiments, leaving a substantial
bias only on the observed fingerprint distribution. A strategy
to implement our correction procedure for the constant-speed
protocol is proposed in Appendix B.

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

To validate our results, we used a Monte Carlo approach
to simulate fingerprint domain unfolding in combination
with receptor-ligand dissociation in a constant-loading-rate

protocol. Our simulation routine is similar to the approach
described in Ref. [25] and uses the phenomenological model
due to its analytical tractability. Briefly, we integrate Eq. (2)
over a time step �t , where F = F (t) = Ḟ t , to obtain probabil-
ities pu and pr for fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture,
respectively. These probabilities are compared to independent
random numbers nu and nr between 0 and unity. If pu < nu and
pr < nr, the fingerprint and complex remain intact and the next
iteration is started. If pu > nu and pr < nr, the corresponding
force is noted as the fingerprint unfolding force and the next
iteration is started with only the complex intact. The simulation
then continues until pr > nr and the corresponding force is
noted as the complex rupture force. If pu < nu and pr > nr or
pu > nu and pr > nr, the complex ruptured prior to fingerprint
unfolding or at the same time, and an experimental curve
would be unanalyzable and filtered out during the data analysis
procedure.

Results from a Monte Carlo simulation at constant loading
rate Ḟ = 200 pN s−1 with overlapping distributions for fin-
gerprint unfolding and complex rupture are shown in Fig. 2.
N = 10000 traces were simulated and the observed fingerprint
domain unfolding forces and receptor-ligand complex rupture
forces were histogrammed. We only analyzed curves that
showed both fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture to
mimic experimental conditions. As expected, both fingerprint
unfolding and complex rupture distributions (blue and green
histograms in Fig. 2) are shifted from the unbiased input
distributions (dashed blue and green lines in Fig. 2). The biased
results are well described by our theoretical predictions, which
are shown as solid blue and green lines in Fig. 2. To illustrate
the potential errors that can occur from not accounting for the
fingerprint biasing effect, we used the uncorrected distribution
[Eq. (1)] to fit the biased fingerprint domain unfolding and
complex rupture histograms and compared the resulting fit
parameters �xfit and k0,fit with the unbiased input parameters
(Table I). We found that for fingerprint domain unfolding,
�x is hardly affected, while k0 is overestimated by 30%.
For complex rupture �x is overestimated by 29% due to
the smaller width of the biased distribution, while k0 is
underestimated by over an order of magnitude. If the unbiased
parameters for the complex distribution are known from a
control experiment, our predicted biased distributions can be
used to fit the experimental data to obtain unbiased values
for the fit parameters pertaining to the fingerprint, or vice
versa. Alternatively, a global fitting procedure can be applied
to both biased distributions for constant-loading-rate data to
obtain unbiased fit parameters without prior knowledge of
either distribution. Using this approach, we obtained global
fit parameters that were within 6% of the input parameters
(Table I).

TABLE I. Input vs fit parameters of the simulation shown in Fig. 2. For these parameters, the yield parameter equals η = 0.71. Initially,
the simulated distributions were fit with the uncorrected distributions (k0,fit and �xfit). To correct for the biasing effects, both fingerprint and
complex data were fit with their respective biased distributions [Eqs. (5) and (7)] in a global fitting procedure to obtain the corrected parameters
k0,global and �xglobal.

k0,input (s−1) k0,fit (s−1) k0,global (s−1) �xinput (nm) �xfit (nm) �xglobal (nm)

Fingerprint 5.0 × 10−3 (6.6 ± 0.2) × 10−3 (4.7 × 0.4) × 10−3 0.400 0.402 ± 0.007 0.401 ± 0.005
Complex 2.0 × 10−3 (0.10 ± 0.02) × 10−3 (1.9 ± 0.02) × 10−3 0.400 0.527 ± 0.007 0.402 ± 0.005
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Fingerprint

Complex

FIG. 3. Biasing of fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture
forces as a function of the theoretical yield of curves exhibiting
fingerprint unfolding η. Data points show the relative mean biased
unfolding force 〈F 〉b/〈F 〉ub; fingerprint and complex data are shown
in blue and green, respectively. For fingerprint data, parameters
were held constant at �xf = 0.4 nm and k0,f = 0.005 s−1, while
the complex distribution was shifted by maintaining �xc = 0.4 nm
and varying the off rate. For complex data, �xc = 0.4 nm and
k0,c = 0.005 s−1 were held constant and the fingerprint distribution
was shifted by maintaining �xf = 0.4 nm and varying the off rate.
Dashed lines represent predictions based on Eq. (9) and (10).

IV. SPECIAL CASE: EQUAL POTENTIAL WIDTHS

In Fig. 3 we quantify the magnitude of the biasing
effect by numerically calculating the relative mean biased
unfolding force of the fingerprint (blue symbols) and complex
(green symbols) 〈F 〉b/〈F 〉ub = ∫

dF Fp∗
f/c(F )/

∫
dF Fpf/c(F )

as a function of the theoretical ratio of curves exhibiting
fingerprint unfolding prior to receptor-ligand complex rupture,
η [Eq. (6)]. For analytical tractability we chose the special case
�xc = �xf. With this simplification we find for the fingerprint

〈F 〉b = kBT

�xf
e

kBT k0,f
�xfrη E1

(
kBT k0,f

�xfrη

)
, (8)

where E1(x) is the exponential integral. Using exE1(x) ∼=
ln (1 + e−γ

x
) we can produce an analytical approximation for

the relative mean biased unfolding force for the aforemen-
tioned special case,

〈F 〉b

〈F 〉ub

∼=
ln

(
1 + r�xf

k0,fkBT
e−γ η

)
ln

(
1 + r�xf

k0,fkBT
e−γ

) , (9)

where γ = 0.577 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The
analogous result for the complex reads

〈F 〉b

〈F 〉ub

∼= 1

η
−

ln
(
1 + r�xc

k0,ckBT
e−γ (1 − η)

)
ln

(
1 + r�xc

k0,ckBT
e−γ

) 1 − η

η
. (10)

For this special case Eq. (6) can be evaluated analytically,

yielding η = (1 + k0,c

k0,f
)
−1

. Equations (9) and (10) (dashed
lines in Fig. 3) agree very well with our numerical results
over the loading-rate regime covered. Figure 3 clearly shows
that the biasing effect is more pronounced for low loading
rates, consistent with our theoretical predictions based on

Eqs. (9) and (10). In cases where data cannot be corrected
for a potential biasing effect, e.g., due to low experimental
yields, the magnitude of the biasing effect can be minimized
by increasing the loading rate in a pulling experiment.

V. CONCLUSION

Our calculations provide a framework for analyzing single-
molecule force spectroscopy data where receptor-ligand sys-
tems are used as specific handles to study a fingerprint domain
of interest, or vice versa. In such experiments, it is many
times the case that the distributions of fingerprint domain
unfolding and complex rupture have a significant overlap (a
few exemplary cases can be found in Refs. [3,9,10,26]). In
this case biasing effects will occur and should be considered
in the analysis procedure. Our findings can be applied to
both constant-speed and force ramp (constant-loading-rate)
experimental protocols, however, it should be noted that the
biasing effect on complex unbinding is more complicated in
the constant-speed protocol, due to the drop in force upon
fingerprint unfolding dependent on the length of the unfolded
domain. Since the biasing effects are solely due to the statistical
nature of domain unfolding or complex unbinding, our results,
specifically Eqs. (5) and (7), are valid regardless of the specific
model used in Eq. (1).
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FIG. 4. Force ramp simulation with Ḟ = 200 pN s−1, complex
�xc = 0.4 nm, k0,c = 0.002 s−1, fingerprint �xf = 0.4 nm, k0,f =
0.005 s−1 (η = 0.71), and simulated traces N = 1000. Histograms of
the simulated fingerprint unfolding forces and complex ruptures are
shown in blue and green, respectively. Dashed blue and green lines
represent the unbiased fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture
force distributions, respectively. Biased unfolding and complex
rupture force distributions for the fingerprint and complex calculated
from Eqs. (5) and (7) are shown by solid blue and green lines,
respectively.
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TABLE II. Input vs fit parameters of the simulation shown in Fig. 4. For these parameters, the yield parameter equals η = 0.71. Initially,
the simulated distributions were fit with the uncorrected distributions (k0,fit and �xfit). To correct for the biasing effects, both fingerprint and
complex data were fit with their respective biased distributions [Eqs. (5) and (7)] in a global fitting procedure to obtain the corrected parameters
k0,global and �xglobal.

k0,input (s−1) k0,fit (s−1) k0,global (s−1) �xinput(nm) �xfit (nm) �xglobal (nm)

Fingerprint 5.0 × 10−3 (5.9 ± 1.2) × 10−3 (4.3 ± 1.5) × 10−3 0.400 0.409 ± 0.011 0.410 ± 0.020
Complex 2.0 × 10−3 (0.2 ± 0.1) × 10−3 (2.7 ± 1.3) × 10−3 0.400 0.504 ± 0.020 0.384 ± 0.021

APPENDIX A: IDENTITY OF YIELD PARAMETER
η IN EQS. (5) AND (7)

As we state in the text, the normalization parameter η is
equal to the ratio of curves that exhibit fingerprint unfolding
vs all rupture events. In other words a fraction 1 − η of
all curves will be “missed” in an actual experiment, since
they do not exhibit fingerprint unfolding and would hence be
discarded during data analysis. Consequently, both fingerprint
and complex distributions (which are obtained from the same
curves) need to be normalized by the same η to obtain
probability distributions normalized to unity. Mathematically,

one needs to show that

1 −
∫ ∞

0
dF pf(F )Pc(F ) = η =

∫ ∞

0
dF pc(F )Pf(F ). (A1)

We use integration by parts and
∫ F

0 dF ′ p(F ′) = P (F ) to
evaluate the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (A1):

rhs = Pc(F )Pf(F )
∣∣∞
0 −

∫ ∞

0
dF Pc(F )pf(F ). (A2)

Since P (0) = 0 and P (∞) = 1 this is equal to the left-hand
side of Eq. (A1).

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 5. Force ramp simulation with complex �xc = 0.35 nm, k0,c = 0.004 s−1, fingerprint �xf = 0.4 nm, k0,f = 0.005 s−1, and varying
Ḟ . Due to the different potential widths �x, the yield parameter η changes with the loading rate. Values of the loading rate and resulting
yield parameter are (a) Ḟ = 20 pN s−1 and η = 0.70, (b) Ḟ = 200 pN s−1 and η = 0.75, (c) Ḟ = 2000 pN s−1 and η = 0.80, and (d) Ḟ =
20000 pN s−1 and η = 0.85. Histograms of the simulated fingerprint unfolding forces and complex ruptures are shown in blue and green,
respectively. Dashed blue and green lines represent the unbiased fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture force distributions, respectively.
Biased unfolding and complex rupture force distributions for the fingerprint and complex calculated from Eqs. (5) and (7) are shown by solid
blue and green lines, respectively.
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APPENDIX B: CONSTANT SPEED

As pointed out in the text, the correction procedure for
distributions obtained from constant-speed measurements is
more involved. In this Appendix we discuss a strategy for
extracting unbiased parameters from fingerprint distributions
for this pulling protocol. Due to the nonlinear elasticity
of linker molecules (e.g., polyethylene glycol, spacers, or
unfolded protein backbone), the force loading rate Ḟ = Ḟ (F )
becomes a function of the force and the integral in Eq. (1)
can no longer be evaluated analytically. In a standard pulling
experiment, a harmonic pulling device (e.g., atomic force
microscopy cantilever or optically trapped bead) is connected
to the aforementioned linker molecules. By applying a force
balance it can be shown that the force loading rate is given
by [14]

v

Ḟ (F )
= 1

kh
+ ∂x(F )

∂F
, (B1)

where v is the pulling speed, kh is the spring constant of
the harmonic pulling device, and x(F ) is the force-dependent
extension of the linker. The biased distribution for fingerprint
unfolding p�

f (F ) can be computed by numerically solving
the integrals occurring in Eqs. (5) and (6), using a model
for the elastic response of the linker molecules such as the
worm-like-chain model, freely rotating model, or composite

model proposed by Livadaru et al. [27] in Eq. (B1). The choice
of model should be made based on the force regime in which
fingerprint unfolding and complex rupture are expected and
the molecular linkers present in an experimental setup need to
be accounted for in these models via their contour length, L,
and elasticity, e.g., persistence length p. The force-dependent
loading rate for the worm-like-chain model has been derived
as Eq. (4) in Ref. [14].

APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLES

This Appendix contains contains two figures and one table
that support the results in the text. Figure 4 shows the results of
a simulation with parameters identical to those in Fig. 2, except
only N = 1000 traces were simulated, to mimic a total number
of curves more similar to average experimental yields. The
extracted fit parameters for this simulation are listed in Table II.
We note that despite the increase in uncertainties, the extracted
parameters from our global fitting procedure still reproduce
the input parameters much better than those obtained from a
fit to the uncorrected distributions. Figure 5 shows the results
of Monte Carlo simulations at different loading rates ranging
from Ḟ = 20 pN s−1 to Ḟ = 20 000 pN s−1. Due to the differ-
ent potential widths �xc = 0.35 nm and �xf = 0.4 nm, the
yield parameter η varies for the different simulations.
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3.5 Publication P5: Redox-InitiatedHydrogel System forDetection andReal-Time
Imaging of Cellulolytic Enzyme Activity

The following publication presents a highly sensitive assay for the detection
and spatial localization of cellulolytic enzyme activity. The described hydrogel
reagent signaling system is based on a redox-initiated polymerization reaction,
which localizes the crosslinking of a fluorescent hydrogel to locations of cellulose
hydrolysis. This system allows the quantification of the activity of enzyme cocktails
on various substrates in a rapid parallel format, and real-time imaging of the
biomass degradation process using time-lapse TIRF microscopy and AFM imaging.

My contribution to this work was the development and calibration of the bulk
assay, and data acquisition, analysis and interpretation for the bulk enzyme activity
detection experiments.
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Redox-Initiated Hydrogel System for Detection and Real-
Time Imaging of Cellulolytic Enzyme Activity
Klara H. Malinowska, Tobias Verdorfer, Aylin Meinhold, Lukas F. Milles, Victor Funk,
Hermann E. Gaub, and Michael A. Nash*[a]

Introduction

Multistep bioconversion processes for production of liquid
fuels and other chemical commodities from biomass are
poised to alter our energy future. One step on the route to

biomass-derived fuels is the enzy-
matic hydrolysis of cellulosic ma-
terials into fermentable sugars,
a keystone in the overall process.
Cellulolytic enzymes are used in
large quantities to depolymerize
cellulose chains into energy-
dense glucose monomers and
other short chain cellodextrins
prior to fermentation.[1] In order
to achieve high conversion rates
in practice, enzymatic saccharifi-
cation requires high enzyme load-
ings (e.g. , 20 mg enzy-
me gsubstrate

!1) and can be costly
and inefficient.[2] To make the pro-

cess more efficient and affordable, pretreatment methods that
render the substrate more susceptible to enzymatic degrada-

tion have been developed.[3] Additionally, enzyme cocktails se-
creted from the aerobic fungus Trichoderma reesei (Tr) are
being steadily improved to exhibit synergism among compo-
nents for industrial processes.[4] This continued improvement
has meanwhile drawn attention to a major challenge in the
field, namely that of assaying and quantifying the effectiveness
of cellulolytic enzyme formulations on a range of substrates
possessing variable composition, morphology, degrees of crys-
tallinity, and/or lignin content.

In the past, cellulase assays have been performed using
a suite of bulk biochemical methods.[5–13] These include a varie-
ty of assays which measure the content of reducing polysac-
charide chain ends using redox-sensitive absorbing dyes [e.g. ,
3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS)] . Other methods include the glu-
cose oxidase (GOx)/horseradish peroxidase system (HRP)[14]

which provides a fluorescent readout, or HPLC combined with
quantitative mass spectrometry,[15] which reports on the quan-
tity and size distribution of hydrolyzed chains. Electrochemical
biosensors have also been employed to detect cellulase activi-
ty.[16]

More recently, methods for observing the spatial localization
of cellulolytic activity have garnered interest as well. Imaging
substrate locations susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis could
allow correlation of digestibility with substrate features such as
fiber bundle size, degree of fiber branching, and/or crystal ori-
entation. Conventional high-resolution imaging methods (e.g. ,
TEM, SEM) are performed under vacuum and therefore are not
suitable for monitoring enzymatic digestibility under biocom-
patible conditions. AFM imaging in liquid has shown promise,
and has been used to observe disintegration of ultraflat micro-

Understanding the process of biomass degradation by cellulo-
lytic enzymes is of urgent importance for biofuel and chemical
production. Optimizing pretreatment conditions and improv-
ing enzyme formulations both require assays to quantify sac-
charification products on solid substrates. Typically, such assays
are performed using freely diffusing fluorophores or dyes that
measure reducing polysaccharide chain ends. These methods
have thus far not allowed spatial localization of hydrolysis ac-
tivity to specific substrate locations with identifiable morpho-
logical features. Here we describe a hydrogel reagent signaling
(HyReS) system that amplifies saccharification products and ini-
tiates crosslinking of a hydrogel that localizes to locations of

cellulose hydrolysis, allowing for imaging of the degradation
process in real time. Optical detection of the gel in a rapid par-
allel format on synthetic and natural pretreated solid sub-
strates was used to quantify activity of T. emersonii and T. reesei
enzyme cocktails. When combined with total internal reflection
fluorescence microscopy and AFM imaging, the reagent
system provided a means to visualize enzyme activity in real-
time with high spatial resolution (<2 mm). These results dem-
onstrate the versatility of the HyReS system in detecting cellu-
lolytic enzyme activity and suggest new opportunities in real-
time chemical imaging of biomass depolymerization.
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tomed substrates.[17, 18] Time-resolution using AFM
imaging is limited by scan times of up to several mi-
nutes and substrates are limited to ultraflat artificial
cellulose surfaces (i.e. , no native fibrils). Stimulated
Raman spectroscopy has also been shown to provide
adequate spatial and temporal resolution[19] and can
be used on natural biomass substrates, however it is
technically involved, requiring synchronization of
multiple lasers at different wavelengths with modula-
tion in the MHz range. Single-molecule fluorescence
has shown potential for providing insights into cellu-
lolytic enzyme function, but, so far, studies have only
focused on carbohydrate binding modules and their
cooperativity,[20–22] and the method has not been
used to directly detect cellulolytic enzyme activity.
Typically, soluble fluorescent enzyme substrates will
diffuse away too quickly to allow for localization of
activity. A fluorescent reagent system that could be
used to directly read hydrolysis activity in an imaging
modality could provide new insights to enzymatic ac-
tivity and synergy.

Since its discovery in the late 19th century, hydrox-
yl radicals produced via Fenton chemistry have found
use in many industrial applications, ranging from re-
moval of organics from contaminated wastewater,[23]

to redox-initiated free radical polymerization.[24, 25]

More recently in the biomaterials field, FeII Fenton re-
agents have been combined with GOx to achieve
spatially controlled release of hydroxyl radicals from
pre-existent poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogels.
For example, spatial confinement of radical genera-
tion at an interface was used to prepare multilayer
particles.[26] Fluorescent gels could also be produced
in response to immuno-recognition events.[27–29]

Here we extend the use of FeII Fenton reagents,
and demonstrate their application in a cellulase-
mediated polymerization system capable of monitoring cellu-
lose hydrolysis in real time. The hydrogel reagent signaling
system (HyReS system) described here detects cellulolytic
enzyme activity with good sensitivity and is compatible with
a variety of readout formats, including bulk turbidity and fluo-
rescence as well as spatially-resolved total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) and AFM imaging, as depicted in Figure 1 d.
The HyReS system relies on an FeII Fenton reagent that is oxi-
dized by hydrogen peroxide with concomitant production of
a reactive hydroxyl radical.

Results and Discussion

An overview of the HyReS system is shown in Figure 1 a. We
used enzyme formulations that incorporated the synergistic
endo- and exoglucanase activities of cellulolytic enzymes to-
gether with the cellobiase activity of b-glucosidase. b-glucosi-
dase is frequently supplemented into cellulolytic enzyme for-
mulations to convert cellobiose to glucose, thereby removing
a primary inhibitor of exoglucanases in the cocktail.[30] In our
system, b-glucosidase is responsible for production of glucose,

which is further oxidized by GOx, directly producing H2O2, a re-
actant in the Fenton reaction. Gel formation proceeded via hy-
droxyl radical initiated polymerization of PEG diacrylate in the
mixture, as depicted in Figure 1 c. Figure 1 b shows a represen-
tative gel film that polymerized onto a piece of filter paper
upon partial submersion into the HyReS system containing
1 mg mL!1 Tr enzyme cocktail for 30 min. The composition of
the HyReS mixture can be found in Table 1.

Figure 1. Overview of hydrogel reagent signaling (HyReS) system for detecting and imag-
ing the degradation of cellulosic substrates. a) Saccharification products are converted
into H2O2 via reaction with b-glucosidase and GOx. H2O2 proceeds with an Fe2+-Fenton
reagent to produce hydroxyl radicals that initiate hydrogel crosslinking. b) Photograph of
filter paper partially submerged in the HyReS mixture for 30 min. c) Scheme showing
structures of Rhod dye and gel cross-linker PEG diacrylate. d) Detection of the hydrogel
using bulk measurements and spatially resolved imaging. Left : Bulk measurements in
a parallel 96-well format provide a method for screening substrate pretreatment condi-
tions or optimizing enzyme formulations on soluble and solid substrates. Right: High-res-
olution imaging methods such as TIRF microscopy and AFM-imaging allow detection of
gel formation locally on fiber surfaces.

Table 1. Composition of the HyReS system.

Component Concentration

glucose oxidase 1 mg mL!1

FeSO4 250 mm
ascorbic acid 250 mm
PEG diacrylate (Mn 575) 15 wt %
acetate buffer, pH 4.5 20 mm
rhodamine B methacrylate 3.5 mm (epifluorescence)/35 nm (TIRF)/

none (turbidity, AFM)
cellulolytic enzymes 0–2 mg mL!1
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Initially, we tested the sensitivity of the HyReS system in de-
tecting glucose directly added to sample wells of a 96-well
plate. Since the PEG hydrogel turned the solution turbid as it
polymerized, the absorbance signal at 550 nm increased with
the amount of glucose in the solution. The results from a glu-
cose standard curve measured after 30 min reaction time are
shown in Figure 2 a. A glucose detection limit in the low micro-
molar range was found. This sensitivity is similar to
that found for microtiter plate DNS assays[31] and is
generally sufficient for assaying cellulases involved in
biomass conversion. Improvement in sensitivity was
achieved by rotary shaking of the plate during the re-
action. Inclusion of ascorbic acid in a 1:1 molar ratio
with FeSO4 also improved the sensitivity by serving
as a weak reducing agent in the HyReS system, re-
ducing FeIII back to FeII, thereby regenerating the
Fenton catalyst in situ.[32] When using the standard
HyReS system (Table 1) for detecting glucose, the dy-
namic range of detection was from 0.05 to 5 mm
(Figure 2 a).

Figure 2 b shows an endoglucanase assay per-
formed on the soluble cellulose analog carboxymeth-
yl cellulose (CMC). Varying amounts of b-1,4-endoglu-
canase from the thermophilic fungus Talaromyces
emersonii were added to 30 mm solutions of CMC
and the HyReS system at 37 8C (without ascorbic acid
in this case). Turbidity increased with CMCase activity
in a concentration dependent manner. Interestingly,
the final absorbance values achieved by different en-
doglucanase concentrations were not the same, sug-
gesting the kinetics of polymerization affect the final
absorbance signal generated. This result was likely at-
tributable to differences in gel density which led to
different optical extinction properties, or alternatively
due to entrapment of the endoglucanase during hy-
drogel polymerization that restricted access to the
CMC substrate.

Although CMC is commonly used for screening en-
doglucanase activity, it is a poor predictor of hydroly-
sis performance on pretreated natural biomass in the

context of biofuel production.
For this purpose, solid substrates
are typically more informative.
To demonstrate the capabilities
of the HyReS system on relevant
solid substrates, hydrolysis on
a variety of solid substrates was
measured using fluorescence de-
tection. Initially, Whatman #1
filter paper (FP) was used as the
source of glucose. FP was cut
into 6 mm disks and placed into
the wells of a 96-well plate. The
HyReS system including a fluores-
cent rhodamine monomer
(Rhod) was added to the FP
disks, along with 1 mg mL!1 of Tr

enzymes. At given time points, the wells were washed to
remove unreacted dye molecules, and the fluorescence was
measured (Figure 3 A). The result after 120 min was a pink-col-
ored gel that conformally coated the filter paper, observable
by eye with macroscopic dimensions (several mm thick). When
the reagent system was added in the absence of the hydrolytic
enzymes, background fluorescence remained low, indicating

Figure 2. Detection of hydrogel polymerization by turbidity measurements on soluble substrates. a) Glucose
standards were added to the HyReS system in a 96-well plate format. Absorbance at 600 nm due to light scatter-
ing by the polymerized hydrogel was measured after 30 min. Fits were performed using the Hill equation. b) Vary-
ing amounts of endoglucanase were added to CMC and the HyReS system. Turbidity was monitored over time.
Gel polymerization proceeded proportional to CMCase activity of the enzyme and could be followed continuously
in real time.

Figure 3. Detection of polymerization by Rhod fluorescence on solid substrates. a) Rhod
fluorescence intensity vs. time for HyReS system/Tr enzyme cocktail on filter paper. Sam-
ples were rinsed and fluorescence signal read at given time points (dark blue circle, lack-
ing Tr enzymes). Hill equation fits serve as a guide for the eye. b) Fluorescence intensity
vs. Tr enzyme concentration measured on filter paper after 120 min. c) Glucose standard
for solid substrate. Small volumes of glucose standards were applied onto the filter
paper to ensure similar diffusion geometry as during enzymatic hydrolysis of the sub-
strate. HyReS system without cellulases was applied and fluorescence intensity was mea-
sured after 60 min. d) HyReS system/Tr enzymes were applied to cellulosic substrates for
2 h. Normalized signal was robust in comparison with negative controls. CMC: carboxy-
methyl cellulose; Avicel: m-crystalline cellulose; Sigma: m-crystalline cellulose powder;
Hay: dilute acid pretreated hay; FP: filter paper; Clad. : pretreated algal Cladophora cellu-
lose.
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that the hydrogel assay was specific. Figure 3 b shows the fluo-
rescence signal after 120 min exposure of the HyReS system
with varying concentration of Tr cellulases to the filter paper.
These data show that our detection method discriminates be-
tween different levels of cellulolytic activity, with a linear dy-
namic range for Tr enzyme cocktails from 0.05 to 0.3 mg mL!1.
The assay precision ranged from 2.0 % at 0.3 mg mL!1 Tr en-
zymes to 52 % at 0.05 mg mL!1 Tr enzymes.

To assay the absolute amount of glucose produced by cellu-
lolytic enzymes on FP and not only the relative changes in ac-
tivity, we calibrated the assay to glucose standards. To mimic
the geometry of sugar release, FP disks were soaked with small
volumes of concentrated glucose solutions in varying concen-
trations. The HyReS system including Rhod but lacking Tr en-
zymes was then added and samples were incubated for 1 h.
Following rinsing, the fluorescence was measured (Figure 3 c).
The dynamic range of this standardization assay on glucose
was found to be from 0.1 to 2 mm. We attribute the decrease
of the sensitivity in comparison with turbidity assay to nonspe-
cific binding of Rhod to FP. The decreased sensitivity in the
high concentration range can be attributed to the readout
method. While the turbidity assay intrinsically integrates the
signal from full volume of hydrogel, fluorescence signal might
only be read from a limited volume close to the gel surface,
also dependent on gel density. Once this critical optical thick-
ness of the gel is exceeded, the same signal will be measured
for varying hydrogel coating thicknesses.

A small amount of nonspecific binding of Rhod to the solid
substrates was observable, but in general was not problematic.
Nonspecific binding is likely to be dependent on the type of
substrate, its charge properties, and pretreatment conditions.
Therefore, the performance of the HyReS system on a range of
cellulose substrates was tested to determine its substrate com-
patibility profile. As shown in Figure 3 c, the HyReS system
with fluorescence detection was found to provide high signal-
to-noise ratios on every substrate tested, including CMC,
Avicel, Sigma m-crystalline cellulose powder, dilute acid pre-
treated hay, filter paper, and pretreated algal Cladophora cellu-
lose. Non-specific binding was not found to be a limitation, as
indicated by the negative controls lacking the cellulolytic en-
zymes. The selectivity ratios of specific to non-specific signal
ranged from 4.4 for Avicel to 751.9 for Sigma m-crystalline cel-
lulose powder. All results were statistically significant using
a one-sided t-test to P<0.025. The system therefore has
a wide applicability and seems to provide high signal-to-noise
ratios on nearly any cellulose substrate susceptible to enzymat-
ic degradation.

The pH-dependence of the assay was investigated by pre-
paring the HyReS system at various pH values from 4.5 to 7.5
(see the Supporting Information). A pH of 5.0 or below was
necessary for the reaction due to base catalyzed oxidation of
FeII to FeIII at higher pH values and consequent quenching of
the reaction.[33] This low pH requirement might be limiting for
this system for some applications as fungal cellulases have pH
optima in the range of 4 to 6.5.[34] However, the HyReS system
pH range (<pH 5) matches optimal conditions for many cellu-
lolytic enzyme formulations (e.g. , Tr and A. niger cocktails).[35, 36]

Developing systems for real-time imaging of cellulose degra-
dation is an important step towards improved enzyme formu-
lations for biofuel development. In order to facilitate real-time
imaging we used TIRF microscopy, which only samples mole-
cules within an evanescent field extending away from the
glass surface to a distance of a few hundred nanometers. This
method restricts the excitation volume in a similar manner to
confocal microscopy.[37] We were able to use nM quantities of
the Rhod dye while simultaneously rejecting the fluorescent
background and imaging the buildup of gel on the cellulose
fibers. This setup eliminated the need to rinse away any un-
reacted Rhod before readout, significantly improving time res-
olution. The refractive index of the hydrogel is less than that of
glass, therefore the critical angle requirement for TIRF was
maintained and excitation light did not penetrate into the bulk
even as the gel formed at the surface.

Figure 4 shows time-lapse TIRF imaging with the HyReS
system. Cladophora cellulose was covalently labeled with a fluo-
rescein derivative[38] (5-(4,6-dichlorotriazinyl) aminofluorescein,
DTAF), and patterned in lines onto a cover slip (see Experimen-
tal Section). The sample was then imaged under liquid in the
TIRF microscope. Under blue illumination (See “TIRF-cellulose”,
Figure 4 a and e), patterned bands of labeled cellulose fibers
were clearly visible at the top and bottom of the image, and
reproduced the fibrous structure of the Cladophora cellulose in
the TIRF image. The cellulose-free band forms the black stripe
in the center of the image. Next, Tr enzymes and HyReS
system including Rhod dye at 35 nm were added to the liquid,
and images were collected over time under green illumination
(Figure 4 b–d). At time t = 0, the gel had not yet formed and
no Rhod signal was observable in the TIRF image (Figure 4 B).
By time t = 60 min. , HyReS polymerization had incorporated
Rhod into the hydrogel and the signal became observable in
the TIRF image, mainly at locations where the cellulose was de-
posited, reproducing the substrate pattern with high fidelity
(Figure 4 d). This result indicated that reaction of the oligosac-
charide hydrolysis products with the HyReS system compo-
nents and initiation of polymerization occurred quickly enough
to be localized to their site of production before the compo-
nents could diffuse away from the fiber surface. Negative con-
trol experiments lacking the Tr enzyme mixtures (Figure 4 e–h)
showed only low non-specific signal that did not co-localize
with the patterned substrate locations. The HyReS system
therefore served as an imaging method and provided a fluores-
cent readout that increased from a low background to a high
signal directly in response to hydrolysis of the substrate. To the
best of our knowledge, such a localized chemical imaging
system for cellulolytic activity has never been shown before
using fluorescence detection. Such a method could provide
distinct advantages in studies on cellulase synergy and sus-
ceptibility of cellulose substrates to degradation at specific lo-
cations (e.g. , branch points, fibril ends, and/or crystalline
faces).

To obtain more detailed information about the morphology
of the hydrogel formation on solid substrates, we employed
time resolved AFM imaging. DTAF-labeled cellulose was spin-
coated uniformly onto a coverslip and the HyReS system was
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applied for varying amounts of time. Afterwards, samples were
carefully rinsed and imaged in tapping mode in air (Figure 4 i–
l). The Cladophora celluose formed a dense mat on the glass
surface, consisting mostly of thin and long features corre-
sponding to single cellulose fibers or small fiber bundles (Fig-
ure 4 i). After 20 min, the HyReS system formed distinctive hy-
drogel features on the surface with heights of up to several
hundred nm. The number and size of the features clearly in-
creased with assay time. After an hour, large piles of hydrogel
with heights of up to hundreds of nm and widths of several
mm could be observed. This demonstrates the high signal am-
plification achieved by HyReS system because each hydroxyl
radical initiates chain propagation that incorporates several
hundred monomers into the growing gel. Additionally, the
signal is integrated over time as the gel builds up. These am-
plification and integration mechanisms convert the glucose
signal generated upon hydrolysis of nanometer-scale cellulose
fibers into micrometer-scale hydrogel formations. At the same
time, the size of the hydrogel formations originating from
small cellulose features sets the intrinsic limit to the spatial res-
olution of presented method. The negative control showed
small amounts of unspecific polymerization, consistent with
our observations from TIRF imaging.

Conclusion

We have shown that the HyReS
system, comprising a mixture of
cellulolytic enzymes, b-glucosi-
dase, GOx, FeII, ascorbic acid,
PEG diacrylate, and Rhod is a ver-
satile tool for detecting and
imaging cellulolytic enzyme ac-
tivity on a wide range of solid
and soluble cellulose substrates.
The system is compatible with
turbidity detection on soluble
substrates, and with fluores-
cence detection for insoluble
substrates. Using the turbidity
method, we have demonstrated
glucose sensitivity in the low mi-
cromolar range which is on par
with other bulk glucose determi-
nations (e.g. , DNS[31]). Analagous
to conventional GOx/HRP sys-
tems, our system includes an
amplification step as many viny-
lated monomers are incorporat-
ed into the growing gel for
every hydroxyl radical initiator
produced from glucose. Addi-
tionally, our system has other
added advantages, such as local-
ization of the signal to crystalline
solid–liquid interfaces, and inte-

gration of the signal over time and space. We have further-
more presented results that demonstrate the HyReS system as
an imaging platform for use in combination with TIRF micros-
copy and AFM, providing real-time imaging of cellulose hydrol-
ysis with high spatial resolution. Our AFM imaging results dem-
onstrate the extent of signal amplification that is possible
when attempting to observe cellulose digestibility on nanome-
ter-scale fibers. These unique features of the HyReS system can
contribute to our understanding of how substrate structure af-
fects enzymatic hydrolysis, and also move toward assaying the
activity of individual cellulolytic complexes (i.e. , cellulosomes)
deposited onto cellulosic substrates. These results taken to-
gether establish the HyReS system as a competitive cellulase
assay platform with the added advantage of spatially resolved
localized chemical imaging.

Experimental Section

Materials: Methacryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B (Rhod)
was obtained from Polysciences Inc. (Warrington, PA, USA). Beta-
1,4-endoglucanase from T. emersonii was purchased from Mega-
zyme (Ireland). Glucose oxidase from A. niger and b-glucosidase
from almonds were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. All other re-
agents were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich and used without fur-
ther purification. Composition of the standard reagent mixture

Figure 4. Time-lapse TIRF(a–h) and AFM (i–l) imaging. Cellulose fibers were covalently labelled with a fluorescein
derivative (DTAF) and patterned onto a cover slip. The stripes of patterned cellulose were clearly visible in blue
TIRF illumination, while a middle band of the cover slip remained cellulose-free (a and e). The HyReS mixture in-
cluding 35 nm Rhod and 2 mg mL!1 Tr cellulases was added and sample was imaged under green illumination for
60 min (b, c, and d). Polymerization of the fluorescent hydrogel clearly co-localized with locations of micropat-
terned cellulose. The negative control experiment lacking Tr enzymes (images f, g, and h) showed only low non-
specific background that did not co-localize with substrate locations. AFM height images (i–l) were obtained on
cellulose that was deposited uniformly across the entire cover glass and exposed to the HyReS mixture. Panel (l)
shows the negative control (60 min (!)) lacking Tr enzymes.
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used for cellulase activity detection is shown in Table 1. All experi-
ments used this standard mixture with slight variations noted in
the text. Reagents were premixed prior to each experiment. Poly-
(propylene) 96-well were purchased from Grenier (Bio-One).

Turbidity measurements on soluble substrates: For the glucose
calibration plot (Figure 2 a), wells of a 96-well plate were filled with
100 mL of acetate buffer containing twice the target concentration
of the HyReS system (Table 1). An equal volume of acetate buffer
(100 mL) containing twice the target glucose concentration was
added. Monitoring of the absorbance (600 nm) began immediately
and continued for 30 min inside a plate reader (Tecan M1000 Pro)
at 37 8C. The endoglucanase assay (Figure 2 b) was performed simi-
larly, using CMC in place of glucose. CMC (degree of substitution:
0.60–0.95) was dissolved in acetate buffer, pH 4.5. Each well was
filled with a total volume of 100 mL containing the indicated
amount of CMC, cellulolytic enzymes, and the standard HyReS re-
agent mixture (without Rhod dye). The plate was incubated at
37 8C inside a plate reader and absorbance was measured continu-
ously at 550 nm. The reported errors correspond to the standard
deviation of at least three independent measurements.

Fluorescence measurements on solid substrates: Filter paper
(Whatman #1, FP) was cut into disks (6 mm diameter, 2.5 mg cellu-
lose), placed into the wells of a 96-well plate and used as the cellu-
lose substrate. For calibration of the assay, 5 mL of glucose stand-
ards were allowed to soak into the FP disks, followed by addition
of 195 mL of HyReS system (lacking cellulases). After incubation at
37 8C, unreacted monomer was removed with a water rinse using
a microplate strip washer (ELx50, BioTek). Fluorescence at 580 nm
was measured in a plate reader with excitation at 555 nm. For the
cellulase assays, a total liquid volume of 200 mL containing cellulo-
lytic enzymes (range 0–1 mg mL!1) together with 3.5 mm Rhod and
the standard reagent mixture (Table 1) was added to each well.
After incubation at 37 8C, polymerization was stopped by removing
unreacted monomer with a water rinse using ELx50 Microplate
Strip Washer (BioTech). Fluorescence was measured immediately
with a plate reader (M1000pro, Tecan) with excitation at 555 nm,
and emission at 580 nm. The reported errors correspond to the
standard deviation of at least three independent measurements.

DTAF-grafted cellulose fibers (DTAF-CF): Cellulose fibers were ex-
tracted from fresh Cladophora algae according to published proto-
cols.[39, 40] Noncellulosic cell components were first extracted in
98 % ethanol at 50 8C for 24 h. Solid material was filtered and sub-
sequently boiled for 2 h in 0.1 m NaOH. After exchanging the
NaOH solution, cellulose was again extracted at 80 8C overnight.
Afterwards, the sample was immersed in 0.05 m HCl at room tem-
perature for 12 h, filtered, thoroughly washed with water and
freeze-dried. In order to obtain cellulose microcrystals, the sample
was further acid hydrolyzed in 40 % H2SO4 at 70 8C for 12 h. After
extensive centrifugal separation and washing, cellulose was dia-
lyzed against deionized water and the suspension was stored in
water at 4 8C in darkness for up to several weeks prior to use.
Cladophora cellulose fibers obtained in this way were covalently la-
beled with the fluorescent dye DTAF according to previously pub-
lished protocols.[38, 42] In short, 5 mg of DTAF was dissolved in 1 mL
of 0.2 m NaOH. The resulting solution was mixed with 500 mL of
the cellulose suspension in water and reacted for 24 h at room
temperature. Unreacted dye was removed by centrifugal washing
five times followed by dialysis against water.

Cellulose micropatterning: Round cover slips (borosilicate, 22 mm
dia. , 0.2 mm thickness, Thermo Fisher) were aminosilanized follow-

ing previously published procedures.[41] DTAF-labeled cellulose
fibers were patterned on aminosilanized cover slips under flow in
a PDMS microfluidic channel. A PDMS mold with two parallel chan-
nels 100 mm wide, 28 mm high and 2 cm long, spaced 15 mm apart
was produced using standard soft lithography methods, and ap-
plied onto an aminosilanized glass surface and cured at 65 8C over-
night. A suspension of DTAF-CF was sonicated for 3 min to dis-
perse fibrils, introduced into the channels and incubated for 5 min.
The negatively charged DTAF-CFs adhered to positively charged
aminosilanized glass surface. Afterwards, the channels were flushed
with water to remove weakly bound fibers. The flow channel was
then removed, and surfaces were blocked for 2 h by exposure to
a solution of 2 mg mL!1 BSA in acetate buffer (20 mm, pH 4.5) fol-
lowed by rinsing with water.

Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy: Fluorescence
imaging was carried out in TIRF excitation on a custom-built multi-
color TIRF microscope, similar to the instrument described previ-
ously by Gumpp et al.[43] Blue DTAF dye was excited by the 488 nm
line and Rhod by the 561 nm line of the TOPTICA iChrome MLE-
LFA laser through a 100 " , NA 1.49 oil immersion objective lens
(Nikon Apochromat). We used ET525/36 and HC600/37 emission fil-
ters mounted in Optosplit III (Carin Research) for detection of DTAF
and Rhod fluorescence, respectively. The emitted light was detect-
ed using a 1024 " 1024 pixel back-illuminated EMCCD camera
(Andor iXon3 888).
The cover glass with micropatterned lines of DTAF-CFs was placed
in a liquid-tight holder and mounted on the fluorescence micro-
scope. First, cellulose fibers in buffer were imaged under buffer to
verify patterning fidelity. To visualize hydrogel build-up in real
time, 300 mL of the standard reagent mixture supplemented with
2 mg mL!1 Tr cellulolytic enzymes, and 35 nm Rhod were added
onto the sample. Time series were recorded in blue and green
channels with an integration time of 0.5 s per frame and 10 s be-
tween acquisitions. The Peltier-cooled CCD chip was typically oper-
ated at a temperature of !80 8C and an electron multiplication
gain of 150 " and 200 " was used for blue and green channels re-
spectively.

Atomic force microscopy: Measurements were carried out using
MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research) in combination with AC160 canti-
levers (resonance frequency: 300 kHz, spring constant: 27 N m!1,
Olympus). All imaging studies were done in tapping mode with
amplitude of ~100 nm. DTAF-CFs were spin coated onto an amino-
silanized cover slip (3000 rpm, 60 s). The standard hydrogel reagent
mix including 1 mg mL!1 Tr cellulases was added to the cover slip
and sample was incubated for varying amounts of time at 37 8C.
Polymerization was stopped by a gentle rinse in a beaker of ultra-
pure water. The sample was blow dried with gentle nitrogen
stream and imaged in air.
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Supporting figures 

 
 
 

Supporting Figure 2. pH-dependence of the HyReS signal on filter paper using 
fluorescence detection. Base catalyzed oxidation of the Fe(II) catalyst quenches the 
reaction above pH 5. 
 

Supporting Figure 1. Absorbance spectrum of the polymerized hydrogel. 20 mM 
CMC were mixed with 1mg/ml T. reesei enzymes and the hydrogel standard mix. 
After the full polymerization absorbance was measured using a plate reader (M1000 
pro, Tecan). 
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3.6 Publication P6: Quantifying Synergy, Thermostability, and Targeting of Cellu-
lolytic Enzymes and Cellulosomes with Polymerization-Based Amplification

The following publication develops the cellulase activity assay introduced in
section publication P5 further to allow for a label-free, parallelized and highly
sensitive determination of cellulolytic efficiency on solid substrates. This one-pot
implementation relies on monitoring the attenuation of cellulose autofluorescence
as an opaque hydrogel polymerizes on top of the sample in direct response to
glucose produced during saccharification. It enabled a differentiation of cellulolytic
enzyme performance based on thermostability, substrate targeting, and synergistic
effects.
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Quantifying Synergy, Thermostability, and Targeting of Cellulolytic
Enzymes and Cellulosomes with Polymerization-Based Amplification
Klara H. Malinowska, Thomas Rind, Tobias Verdorfer, Hermann E. Gaub, and Michael A. Nash*

Lehrstuhl für Angewandte Physik and Center for Nanoscience, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitaẗ, 80799 Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT: We present a polymerization-based assay for determining the
potency of cellulolytic enzyme formulations on pretreated biomass substrates.
Our system relies on monitoring the autofluorescence of cellulose and
measuring the attenuation of this fluorescent signal as a hydrogel consisting
of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) polymerizes on top of the cellulose in
response to glucose produced during saccharification. The one-pot method
we present is label-free, rapid, highly sensitive, and requires only a single
pipetting step. Using model enzyme formulations derived from Trichoderma
reesei, Trichoderma longibrachiatum, Talaromyces emersonii and recombinant bacterial minicellulosomes from Clostridium
thermocellum, we demonstrate the ability to differentiate enzyme performance based on differences in thermostability, cellulose-
binding domain targeting, and endo/exoglucanase synergy. On the basis of its ease of use, we expect this cellulase assay platform
to be applicable to enzyme screening for improved bioconversion of lignocellulosic biomass.

A long-standing goal in the chemical sciences has been to
develop biobased systems for efficient conversion of

naturally occurring plant cell wall biomass into soluble sugars.
This second-generation route toward renewable fuels and
chemicals has the potential to alter the international landscape
governing energy and chemical commodity markets in the near
future. Efficient production of soluble fermentable sugars from
lignocellulosic biomass would provide a valuable input into
standard fermentation processes, or alternatively feed into
processes involving synthetic microorganisms for the produc-
tion of a wide range of chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and other
valuable products.
In order to improve biological enzyme-based conversion

systems for saccharification of lignocellulosic biomass, enzyme
formulations are being steadily improved through a combina-
tion of directed evolution and semirational design strategies.1−3

In terms of screening for enzyme activity, lignocellulosic
bioconversion systems present a unique challenge.4 The
lignocellulosic substrates are not easily standardized, and the
mass content of the primary components (lignin, hemi-
celluloses, and cellulose) will vary widely depending on the
nature of the feedstock, where it was grown, and how it was
pretreated.5 Also, microscopic structure of a substrate plays a
key role in enzyme adsorption, kinetics, and efficiency, as
shown by recent spatially and time-resolved studies utilizing
fluorescence6−9 and atomic force microscopy.10−12 New assays
for evaluating the effectiveness of enzyme formulations on real-
world industrially relevant pretreated biomass that are
straightforward to implement, compatible on natural substrates,
rapid, and highly sensitive are therefore clearly needed.
Here we present the use of a label-free hydrogel reagent

signaling system (HyReS) for assaying hydrolysis of lignocellu-
losic biomass. Formation of a cross-linked hydrogel at the
location of glucose production attenuates the autofluorescence
of cellulose and is used for quantifying total cellulolytic activity.

The HyReS assay has an ability to rapidly quantify activity,
thermostability, exo/endo synergy, and targeting effects in
cellulotytic enzyme formulations as well as to show digestibility
variations between different industrially relevant types of
biomass.13

Assay Principle. Most of the commonly used cellulase
activity assays rely on absorption or fluorescent dyes for signal
detection. Those include the IUPAC-standardized colorimetric
filter paper assay (FPA) in traditional14,15 and microplate16−18

formats, as well as bioenzymatic assays such as glucose oxidase
(GOx)/horseradish peroxidase systems with fluorescence
detection19,20 and hexokinase/glucose-6-phosphate dehydro-
genase systems based on nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
absorbance in the near-UV.21,22 Novel glucose detection
techniques also use fluorescent dyes for readout.20,23−25

However, both cellulose and lignin exhibit autofluores-
cence,26,27 a property that was previously used to map changes
in cellulose and lignin content and their spatial distribution
during biomass pretreatment28 and to track changes in biomass
structure along with localization of cellulolytic enzymes in real
time.6 As we show in this work, the intrinsic fluorescence of
biomass can also be exploited to eliminate the need for dyes
and labels in cellulolytic assays altogether.
Activity of cellulolytic cocktails is routinely assayed on

standardized substrates such as filter paper, carboxymethyl
cellulose (CMC), or Avicel29 which, though readily available
and easy to handle, have properties distinctly different from
those of industrially relevant pretreated biomass.30 The need
for employing real lignocellulosic substrates in screening of
cellulases is recognized in the community.4,31,32 Several
solutions have been proposed including the use of finely
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ground substrate in suspension33 and preparation of substrate
discs from biomass sheets.34

The principle of our label-free HyReS system is the
attenuation of lignocellulose autofluorescence due to light
scattering on a hydrogel film formed at the location of glucose
production (Figure 1). The GOx/Fe(II) system, described

previously in detail by our group and others,25,35,36 enables
selective polymerization of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
hydrogel in the presence of glucose. Glucose is oxidized by
GOx, and the resulting hydrogen peroxide further reacts with a
Fenton reagent (Fe2+ ions) producing ·OH radicals. The
resultant hydroxyl radicals then initiate free radical polymer-
ization of PEG diacrylate, resulting in a densely cross-linked gel.
Radical polymerization serves as a signal amplification step
since multiple monomers are incorporated into the hydrogel
network for each released glucose molecule. The Fenton
reagent can then be regenerated in the reaction of Fe3+ with
ascorbic acid.37 Substrate autofluorescence is measured in epi-
illumination mode from above, and formation of turbid gel is
detected via fluorescence signal attenuation.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Substrate Characterization. We prepared 6 mm discs of

pretreated biomass (napier grass and miscanthus, Figure 2,
parts A and B) using standard laboratory equipment. As
opposed to filter paper, pretreated biomass contains traces of
lignin which influences its digestibility. Figure 2C shows Raman
spectra of substrates with bands attributed to cellulose (380,
435, 1095, 1123, 1377, and 2985 cm−1) present in all samples
and lignin (1600 cm−1) absent in filter paper.38 Autofluor-
escence spectral scans of all substrates (Figure 2D−F) were
dominated by broad cellulose peaks with maxima at λex =
365 nm and λem = 430 nm.27 An additional broad shoulder at
longer wavelengths present in the spectra of napier grass and
miscanthus originates from lignin,28 while multiple bands at

shorter wavelengths in the spectrum of filter paper were
attributed to optical brighteners.39 These results identify 365/
430 nm wavelength as an optimal choice for universal detection
of biomass substrates using the HyReS assay.
We note that drying of biomass can affect the crystalline

structure and digestability. The polymerization assay, however,
is also compatible with never-dried biomass. In our experience,
simple centrifugation of a biomass slurry in a 96-well plate
results in a compacted cellulose sediment at the bottom of the
wells that is sufficiently cohesive to withstand gentle addition of
liquid, allowing for the same autofluorescence measurement
(described below) to be performed with never-dried biomass.

Assay Validation. In a proof-of-principle experiment, we
used the label-free HyReS system to quantify cellulolytic
activity of a Trichoderma reesei enzyme cocktail. Cellulases over
a concentration range from 0 to 100 μg mL−1 were premixed
with components of the label-free HyReS assay and preheated
to 37 °C. Discs of pretreated biomass were placed in wells of a
microtiter plate, and the assay mix was added. The plate was
incubated at 37 °C, and cellulose fluorescence was monitored
over time.
The resulting time-resolved autofluorescence attenuation

patterns were similar for both biomass samples (Figure 3, parts
A and B, top). During the first 20 min of incubation,
fluorescence intensity decreased until a plateau was reached
at approximately 80% of initial signal intensity. This behavior
was consistent for all wells including the negative control
without cellulolytic enzymes present. This initial decrease was
due to changes in the liquid meniscus shape at early time
points, confirmed by time-lapse video microscopy of the wells
from the side. Control measurements indicated no significant
photobleaching of the sample under the experimental
conditions. After this initial decline in fluorescence, a second
drop in signal intensity down to approximately 40% of the
initial fluorescence was observed. The second drop in
autofluorescence was the result of formation of a thin, opaque
hydrogel film on the substrate surface. Afterward, the
fluorescence intensity rose slightly until the end of the
measurement, which can be explained by a gradual evaporation
of liquid from the wells, resulting in a decreased path length
through the liquid.
The time at which the hydrogel film formed and attenuated

the fluorescence signal was dependent on the concentration of
cellulases present in the sample. Higher concentrations of
cellulolytic enzymes resulted in a faster rise of glucose
concentration in the vicinity of the substrate and led to earlier
formation of the hydrogel film. To quantify this effect, we
developed a data analysis method involving normalization,
smoothing, and numerical differentiation of fluorescence time
traces (see the Experimental Section). The maximum value of
the derivative corresponds to the fastest signal attenuation per
unit time and, consequently, to the most rapid rate of hydrogel
production (Figure 3, parts A and B, bottom). The time at
which the maximal signal change occurred plotted against the
concentration of cellulolytic enzymes on a log scale (Figure
3C) shows that the relation between cellulose concentration
and attenuation time is nonlinear. The assay is sensitive down
to 3 and 1 μg mL−1 T. reesei enzymatic cocktail within 200 min
on napier grass and miscanthus, respectively. Longer incubation
times can increase sensitivity even further. In terms of absolute
glucose sensitivity, our prior work described calibration of a
similar HyReS assay that did not rely on substrate

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the label-free HyReS system. (A)
Cellulolytic enzymes (e.g., exo/endoglucanase and β-glucosidase)
hydrolyze lignocellulosic biomass producing glucose. Saccharification
products are oxidized by GOx creating hydrogen peroxide that reacts
with an Fe2+ Fenton reagent to produce short-lived hydroxyl radicals.
The hydroxyl radicals initiate free radical polymerization of a PEG
hydrogel, cross-linking PEG at the surface of the cellulosic substrate.
(B) Autofluorescence of cellulose in the near-UV range is used to
detect the hydrogel film. Prior to hydrogel formation, the optical path
between the excitation source and detector remains unobstructed and
the epifluorescence signal is collected. Once glucose release initiates
gel formation, both excitation and emission light is scattered by the
turbid gel, resulting in signal attenuation.
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autofluorescence. For that system, linear dynamic range was
between 0.05 and 5 mM glucose.25

In an analogous experiment we tested the ability of the
system to detect differences in combined cellulolytic activity of
exoglucanase (cellobiohydrolase I, EXG), endoglucanase
(ENG), and β-glucosidase (βG) upon changes in ENG
concentration. The concentrations of EXG and βG were kept
constant at 1 μM and 1 mg mL−1, respectively, while the
concentration of ENG was varied between 0 and 0.5 μM. The
position of the maximum rate of change of the fluorescence
signal correlated well with enzymatic activity (Figure 4).
Mixtures containing more ENG produced glucose faster and
thus enabled the formation of a hydrogel film in a much shorter
time.
Quantifying Synergistic and Targeting Effects. Syn-

ergy, or an enhanced activity of different types of cellulases
acting together, is an important design parameter for
development of multienzyme formulations.40,41 However,
synergistic effects in complex mixtures of enzymes can be
hard to predict, and the extent of synergy is strongly substrate-
dependent, competition being the most extreme case.42 Also,
the efficiency of targeting enzymes to the substrate by cellulose
binding modules (CBMs) is strongly dependent on the
microscopic structure of biomass.43 Because of these complex
enzyme−enzyme and enzyme−substrate dependencies, it is
important to experimentally evaluate various cellulase compo-
sitions on relevant biomass sources to adequately judge synergy
and targeting effects.
To address this point, we used the label-free HyReS assay to

assess cellulolytic activity of an enzyme mixture containing
1 μM EXG, 0.1 μM ENG, and 1 mg mL−1 βG on miscanthus

and napier grass (Figure 5). While EXG alone and combined
with βG was equally effective on both substrates, the rate of
glucose production from napier grass by ENG (with and
without βG) was much higher than from miscanthus. As
expected, combining EXG and ENG led to drastically increased
hydrolysis rates on both substrates. For example, the Tmax
values for individual EXG and ENG on miscanthus were 109
and 127 min, respectively, which corresponds to the activity of
approximately 4 and 1 mg mL−1 of T. reesei enzymatic mixture.
The combined EXG/ENG mixture had Tmax of 61 min, which
compares with the hydrolytic potential of approximately 15 mg
mL−1 of T. reesei cellulases. The activity of the EXG/ENG
mixture was much higher than the sum of activities of the
separate EXG and ENG enzymes independently, therefore
indicating their synergistic action on solid cellulose. It is worth
noting that a EXG/ENG/βG formulation was more effective on
pretreated napier grass than on miscanthus, contrary to the T.
reesei cocktail which hydrolyzed the latter substrate preferably
(Figure 3).
CBMs are known to increase cellulolytic activity both when

connected to single catalytic domains by flexible linkers and
when incorporated into cellulosomal scaffolding.44,45 We
evaluated the effect of CBM incorporation of cellulose
decomposition by comparing trimodular Cel8A-loaded mini-
cellulosomes with and without a CBM in the scaffold.
Concentrations of 0.2 μM of minicellulosomes (corresponding
to 0.6 μM of endoglucanase) showed a significant increase in
hydrolysis rate on various biomass types when loaded onto a
miniscaffold containing a CBM domain (Figure 6). This was
due to the high affinity of CBM to cellulose that prolonged the
bound lifetime of the catalytic domains on the substrate and

Figure 2. Pretreated biomass substrate characterization. Side and top view of cylindrical discs (6 mm in diameter) produced from (A) napier and (B)
miscanthus perennial grass. (C) Raman spectra of pretreated biomass substrates using 568 nm excitation. Bands at 380, 435, 1095, 1123, 1377, and
2985 cm−1 were attributed to cellulose, with lignin contribution visible at 1600 cm−1. Spectra were background-corrected and vertically offset for
clarity. Excitation/emission autofluorescence spectral scans of (D) filter paper, (E) miscanthus, and (F) napier grass exhibited a prominent cellulose
peak at ≈365/430 nm λex/λem. A lignin shoulder at longer wavelengths was present in miscanthus and napier grass samples.
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increased their concentration in the immediate proximity of the
substrate.
Quantifying Thermostability of Cellulases. One more

application that we foresee for the HyReS assay is selecting
cellulases for thermostability, a quality which can increase their
lifetime under the harsh conditions required for bioprocess-
ing.46 As an example, two cellulases, EXG and ENG, were heat-
shocked at 80 °C for variable time intervals from 0 to 90 min.

Afterward, their activity on filter paper was evaluated using
the dye-free HyReS assay (Figure 7). The gel formation in
presence of ENG was fast regardless of prolonged heat
exposure, indicating that activity of this thermophilic enzyme
remained largely unaffected by temperature. On the contrary,
activity of the EXG decreased drastically after 5 min of heat
shock, and after 9 min gel formation was not detectable,
indicating total loss of activity of this mesophilic enzyme.

Figure 3. Detecting the cellulolytic activity of the T. reesei enzymatic
cocktail. Attenuation of (A) napier grass and (B) miscanthus
autofluorescence by the hydrogel film formed in response to enzymatic
glucose production. (A and B, top) Changes of fluorescence signal in
time. The shadowed area represents standard deviation of five
independent measurements. (A and B, bottom) First derivative of
fluorescence signal over time. (C) Time at which the peak in
fluorescence derivative occurs plotted against the T. reesei enzymatic
cocktail concentration. Lower Tmax values represent high enzymatic
activity.

Figure 4. Detecting cellulolytic activity of an exo/endoglucanase mix
by measuring attenuation of (A) napier grass and (B) miscanthus
autofluorescence. (A and B, top) Changes of epifluorescent signal vs
time. Shadowed areas represent the standard deviation of five
measurements. (A and B, bottom) First derivative of fluorescence
signal vs time. (C) Time at which the peak in fluorescence derivative
occurs plotted against the ENG concentration. The concentration of
EXG was kept constant at 1 μM.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
Several qualities significantly differentiate the label-free HyReS
system from other cellulolytic activity assays, and from our
prior work.25 The simplicity of preparation of substrate discs
from virtually any type of pretreated biomass allows the
assessment of hydrolytic potential of enzymatic cocktails in
conditions relevant to the biomass-to-bioenergy industry. This
feature circumvents the issue of many commonly used assays,
including FPA, that are limited to artificial substrates.30

Directed evolution studies would especially benefit from
using natural biomass during screening processes. The
screening method is of course crucial in this context. As the
saying goes, “you get what you screen for”.4,47 In principle our
method of preparing pretreated biomass discs can be used in
combination with different sugar readout modes; however, the
impact of the substrate on assay results (e.g., unspecific
adsorption of dyes) should be carefully assessed.
Our label-free HyReS assay is compatible with 96-well plates

allowing for easy experiment parallelization and laboratory
automation. Liquid handling is relatively uninvolved, and all
assay components can be premixed in bulk. After applying
HyReS reagents onto biomass discs, no additional pipetting
steps are required and readout takes place from the same
microtiter plate. This is in contrast to the FPA and other
bioenzymatic assays where the addition of further reagents and
alteration of buffering conditions is necessary before developing
color in an additional incubation step. The general issue of
reproducibility and poor comparability due to extreme

sensitivity to experimental conditions is a widely acknowledged
problem for cellulase assays in general.5,29 Our one-step rapid
protocol simplifies the liquid handling and therefore improves
reproducibility on any cellulosic substrate of choice. It is also
possible to use HyReS system at elevated, more catalytically
relevant temperatures (i.e., 48 °C, data not shown).
Our prior work demonstrated that the same redox/enzyme

signaling pathway could be used to polymerize fluorescent
hydrogels incorporating a rhodamine-acryl compound.25 Our

Figure 5. Activity of trimodular endoglucanase-loaded minicellulo-
somes on pretreated napier and miscanthus grasses. (A, top) Changes
of epifluorescence signal in time. Shadow area represents standard
deviation of five measurements. (A, bottom) First derivative of
fluorescence signal over time. (B) Time at which the peak in
fluorescence derivative occurs for miniscaffolds with and without CBM
(see inset). ∗ P < 0.01, ∗∗ P < 0.005 in two-tailed unpaired Student t
test.

Figure 6. Detecting synergistic effects between exoglucanases (1 μM),
endocellulases (0.1 μM), and β-glucosidase (1 mg mL−1). (A and B,
top) Changes of epifluorescence signal in time. Shadowed areas
represent standard deviation of five measurements. (A and B, bottom)
First derivative of fluorescence signal over time. (C) Time at which the
peak in fluorescence derivative occurs for various enzyme
compositions.
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current method significantly differentiates itself from this prior
art in several ways. First, the current method is label-free,
requiring no dyes whatsoever. Instead we rely on the
fluorescent emission inherent to the substrate. Second, we
used here a fundamentally different measurement modality
based on absorbance/scattering of excitation and emission
beams, with a reflective component to the signal contributing in
epi-illumination. And third, we have demonstrated for the first
time the implementation of a hydrogel-based assay for
differentiation of cellulase mixtures based on endo/exo synergy
and CBM-targeting ability. Additionally we assayed thermo-
stability of enzymes with the one-pot polymerization assay.
We note the assay as implemented here is primarily a

threshold measurement, meaning a certain amount of glucose is
required to initiate polymerization. Once the amount of glucose
has been produced, polymerization occurs quickly and
concludes with relatively little continued gel growth at longer
time points. We took as the assay figure of merit the time
required to initiate polymerization and found this to be a
semiquantitative estimator of hydrolytic enzyme activity.
Despite its advantages, the HyReS system also has some

associated limitations. Our one-step protocol introduces
possible interference of assay components on cellulolytic
activity. In particular, changes in substrate structure and
enzyme−substrate interactions induced by PEG4050 could be
of potential concern. However, PEG has been shown to
enhance enzymatic hydrolysis of lignocellulose, and we do not
expect it to adversely affect most cellulase enzymes.5,48,49

Potential restrictions on the HyReS assay in terms of pH
requirements along with absolute glucose sensitivity are
discussed in detail in our previous work.25

We also note that due to the complex multistep signal
amplification mechanism, the response of our label-free HyReS
assay is nonlinear (see Figure 3A). We believe the assay is best
suited for determining early stage hydrolytic efficacy, before
trapping of enzymes inside the gel structure and transport
limitations become dominant. The HyReS assay cannot provide
an activity measure in terms of glucose production per unit of
time. It is most suitable for applications where direct
comparisons between cellulolytic activities at early time points
is preferred. However, we do not see this as compromising the
assay applicability. Complex synergistic relationships between
cellulases and an intricate interplay between substrate structure
and enzyme composition limits the predictive power of rational

design for enzymatic cocktails. In most cases a direct
comparative empirical approach is indeed necessary.4

In conclusion we developed a label-free, polymerization-
based HyReS for determining the hydrolysis of lignocellulosic
biomass. Through radical polymerization of a cross-linked
hydrogel at the location of glucose production, we achieve high
signal amplification and specificity for quantifying total
cellulolytic activity. Our assay is fast, easy to automate and
parallelize, and can be used in combination with arbitrary
(ligno)cellulose sources including pretreated biomass. The
ability to determine cellulolytic activity, thermostability, exo/
endo synergy, and targeting effects in cellulolytic enzyme
formulations and cellulosomes establishes the HyReS assay as a
valuable method for enzyme screening for improved bio-
conversion of lignocellulose.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Exoglucanase (EXG, cellobiohydrolase I from

Trichoderma longibrachiatum, specific activity 0.1 U/mg at
40 °C, pH 4.5) and endoglucanase (ENG, endo-1,4-β-D-
glucanase from Talaromyces emersonii, specific activity 64 U/mg
at 40 °C, pH 4.5) were purchased from Megazyme (Ireland).
Cellulase from Trichoderma reesei ATCC 26921 (8 U/mg at 37
°C, pH 5), GOx from Aspergillus niger, and βG from almonds
(2.1 U/mg at 37 °C, pH 5.0) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Minicellulosomes consisting of three dockerin-
containing CelA enzymatic units (cellulase 8A from Clostridium
thermocellum) arranged on trimodular scaffoldin were pur-
chased from NZYtech (Portugal). Two different scaffoldins,
with (3xGH8 + Coh-CBM3-Coh-Coh) and without (3xGH8 +
Coh-Coh-Coh) family 3 CBM, were used. Black, flat-bottom
polypropylene 96-well plates were purchased from Grenier
(Bio-One). All other reagents were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich and used without further purification.

Biomass Pretreatment. Two types of energy crops, napier
grass (Pennisetum purpureum) and miscanthus (Miscanthus ×
giganteus), were used as sources of biomass. Plant matter was
mechanically processed to produce coarse powder. Non-
cellulosic components were extracted with 0.1 M NaOH at
80 °C for 12 h with stirring. After thorough rinsing with water,
the biomass sample was delignified in 0.05 M HCl at room
temperature for 12 h with stirring. The sample was washed with
water until neutral pH was reached. The sample was filtered
through Whatman filter paper using Büchner funnel to produce
an entangled pad of ∼3 mm thickness. The pad was peeled of
filter paper and dried overnight at 37 °C. Discs of 6 mm were
cut out from the dry, paper-like product using a hole punch.

Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra were obtained using
T64000 triple grating Raman system (Horiba Scientific,
France). The measurements were performed in air using a
568 nm argon/krypton gas laser line (Coherent) and a 100×
MPlanN air objective (NA 0.9, Olympus). Spectra were
calibrated with the Raman line of silicon at 520.70 cm−1.

HyReS Assay. All measurements were performed in 20 mM
sodium acetate (NaAc) buffer at pH 4.5. The HyReS mix
supplemented with cellulolytic enzymes of interest was freshly
prepared before each experiment and preheated to 37 °C.
Composition of the standard reagent mixture is shown in Table
1.
A black 96-well polypropylene plate with flat bottom was first

cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and washed with deionized
water. The biomass discs were carefully placed at the bottom of
the plate wells, and the plate was preheated to 37 °C. The wells

Figure 7. Thermostability of cellulases. Time needed to reach
maximum of the gel growth rate is plotted against heat-shock time
at 80 °C. Linear fits serve as a guide for the eye.
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were then filled with 200 μL of HyReS components and
cellulase mixture using a multipipette and the plate was put into
a multiwell plate reader (Infinite M1000 Pro, Tecan). During
incubation at 37 °C the fluorescence intensity was measured
from the top using a time-resolved kinetic cycle. The excitation
wavelength of 365 nm and emission wavelength of 430 nm
were used, and 16 reads on 4 × 4 grid were performed in each
well.
Data Analysis. Each experiment was performed in

quintuplicate, and a mean autofluorescence f(t) with standard
deviation σf(t) was determined. Normalized autofluorescence
F(t) was calculated with respect to fluorescence at the
beginning of the experiment F(t) = f(t)/f(0). Error bars are
plotted as standard deviation of the normalized autofluor-
escence σF(t). Prior to numerical differentiation data was
smoothed using moving average function in Igor Pro software
package (Wavemetrics) using box sizes (2M + 1) between 20
and 200. It is important to notice that smoothed curves were
only used for numerical differentiation of data. Plots showing
changes of fluorescence in time in the manuscript represent
original, nonsmoothed data.
The time at which a maximum in the differentiated data

occurred tmax was used for assessing cellulolytic activity of assay
enzymes. It is reported with an error σtmax calculated from
σF(tmax) according to the following formula:

σ σ=
=

−⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟

F t
t

t
d ( )

d
( )

t t
tmax

1

F max
max

Thermostability Measurement. A 10 μM solution of
EXG/ENG in NaAc was heat-shocked at 80 °C for up to
90 min. Afterward it was cooled to room temperature and
mixed with HyReS reagents to obtain detection solutions
containing 2 μM EDG. Cellulolytic activity assay was
performed as described above.
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Nature is rich in a wide variety of complex, synergistic, and highly functional
protein-based multicomponent assemblies. This thesis contributes to a more
complete understanding of one of them - the cellulosome - and provides new
strategies to improve rationally designed artificial enzyme networks, such as
designer cellulosomes.

Not only do cellulosomes hydrolyze lignocellulosic biomasswith high efficiency,
but furthermore anchor their host cells to their nutrition source via CBM-bearing
scaffoldins. Besides theCBMs, scaffoldins contain several different cohesin domains
with high sequence similarity. I was able to show that the mechanical stability of
cohesin domains strongly correlates with their position within the scaffoldin. The
so-called bridging cohesins, which transduce force between the CBM and the cell’s
surface, are able to withstand notably higher unfolding forces than their loose
hanging counterparts. This fact may be explained by an evolutionary pressure,
since mechanically weak bridging cohesins would be unable to remain folded
and thus bind enzyme-bearing dockerins under mechanical stress, resulting in
inefficient cellulose degradation and a disadvantage for the host.

The intriguingly strong stabilizing effect of dockerin binding on cohesin
mechanostability further contributes to the understanding of cellulosome architec-
ture and sparks new questions about its mechanobiology. For example, through
which mechanism does dockerin binding influence the cohesins mechanostability,
given that the cohesin’s binding site is located on the opposite side of its region
responsible for mechanostability? Do different dockerins have differing stabilizing
effects? And does the stabilizing effect correlate with binding affinity, energy or
strength?

I was also able to directly apply results gained from steeredmolecular dynamics
simulations to enhance the mechanical robustness of the weakest tested cohesin
domain. The ability to correctly predict the effect of single amino acid mutations
on fold strength and to tune the robustness of proteins reveals the potential of the
applied in silico protocols to design future mutants.

The results in this thesis contribute to the understanding of cellulosome
mechanobiology and that the presented methods open the door to the design
of enzyme networks with high mechanical rigidity, an aspect so far not taken
into account in the development of designer cellulosomes. The ability to choose
from cohesin-dockerin pairs with high affinity, high unbinding force and high
mechanical stability makes the modular cellulosomal system very attractive for
all kinds of molecular assembly applications across many biotechnological fields,
both in vivo and in vitro.

The polymerization-based cellulase assay for the quantification and localization
of enzymatic cellulose degradation is furthermore promising for high-throughput
screenings of multi-component enzymemixtures and designer cellulosomes across
various biomass substrates. Moreover, the possibility to image cellulose hydrolysis
in real time and to pinpoint enzymatic activity to topological cellulose features
might reveal bottlenecks in biomass breakdown.

The insights into the mechanobiology of the cellulosome and the tool-set to
investigate the turnover of varying enzyme combinations will hopefully contribute
to the development of a new generation of designer cellulosomes, ore more
generally: rationally designed enzyme networks.
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